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"Hunter-gatherers practiced the most successful and longest lasting lifestyle in human
history. In contrast, we're still struggling with the mess into which agriculture has
tumbled us, and it's unclear whether we can solve it." (Jared Diamond, 1987)
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1- Abstract
Corporate social responsibility within procurement practices, sustainable procurement (SP), is

a relatively new and difficult concept for companies. Therefore, Nederlandse Spoorwegen

(NS) wants to compare its performance on SP with other organizations and learn from their

practices on this topic. This report describes the development of a benchmark tool on SP, and

the results of a case study that is performed using this tool.

Keywords: Sustainability; Corporate social responsibility; Procurement; Measurement;

Maturity; Benchmark; Corporate strategy; Knowledge management
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11- Preface

This report is the result of a graduation project that is carried out at the Group Purchasing
Department of Nederlandse Spoorwegen NV (NS). The project was carried out between
September 2007 and June 2008 and belongs to the final phase of the Master degree program
of Industrial Engineering and Management Science at Eindhoven University of Technology.

This research project helped NS in its process of understanding the concepts Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) and Sustainable Procurement (SP). This report describes these
concepts, their relation with each other, how other organizations deal with them and what NS
should change to improve its performance on these concepts. This way NS will become an
organization that can be proud of its sophisticated CSR strategy and SP practices.

I would like to say thanks to many people. Since I am an extremely structured person, I will
order these thanks among two categories. Firstly, I will give thanks to people who were
directly involved in my quest to carry out a successful academic graduation project. Secondly,
I will give thanks to people who supported me on a more emotional level during these ten
months.

During the last ten months at NS I had discussions with many people on CSR and SP. I would
like to thank every single one of them since I believe that these discussions were an essential
contribution to my graduation project. Especially, I would like to thank my academic
supervisors Arjan van Weele and Mirjam Kibbeling, and my company supervisor Jan van
Putten for sharing with me their enormous enthusiasm in their quest for a comprehensive
understanding of SP from a conceptual as well as a managerial perspective. They were my
number one source for feedback during the entire research project. In addition, I would like to
thank my academic supervisor Ad Kleingeld for supporting me in my quest to perform a
comprehensive and valid case study in a new research area. Lastly, I would like to thank my
friends and former fellow students Mark, Sander, and Bram for criticizing my work, and
motivating me to successfully finish my graduation project by successfully finishing their
graduation projects during mine.

From the emotional perspective, I would like to thank all my family, friends, and colleagues
that supported me during my research project. However, there are a few persons that I would
like to mention here specifically. Firstly, I would like to thank my parents for their
uncompromised support throughout my whole life, which is the primary reason for the
existence of this research report. Next, I would like to thank Mark, Gijs, and Sandra from my
student house for listening to my frustrations on the vagueness around CSR and SP,
discussing with me all discussable elements of life, broadening my musical taste and sharing
my absurd sense of humor through words and deeds. Furthermore I would like to thank my
roommates at NS, Bob en Maaike, for letting me join in on their analyses of the railway
inspectors every Thursday and other activities on a similar level. Lastly, I want to thank my
Ingeborg, my princess, who is my most important motivator for everything. My visit to her in
Ghana to see the results of her altruistic actions and to experience the Ghanaian culture gave
me an even more comprehensive view on the topic of this graduation project.

For readers who do not yet know Crealev BV, I want to take this opportunity to introduce
Angela Jansen and Ger Jansen. During the entire graduation project they were my partners in
business. Without them, there would have been no Crealev. This means that without them, I
would not have spent almost every evening and weekend on Crealev. Without them, I would
not have had to combine a literature study on CSR and SP with receiving telephone calls of
traders and agents from Kuwait, Brazil, United States, and so on. Without them, my life would
have been much easier and relaxing the last 10 months, and my graduation project would
probably have lasted two months less. Last but not least, without them, I would not have had
the experience of a lifetime, and would not have had the opportunity to leave my student time
behind me as a proud entrepreneur in levitation technology. Angela and Ger, thanks a lot.

I would like to end this preface by thanking you, the reader, for showing interest in my
research project. I hope this report provides you with fresh new insights on the concepts of
CSR and SP. I wish you a pleasant time reading it.

Rob Jansen,
June 2008
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III - Executive Summary

III.A Introduction and business problem

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) within procurement practices, sustainable procurement

(SP), is a relatively new and difficult concept for companies. Simultaneously, the ongoing

liberalization of the railway sector within the European Union strengthens the necessity for

Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) to internationalize. NS has to increase its performance on

CSR by 2015 to decrease the risk of losing the concession of the Dutch main railway-network

that will most likely include CSR criteria. Therefore, NS wants to compare its performance on

SP with other organizations and learn from their practices on this topic. This report describes

a design-focused research that addresses the following business problem that NS is facing.

NS does not know how it performs on integrating CSR into its procurement practices. It

wants to set a norm for NS that is based on current CSR performance of peer

organizations. Therefore it wishes to be able to compare its performance in some way

with peers and wants to have external knowledge on best practices (thus, knowing how to

improve). Then, it is better able to determine their current position, and to develop a

roadmap to where NS wants to go in the future regarding SP.

Currently, one of the main problems is that no consensus exists on their current

performance on sustainability. This is caused by an unclear view on the topic and a

missing method to measure the performance. Furthermore, NS has an unclear view how

to gather relevant information on this topic in the most effective way. These causes also

delay the progress to develop a clearer strategy on this topic that leads to more

sustainable practices.

The goal of this research is to design a benchmark tool on SP that supports the process of

increased knowledge on SP at NS. Furthermore, a case study is performed using this tool.

Lastly, NS is advised how to use this tool (change plan) and NS is recommended how to

improve its SP practices based on the theoretical findings and case study results.

111.8 Project design

For solving this business problem a research framework has been set up (Figure A). The

processes in this framework show numbers between brackets that are representing the seven

action points that lead to the final deliverables (output). The output of the action points 1 up to

4 are the theoretical findings. These deliverables were used as input for the action points 5 up

to 7. The output of these three action points are the practical deliverables.

1. Investigate how businesses should deal with the concept of CSR: CSR is a concept

that should be dealt with in a strategic way across the entire organization where the focus

should be on maximizing sustainable profits (strategic CSR(

I A throrough explanation on strategic CSR and sustainable profits is presented in Section 3.1.3.
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2. Investigate the role of procurement within CSR: SP is able to reinforce strategic CSR

on all four levels of the CSR-pyramid (Carroll, 1991 )2. As connector between the organization

and its suppliers, the purchasing department should function as a knowledge base for SP that

supports this reinforcement. It is essential that top management acknowledges the power of

such a knowledge base and is willing to invest in it.

3. Investigate how CSR can be integrated into procurement practices: The EFOM

Framework is considered a suitable framework for integrating CSR into procurement

activities3
.

4. Investigate how one can measure the maturity of integrating CSR into procurement

practices: Current scientific literature and current tools are lacking a practical benchmark tool

for analyzing how to integrate CSR into procurement practices, and measuring the maturity of

this integration process. Such tool needs to be designed.

5. Develop a benchmark tool that is able to gather information on best practices

regarding SP, and to measure and compare a company's SP maturity: This action point

leads to the Solution design (visualization is presented in Figure B).

6. Perform a benchmark case study with this tool to gather knowledge on SP best

practices, and to compare SP maturity of NS with peers.

7. Use the result of the previous actions to advise NS on their opportunities and risks

regarding SP: These last two action points lead to the change plan and recommendations.

Theoretical research Empirical research

Dealing with
CSR

Role of
procurement
within CSR

Integrating CSR
in procurement

practices

Measuring
sustainable

procurement

CSRat NS in
generic terms

CSRatNS
Group

Purchasing
Department

CSR within
procurement at

peers

D Source

~ Process (Action poinls)

o Output

Perform case
study (6)

Figure A: Research framework

2 This CSR-pyramid is presented in Figure 7 and distinguishes four levels of CSR (economic, legal,
ethical, and philanthropic responsibilities), all discussed in Section 3.1.1.
3 EFQM stands for European Foundation for Quality Management. A full description of this framework
and its suitability is presented in Section 4.1.
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III. C Solution Design and case study

The solution design (SP benchmark tool) is an interview protocol for gathering information on

best practices that includes a maturity questionnaire that measures SP maturity along aspects

of the EFQM Framework (visualization is presented in Figure B). The EFQM Framework is

investigated and considered suitable for CSR-related practices. Moreover, NedRailways can

already use the benchmark tool for improving its SP maturitl. This solution design supports

the process of answering the following two goal questions which are extracted from the

business problem of NS.

1. What is the maturity of NS regarding integrating CSR into procurement practices

compared with their peers? (GQ1)

2. What are the best and worst practices regarding integrating CSR into procurement

practices? (GQ2)

Furthermore, based on the theoretical findings, the following key requirements were defined.

Key requirement Explanatory description
Focus on SP Since the subject of the business problem is SP, it is essential

that the tool has the same subject.

Focus on EFQM Because the EFQM Framework is considered suitable for CSR-
related practices, the categorization of EFQM is favorable.

No focus on reporting Reporting SP is not the main task of procurement professionals,
and should therefore not be the focus of the tool.

Focus on maturity Since company-specific output on SP is hard to generalize for
benchmark purposes, the focus should be on measuring maturity.

Maturity scale An extensive maturity scale increases usability of the results for
determining SP maturity.

Restricted length of tool / The tool has to be suitable for a benchmark case study and
Suitable for benchmark should therefore not be too extensive.
Focus on best practices One of the goals of the tool is to gather information on best

practices regarding the subject.

Focus on practical To gather useful practical information on best practices regarding
examples SP, it is essential that the tool extracts information on practical

examples from respondents.

Table A: Key reqUirements of the SP benchmark tool

Case study

A case study has been performed with the SP benchmark tool. The case study consisted of

four cases (including NS) that were all large organizations with professional purchasing

departments that are actively involved in CSR practices. For each case, information was

collected from three sources (purchaser, purchasing manager, and line manager outside

purchasing department which was involved in a tender during the last six months).

4 NedRailways is a UK wholly owned subsidiary of NS that is gaining experience on making bids for
concessions, focusing on opportunities and risks within the European railway sector. NedRailways
recently lost a concession for train transport in the UK of which II % of the criteria on which the
decision was made were CSR-criteria of the EFQM Framework.
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... Guidelines interviewer & introduction

example: Goal of the interview: "Getting insights on how organizations with
professional purchasing departments deal with sustainable
procurement."

~-
10 introduction questions

example 1: What is CSR in your opinion?

example 2: What are the top 3-motives of your organization to implement
sustainable procurement?

Figure B: Visualization of solution design

Does your organization measure its performance related to key
sustainability impacts?

Evidence of sustainability performance measurement.

Evidence of sustainability performance measurement and publication
(e.g. CSR report).

Can you demonstrate innovation from your supply chain as a result of
your organization's procurement activities?

Evidence of procurement activity that actively encourages innovation
(output specifications, market research etc.)

Evidence that procurement activity is aimed to challenge the market to
develop new sustainable products

Do your organization's contract award criteria include sustainability
considerations?

Evidence that 50% or major procurement activities have included
sustainability in the award criteria

Evidence that 80% or major procurement activities have included
sustainability in the award criteria

E: Results

example:

score 10:

score 10:

c: Processes

example:

score 5:

0: Suppliers

example:

Maturity questionnaire

A: Leadership & Personnel

example: How is professional sustainability advice deployed for procurement
professionals?

score 5: In-house department or service provider covering some of the
sustainability agenda

score 10: Comprehensive support available to purchasers on all aspects of
sustainability

B: Policy & Strategy

example: Does your organization have a sustainable procurement policy?

score 5: General mention of sustainability in a procurement policy or
procurement within a sustainability policy

score 10: Clear statement of sustainability priorities and how they will be
addressed through the supply chain with clear goals for achievement.
Need not be a stand-alone document

Additional questions

example 1: What is the reason for the low score in the maturity questionnaire on
question XX?

I notice a high score in the maturity questionnaire on question XX. Can
you deliberate further on this score by providing me with some
examples in practice on this matter?

score 5:

example 2:

I~·~~.~·~1t~1 score 5:

,-.,(..,p- ~f"l'. score 10:
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1/1.0 Change plan

The change plan consists of four activities that must support an increase in the amount of

concessions won by NS, which increases economies of scale and decreases strategic

vulnerability of NS. Moreover, these activities enable NS to mitigate the risk for losing the

concession of the Dutch main railway-network in 2015 on CSR dimensions.

1. Benchmarking SP: The SP benchmark tool should be used by NedRailways to perform

benchmark studies on direct competitors of upcoming concessions. This way NedRailways

can effectively learn from their competitors' best practices and improve their SP maturity.

2. Measuring SP maturity: NedRailways should use the maturity questionnaires for

measuring (perception of) SP maturity at NS. This will provide information on NS its SP

maturity that most likely reveals discrepancies across different product categories. This

procedure should be repeated periodically (e.g. yearly), thus performing an internal

longitudinal study on SP maturity at NS, creating a sophisticated database on this topic.

3. Reporting SP performance: NedRailways can practise to increase their score on CSR

issues along the EFQM Framework to effectively improve their performance on SP reporting.

4. Implementing improvements: The results of the previous three activities can be used to

improve CSR activities. It is essential that these follow-ups of implementing improvements are

executed in all cases since these activities actually improve NS its CSR performance.

III.E Recommendations

Introduction CSR-pyramid: This would be a first step for each organization towards a more

structural approach to integrate CSR into an organization its corporate practices (including

procurement practices) in an effective and strategic way. It gives CSR and its four levels a

"face", which can be extremely useful when new CSR policies and strategies have to be

adopted and understood by a large amount of employees.

Governance: A significant increase in SP maturity cannot be made by the purchasing

department since purchasers only have an advising role regarding SP. Top management at

NS should make CSR an integral part of the corporate strategy with strategic CSR goals

based on a stakeholder analysis. These strategic goals should be clearly communicated to

the internal customers along with personal targets and then translated to process redesigns.

Communication: NS should improve its communication channels among departments in

order to be able to effectively maximize its sustainable profits.

Ethical CSR: NS should have a structural approach toward ethical responsibilities to

decrease the chance that stakeholders will consider NS a laggard on SP, which will most

likely have a negative effect on reputation and CSR risks.

Strategic CSR: Top management of NS should extent the term of its Return on Investment

policy for strategic themes on the fourth level of the CSR-pyramid.

Knowledge management: NedRailways should use their Shared Service Center to

exchange knowledge on CSR within NS.

5 The maturity questionnaire is part three of the SP benchmark Tool
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1 Introduction
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) within procurement practices, sustainable procurement

(SP), is a relatively new and difficult concept for companies. In the past, companies only had

their focus on generating profit, and most theories were focused on this as well. In the last

decades this focus has shifted more and more towards the triple bottom line: people, planet,

and profit (Colbert and Kurucz, 2007). It is quite difficult for businesses to adjust their

business strategy, policies, culture and processes to this new focus that includes soft factors.

Success stories as well as failure stories exist on this topic. It is the art of finding the right way

to deal with this emerging topic that determines the difference between success and failure.

Today's global economy is considered a network economy since companies are increasingly

embedded in dominant networks of alliances (de Man, 2004). This leads to the increasing

importance of value chain management. A purchasing department plays more and more a

crucial role in this field because it connects the organization with suppliers in its network. This

trend towards value-driven procurement goes hand in hand with the increasing importance of

sustainability, which is the obligation stemming from the implicit "social contract" between

business and society for firms to be responsive to society's long-run needs and wants,

optimizing the positive effects and minimizing the negative effects of its actions on society

(Lantos, 2001). Therefore, sustainable procurement plays a key role towards business

excellence in the ever-changing network economy of the future.

This is a research report on the subject of sustainable procurement. In this first section the

problem context will be described (Section 1.1), and the problem will be delineated (Section

1.2). This is followed by a problem definition (Section 1.3), the project design (Section 1.4),

and a timeline of the project (Section 1.5).

1.1 Problem Context
Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) is an organization that operates in the service sector. Its

primary process is the delivery of train transportation services. The supply base of NS

encompasses a large variety of facilitating services, such as information technology services,

cleaning services, temporary labor services and catering services.

As being the Dutch railway company, NS has a position in the centre of society. NS is aware

of this role in society and knows it has a social responsibility to fulfill. In its year report quotes

can be found such as "for NS, sustainability is self-evident", and "NS has a crucial essential

role in tackling the Dutch transportation problem in a sustainable way". NS has mentioned this

trend of increasing importance of sustainable transportation as an opportunity in its SWOT

analysis. Furthermore, in the New Year speech of 2008 the CEO of NS mentioned that

attention towards CSR is put on the agenda of 2008. One main reason for this strategic focus

13
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is the increasing competitiveness of the European railway sector and contract specifications

are getting more complex. Such trends make it more difficult for NS to distinguish itself from

international competitors for the upcoming concession of the Dutch main railway-network in

2015, where sustainability will most likely be an essential part of the criteria.

The executive board of NS asked the Group Purchasing Department about their performance

on CSR. The Group Purchasing Department is aware it has to act upon the increasing

importance of sustainability but has not yet achieved a clear and structured approach to

professionalize its practices on this topic. It does not know which precise direction it wants to

go in the future and is looking for best practices on SP. In addition, the department has no

clear overview how it is performing on SP compared with other companies.

1.2 Problem delineation

This research does not cover the entire spectrum of sustainability but has its focus on

procurement practices. This business activity has a supporting role within the value chain

(Figure 1). Furthermore weB look at this topic from a business perspective, meaning that we

look how business could/ should deal with sustainable procurement.

Firm infrastructure

Tech~ology develo~ment

, ,
Human resource mariagement

Marketing
and sales

Outbound
logistics

iProcurement i

OperationsInbound
logistics

Support
activities

Primary activities

Figure 1: Procurement within the value chain, redrawn from Porter (1985, p. 338)

Figure 2 presents a five step approach for CSR. It shows how an organization is able to

continuously improving its CSR performance by repeating the activities through the loop of

this approach. NS is in need of a clear view on their current performance. Therefore this study

has its focus on step three of this five step approach. This way, the results of this research

can be used to execute step four and five in a more effective way. This research focuses on

measuring SP through benchmarking, not including company-specific output. Measuring the

company-specific output is essential as well, but these indicators should be set by each

6 The research team of business problem-solving project, with the author of this report as principal
researcher, is referred to as "we".
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company specifically, which makes them hard to use for benchmarking purposes. Therefore,

this aspect is excluded from the scope of this research. Nevertheless, one of the goals of this

study is to measure to which extent an organization measures these company-specific

outputs. This is further explained in Section 5.

1. Create awareness and
commitment

~
2. Identify stakeholders and

their needs and expectations

~
3. Conduct a self-

assessment

I

• •
L-

4. Improve the organisation's 5. Review and report CSR
I--

activities performance

Figure 2: Five Step Approach for CSR (free to EFQM (2003) and EFQM (2004))

This study acknowledges that it is important to report and communicate CSR-activities to

stakeholders. A company has to determine to which extent it should engage in CSR-rankings

and CSR-reporting. Yet, this study does not have its focus on this aspect of CSR.
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1.3 Problem Definition
From the introduction interviews at NS and discussions with the problem owner, a cause and

effect tree (Figure 3) is set up to clarify the relation between the current problems that NS is

facing, and its causes.

No strategic approach
to mitigate ethical
risks and increase

strategic CSR
opportunities down

the supply chainI

/
+Difficuilles with and no , Unclear role of

SP ~ purchasers on
~~:ns:~~in operational,level (within

gy g cross-functional teams)•

NS purchaSing
department needs to

.. posrtion rtself along
CSR stralegy

NS develops strategic
CSR actiVitIes

Unclear how to improve
..... SP practices .

--~•NS formulates a
mission and VISion on

CSR

CSR becomes
increasingly important

in society

Decreased
effectiveness of

purchaser
performance

Purchasers do not have
a clear view on their

role within SP
Unclear vision and

~ policy on SP towards
future

Current SP
performance unknown

/,.....
//

/'

.~~_//

Lack of lools for
measuring SP
perionmance

Little information on SP
periormance of peers _

(nonn)
~"

.... ~.....~

//

---Lack of lools for
gathering external
information on SP

practices

Figure 3: Cause and effect tree at NS

This research has its focus on the following business problem.

NS does not know how it performs on integrating CSR into its procurement practices. It

wants to set a norm for NS that is based on current CSR performance of peer

organizations. Therefore it wishes to be able to compare its performance in some way

with peers and wants to have external knowledge on best practices (thus, knowing how to

improve). Then, it is better able to determine their current position, and to develop a

roadmap to where NS wants to go in the future regarding SP.

Currently, one of the main problems is that no consensus exists on their current

performance on sustainability. This is caused by an unclear view on the topic and a

missing method to measure the performance. Furthermore, NS has an unclear view how

to gather relevant information on this topic in the most effective way. These causes also

delay the progress to develop a clearer strategy on this topic that leads to more

sustainable practices.
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1.4 Project design
Based on the problem statement and problem delineation a business problem-solving (BPS)

project is designed. This BPS project is a design-focused research with the following action

points:

1. Investigate how businesses should deal with the concept of GSR

2. Investigate the role of procurement within GSR

3. Investigate how GSR can be integrated into procurement practices

4. Investigate how one can measure the maturity of integrating GSR into procurement

practices

5. Develop a benchmark tool that is able to gather information on best practices

regarding SP, and to measure and compare a company's SP maturity.

6. Perform a benchmark case study with this tool to gather knowledge on SP best

practices, and to compare SP maturity of NS with peers.

7. Use the result of the previous actions to advise NS on their opportunities and risks

regarding SP.

A main overall goal of this project was to get insight on sustainable procurement practices at

NS. Empirical research at NS as well as at other organizations with professional purchasing

activities is supported by theoretical research in the literature. After analyzing and comparing

the theoretical and practical findings, a clear view of the current practices of the Group

Purchasing Department on sustainable procurement is accomplished. Furthermore, based on

these findings some practical advice is given regarding what should be changed to improve

the current situation (change design). With these final outputs NS can identify and analyze the

causes of the observed discrepancies with others, positively as well as negatively, and then

react upon these opportunities and risks respectively. NS should then be able to improve its

current procurement performance towards business excellence regarding sustainability.

For the seven action points a project design has been set up. In Figure 4 this project design is

presented as a research framework. This framework is used to construct a useful solution

design and change design. Furthermore, it shows the deliverables (output) of this research.
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Theoretical research Empirical research

Dealing with
CSR

Role of
procurement
withinCSR

Inlegrating CSR
in procurement

practices

Measuring
sustainable
procurement

CSR at NS in
generic terms

CSR at NS
Group

Purchasing
Department

CSR within
procurement at

peers

D Source

C) Process (Action points)

(} Output

Figure 4: Research framework

One can notice in this research framework that a large part of the process design is

theoretical research. This can be explained by the current lack of knowledge on this topic.

Since the solution design is not a redesign, only current needs can be investigated from NS

as a practical source for developing the SP benchmark tool. The methodology that is used for

performing the case study using the SP benchmark tool is described in Section 7.1.

Since sustainability is a broad concept with soft factors, it becomes hard to measure the

concept. In addition, there are four problems that seriously limit an objective and accurate

assessment of the purchasing function, which are; (1) lack of definition; (2) lack of formal

objectives and performance standards; (3) problems of accurate measurement; and (4)

difference in scope of purchasing (Van Weele, 2002, p. 257).

The theoretical research has been executed to get a better understanding on integrating CSR

in procurement practices (Action point 3) and measuring this process (Action point 4). As

explained earlier in this section sustainability and procurement are broad concepts that lack

definition. Therefore Action points 1 and 2 are introduced to understand these concepts and

their relation with each other. This way a more comprehensive and coherent overview is

gained for effectively conducting the remainder of this business problem-solving project

(shown in Figure 4).

This theoretical research is followed by an empirical research. An SP benchmark tool is set

up (Action point 5) using the findings from the theoretical research in combination with the

needs from the NS. These needs are gathered through multiple sources. Some formal and

informal interviews with NS provide additional information to get an even better understanding

of the actual performance of NS regarding sustainable procurement. When this SP

benchmark tool is developed, it is used to perform a case study (Action point 6).
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Lastly, the practical results are compared with the findings from the theoretical research to

draw conclusions and give the Group Purchasing Department at NS an advice how it can

improve its performance on sustainable procurement, supported by identified opportunities

and risks (Action point 7).

1.5 Timeline of the project
This research is conducted during 10 months, starting in September 2007. In January 2008 a

mid term presentation was held to inform the supervisors and problem owner of the progress

of the project. This presentation and its feedback and discussions afterwards led to a clear

focus and direction for this research for the last 5 months resulting in a clear roadmap until

the deadline of June 2008. A timeline of the complete research project is depicted in Figure 5.

Sep Oct

2007

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

2008

Apr May Jun

36-37-38-39-40-41-42-43-44-45-46-47-48-49-50-51-52-01-02-03-04-05-06-07-08-09-1 0-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26

~ .

> 3 ).)) .)
1. Conduct literature research, company analysis, and diagnosis
2. Develop, report and present process design and roadmap
3. Develop solution design
4. Perform case study
5. Analyze results of case study
6. Report research project and present conclusions and

recommendations to NS and TUe

Figure 5: Timeline of the project
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2 Diagnosis
In this case the client organization (NS) defines a problem in terms of a desired object or

system, not available in the present situation (in this case, a benchmark tool). Therefore,

there is no need for a diagnosis, but only a further analysis and justification of the need for

that object or system (van Aken et ai, 2007). Nevertheless, the problem of NS is formulated in

terms of a clear, but not yet satisfied need, which still can be validated (Section 1). The

overview of CSR at NS is based on multiple sources such as interviews at NS and data from

the internet. In Section 2.1 some light will be shed on CSR at NS. Section 2.2 will conclude if

the problem statement can be considered valid according to this information.

2.1 CSR at NS

In this section CSR at is first discussed in generic terms before CSR at NS Group Purchasing

Department is discussed. This way, the reader gets a more coherent and structural overview

of NS its current practices on CSR.

2.1.1 CSR at NS in generic terms

For NS, CSR plays an important role, as was already described in Section 1.1. NS is already

performing CSR activities for many years such as waste reduction and CO2-reduction. A full

overview of CSR activities and dilemmas at NS can be found in Appendix A (Dutch).

Recently, the executive board has put CSR on the strategic agenda. Yet, NS does not have

an ideal handbook that guides it to business excellence regarding CSR. The ongoing

liberalization of the railway sector within the European Union strengthens the necessity for NS

to internationalize. NS has to increase its performance on CSR by 2015 to decrease the risk

of losing the concession of the Dutch main railway-network that will most likely include CSR

criteria. NS is gaining experience on making bids for such concession with their wholly owned

subsidiary NedRailways that focuses on opportunities and risks within the European railway

sector. NedRailways recently lost a concession for train transport in the UK. 11 % of the

criteria on which the decision was made were CSR-criteria of the EFOM Framework7
. In

2015, NS has to compete for the concession of the Dutch main railway-network, and has to

be prepared for this, also regarding CSR issues. Top management of NS has not introduced

a CSR-manager or a similar function. It did address the topic of CSR and communicated this

topic with the different departments. One of these departments is the Group Purchasing

Department. How the Group Purchasing Department experiences this approach is further

explained in the next section.

2.1.2 CSR at NS Group Purchasing Department
Companies such as Philips have many suppliers in Low Cost Countries (LCCs) to reduce

production costs. However, these companies have increased CSR-risks on legal and ethical

level, which makes it essential for Philips to minimize CSR-risks down the supply chain

because of the increased risks. NS is far less active in LCCs, and one may argue that

7 The EFQM Framework is further explained in Section 4.
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therefore CSR is less an issue for them regarding procurement practices. Such argument is

far from the truth since CSR is a universal concept that is not limited to outsourcing activities

in LCCs. The Group Purchasing Department believes that NS is doing quite well regarding

sustainable procurement, but it has problems with providing hard evidence for this. In the

overview on CSR activities presented in Appendix A (Dutch) NS tries to inform the reader that

SP is taken into account by mention the purchasing function. However, the reader cannot

clarify how NS organizes its purchasing practices around CSR. The overview relates SP at

NS only to FSC-certified paper. Furthermore, the Group Purchasing Department does not

have a clear vision on their future goals regarding sustainable procurement. Additionally,

procurement at NS is done with cross-functional teams, and purchasers do not know what

role they have regarding sustainability within such a team.

The Group Purchasing Department has the opinion that it is able to reinforce the CSR

activities of NS. Knowledge on how to put this into practice is lacking at NS, and therefore the

department is in need for information on this topic from external sources.

2.2 Conclusions

The overview of CSR at NS is extracted from the knowledge gathered by interviews at NS,

data from the internet, intranet, and other sources within the organization on sustainable

procurement. This triangular way of data gathering resulted in an information database that

provided sufficient information to determine the problem statement as valid (a full overview

can be found in Appendix A).

These sources showed that NS did already have some information, views, and documents on

this topic, but that indeed there was a clear lack of knowledge on how to integrate CSR into

procurement practices, and how NS performs on this topic compared with other

organizations. These causes have the result that NS is not able to mitigate ethical risks and

increase strategic CSR opportunities down the supply chain. This is a crucial problem

because NS has to increase its performance on CSR by 2015 to decrease the risk of losing

the concession of the Dutch main railway-network. Therefore, the need for an SP benchmark

tool can be justified by the fact that it strengthens the continuity of NS by mitigating the risk of

losing the concession of the Dutch main railway-network.

In the next section we will deliberate further on the concepts of CSR and SP on a generic

level. Then we will discuss how one could integrate CSR in procurement practices (Section

4).
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3 CSR and SP in general

In this section GSR and SP will be discussed on a generic level. Firstly, the concept of GSR is

explained and how business should deal with this concept (Section 3.1). The next two

sections describe what role procurement has regarding GSR (Section 3.2), and how

procurement can reinforce GSR on a company-wide level (Section 3.3).

Corporate Social Responsibility
(Section 3.1)

:'l Role of procurement
:c

L-----1 ~ within CSR
~ (Section 3.2)
E

Procurement
(Section 3.2)

Figure 6: Relation of topics Section 3

Figure 6 gives an overview of the structure of Section 3 to provide the reader with an

understanding of how the different sections and its topics are related to each other. Lastly,

some conclusions will be drawn on these findings (Section 3.4).

3.1 Dealing with CSR

Kamann and Bakker (2004) state that the overall views of the total company on how to do

things are a starting point for the question how are we doing things in purchasing. The same

goes for sustainability issues. To get a clear understanding of sustainable procurement, it is

essential that some background is provided on the term sustainability/ GSR in general. In this

section a thorough description of the concept will be presented, followed by a definition.

Lastly, the relevance of the topic will be discussed.

3.1.1 Concept of CSR

Defining sustainability or GSR is like defining quality. Whatever definition you give it; it can be

interpreted and put into practice in many ways. This does not mean that it is impossible to

define it, but that a definition of sustainability without some information on how to use it is like

a mission statement without a strategy. Therefore, one should strive for a definition that can

easily be combined with information on how to use it in business practice.
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The last decades, the wide and scattered interest of academics in sustainability, CSR, and

sustainable development, varying from social and ethical fields to environmental and

economic fields, resulted in a multitude of interpretations on these concepts (Schubert and

Lang, 2005). In 1987, Brundtland defined sustainable development as meeting the needs of

the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their

needs (Brundtland (1987) as quoted in Brundtland (1994)). It was this definition in the report

"Our Common Future" of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED)

chaired by Brundtland that put the sustainability topic on the agenda of many organizations.

Another example of a definition of sustainability is balancing the three aspects people, planet

and profit, which one wants to reach and maintain for a long period (Kamann, 2004). Such

definitions and interpretations can be put in practice in many ways. This multi-interpretability

of CSR is exactly one of the main causes why it is quite difficult for an ordinary management

executive to deal with this topic. Carroll (1991) offers a framework that supports the process

of understanding CSR (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: GSR-pyramid: Four levels of GSR (Garroll, 1991)

This CSR-pyramid distinguishes four levels of CSR. It is essential to keep in mind that

philanthropic and economic responsibilities are defined by internal factors, and ethical and

legal responsibilities are defined by external factors. All four levels will now be discussed

briefly.

Firstly, a company has economic responsibilities that have to guarantee the continuity of the

company. Secondly, it has legal responsibilities, which are defined by governmental

institutions. Thirdly, a company has ethical responsibilities. 8 This means that companies have

8 An example of unethical behavior can be found in Appendix B
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to perform all their business activities in an ethical way. The fourth responsibility Carroll

speaks about is philanthropic responsibility. These responsibilities can range from charity, to

environmental issues, to labor issues. To clarify the differences between ethical

responsibilities and philanthropic responsibilities, Carroll (1991) made a comparison which is

depicted in Table 1. It is especially the question of how to deal with the philanthropic level of

CSR that is disputed by businesses as well as the academic world. Businesses often have

problems how to deal with this level of CSR.

Ethical Components
(Responsibilities)

1. It is important to perform in a
manner consistent with
expectations of societal mores
and ethical norms.

2. It is important to recognize and
respect new or evolving ethical/
moral norms adopted by
society.

3. It is important to prevent ethical
norms from being compromised
in order to achieve corporate
goals.

Philanthropic Components
(Responsibilities)

1. It is important to perform in a
manner consistent with the
philanthropic and charitable
expectations of society.

2. It is important to assist the fine
and performing arts.

3. It is important that managers
and employees participate in
voluntary and charitable
activities within their local
communities.

4. It is important that good 4. It is important to provide
corporate citizenship be defined assistance to private and public
as doing what is expected educational institutions.
morally or ethically.

5. It is important to recognize that 5. It is important to assist
corporate integrity and ethical voluntarily those projects that
behavior go beyond mere enhance a community's "quality
compliance with laws and of life."
regulations.

Table 1: Ethical and Philanthropic Components of CSR (Carroll, 1991)

Because the attention to CSR has recently increased, companies are dealing with the

problem of this level of CSR in different ways. Tobacco giant Philip Morris, for example, spent

$75 million on its charitable contributions in 1999 and then launched a $100 million

advertising campaign to publicize them. Not surprisingly, there are genuine doubts about

whether such approaches actually work or just breed public cynicism about company motives

(Porter and Kramer, 2007). Other companies are focused on improving their rankings on all

kinds of national and international CSR-score lists (responsive CSR).

If a company does not reciprocally benefit from philanthropic CSR it is defined as altruistic

CSR. An example of altruistic corporate citizenship is an initiative by General Electric where it

successfully supports underperforming public high schools. This initiative will remain

incidental to the company's business, and the direct effect on General Electric's recruiting and

retention will be modest (see Appendix C for further information on this story).
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Table 1 shows that Carroll (1991) interprets philanthropic CSR as altruistic CSR. This study

does not agree with Carroll that altruistic CSR can be seen as a responsibility for business.

Therefore, we replace this concept with strategic CSR. Strategic CSR is defined as

philanthropic CSR where the management of a company plans to simultaneously increase

their profits.

Before the concept of strategic CSR will be explained more thoroughly some background on

social performance and financial performance is needed. These concepts are described in the

next section.

3.1.2 Social Performance versus Financial Performance

The financial benefits of social performance and social disclosure are discussed in the

academic world. The contradictory findings are the result of conceptual, operationalization

and methodological differences in the definition of social and financial performance (Griffin

and Mahon, 1997; Ullmann, 1985). Griffin and Mahon (1997) show that in 11 studies a

negative relationship is observed between corporate social performance (CSP) and corporate

financial performance (CFP). They also show that in five studies no inclusive relationships

were observed, in 11 studies contradictory relationships were observed, and in 22 studies

positive relationships were observed between CSP and CFP. These findings indicate that the

relation between the broad terms of CSP and CFP is of interest to many researchers, but an

unambiguous relation still has to be justified by the academic world, starting with eliminating

the differences in measuring this relation. To get a better understanding of such concepts,

Figure 8 shows the primary focus of relevant concepts on other concepts.

Sustainability I CSR

CSR CSP I CFP

Philanthropic resp.

People

Ethical resp. ---. CSP

Planet

Legal resp. Strategic CSR

..
Economic resp. - ~ CFP 1-1 Profrt

Figure 8: Primary focus of different levels of CSR

This figure shows that when a company approaches CSR from a strategic perspective

(strategic CSR) it considers and deals with people and planet in such a way that its effect

includes a maximized sustainable profit. This strategic approach where the focus of CSP is on

sustainable profits instead of an altruistic approach (where the focus of CSP is not on profit) if

further explained in Section 3.1.3. Understanding this relation is a prerequisite for

understanding the relevance and potential of SP described in Section 3.2 and 3.3.
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The focus of any organization should be on an effective integration of CSR that leads to an

optimal performance and balance between CSP and CFP. An organization may attempt to

measure the relationship between its CSP and CFP to support this effective integration, but

this measurement should not be the primary focus.

Figure 8 shows the focus of the four levels of CSR. One can see that the philanthropic,

ethical, and legal responsibilities have their primary focus on the people- and planet- aspect

of CSR (CSP). These aspects can be explained as issues advocated by stakeholders (e.g.

health, environment, safety, human rights, and community) that are not necessarily beneficial

to the company. The lower responsibility has its primary focus on the profit-aspect of CSR

(CFP).

For a long time, many companies looked at the concept of CSR no further than performing on

the first three levels (which does not mean they performed sufficiently on these three levels).

Figure 9 visualizes this traditional view and its dynamics (1, 2, and 3). and also the dynamics

of the strategic view (4), which should give the reader a better understanding of these

concepts.
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Figure 9: CSp·CFP traditional and strategic views

CFP was mostly defined as short-term profit for shareholders. Therefore it was argued that

the only way to increase profit from the perspective of the CSR-pyramid was to move from

moral to amoral management (Carroll, 1991) by decreasing their ethical and/ or legal
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performance (CSP) in favor of this short-term profit (Figure 9 (2)). Ford clearly made the

mistake of thinking in this old-fashioned way with the Ford Pinto. Ford purposely did not

resolve a safety issue in the technical design because a cost-benefit analysis showed,

estimating a human life at $200,000, that it would be unbeneficial to the organization to spend

$11 extra per car to solve this safety problem (see Appendix B for further information on this

story).

With the traditional view, where CFP is defined as short-term profit, philanthropic performance

was of no interest to business, since it would only decrease their CFP (Figure 9 (3)).

This study states that this level of CSR has to be dealt with strategically, and that therefore

the whole phenomenon CSR is a strategic issue for companies (Figure 9 (4)). This statement

and the concept of strategic CSR in general are further elucidated in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.3 Strategic CSR
In order to improve competitive positioning, many corporations worldwide have, over the past

few decades, redesigned corporate policies to include some type of guidelines for appropriate

response to CSR issues (Miles et ai, 2006). This is a logical reaction to the increasing

attention on CSR issues. However, most common corporate responses have been neither

strategic nor operational but cosmetic: public relations and media campaigns, the

centerpieces of which are often glossy CSR reports that showcase companies' social and

environmental good deeds (Porter and Kramer, 2006). Such activities are known as green

dressing or window-dressing.

Carroll (1979) categorized the different levels of maturity in CSR behavior as is depicted in

Figure 10.
Ian
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DO
NOTHING
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FighlaD Do only what Be Lead the

the way Is required Progrnssive Industry

PubBc
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Withdrawal Approach Approach Bargaining Solving

• DO
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Figure 10: Social responsiveness categories (Carroll, 1979)

The scale that is chosen here goes from do nothing to do much. A new trend in the CSR

literature, called strategic CSR (Figure 11) does not have its focus on how an organization

can increase the quantity of its CSR activities, but how it can increase the strategic benefits

(sustainable profits) of these activities by effectively integrating the concept of sustainability

into the organization.
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Figure 11: Corporate Involvement in Society: A Strategic Approach (Porter and Kramer, 2006)

Managers can successfully differentiate and position their company along CSR dimensions

when looking to create competitive advantage via differentiation (Gupta, 2002). A good

example of such strategic CSR was Ben & Jerry's its commitment to donate 7.5% of its pre

tax profit to social causes (Siegel and Vitaliano, 2007). It may reap the same financial benefits

through other ways that have no effect on its CSP, but this way it strengthens performance on

both levels. Strategic CSR moves beyond good corporate citizenship and mitigating harmful

value chain impacts to mount a small number of initiatives whose social and business benefits

are large and distinctive. Strategic CSR involves both inside-out and outside-in dimensions

working in tandem. It is here where one can find the opportunities for shared value (Porter

and Kramer, 2006).

This study assumes that strategic CSR will change the view of business on CSR in general.

Business should have its focus more on what kind of sustainable activities are more likely to

have a positive effect on CFP in the long run and how these activities can be integrated in an

organization to create competitive advantage. The key factor in this new approach is to see

CFP not as short-term profits, but as long-term financial performance, defined as sustainable

profits.

A company its corporate performance can be split up into the four levels of CSR defined by

Carroll. In Section 3.1.1 it was stated firstly that ethical and legal responsibilities are defined

by external factors, and secondly, that these two responsibilities, together with economic

responsibility, have to be taken.

If a company takes an approach toward CSR from the perspective of sustainable profits, an

interesting opportunity arises. The strategic view in Figure 9 demonstrates the possible

benefits of strategic CSR on CSP (increased strategic performance) as well as on CFP

(increased sustainable profits). It is therefore beneficial for companies actively search for such
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strategic CSR opportunities that fit within their company-specific context (internally as well as

externally).

The ethical and legal responsibilities are defined by external factors (society and government

respectively) and can therefore not be influenced internally. The economic and strategic

responsibilities, however, can and should be defined internally.

The social responsibilities of an organization are dependant on the stakeholder demands and

may evaluate in time. Furthermore a higher-level responsibility can become a lower-level

responsibility over time. Changing ethics or values precede the establishment of law because

they become the driving force behind the very creation of laws and regulations. For example,

the environmental, civil rights, and consumer movements reflected basic alterations in

societal values and thus may be seen as ethical bellwethers foreshadowing and resulting in

the later legislation (Carroll, 1991). If a company is able to proactively seek and react upon

such emerging ethical values and upcoming legislation, it is able to increase the effectiveness

of its CSR strategy. This way, a company is able to push itself to a higher level in the CSR

pyramid, and ultimately becoming a CSR leader in its market, reaping the competitive benefits

that are attached to this title.

With strategic CSR, an organization is able to increase its performance on people- and

planet-level, while simultaneously enhancing its sustainable profit. This is exactly the switch in

the way of thinking that has to be made by top management, compared with the traditional

views shown in Figure 9.

A strategy itself ought to be holistic across the entire business, cutting right through all levels

of the hierarchy and simultaneously, become an integral part of each managerial function - all

in a commendable ethical climate (Stainer, 2006). For developing a CSR strategy, the

concept of CSR needs to be defined. Carroll (1979) states that CSR encompasses the

economic, legal, ethical and discretionary expectations that society has of organizations at a

given point in time. We argue that the strategic potential of CSR cannot be linked with this

definition. Therefore, another definition is presented in the next section.

3.1.4 Work Definition
The terms CSR and sustainability are used interchangeably in this report, both defined as the

obligation stemming from the implicit "social contract" between business and society for firms

to be responsive to society's long-run needs and wants, optimizing the positive effects and

minimizing the negative effects of its actions on society (Lantos, 2001). Note the focus on

both minimizing harms (ethical CSR) and promoting benefits for society (altruistic CSR if the

firm does not reciprocally benefit and strategic CSR if management plans for the firm to profit

too).

3.1.5 Drivers for CSR
Business firms are increasing emphasis on their ongoing "sustainability," which implies a

simultaneous focus on economic, social, and environmental performance (Colbert and

Kurucz, 2007). The main reason for this trend is the increasing pressure from different
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stakeholders on sustainability issues (Drumwright, 1994; Carter and Carter, 1998; Walton et

ai, 1998; Knox and Maklan, 2004; Hedstrom et ai, 2000; Min and Galle, 1997; Maxwell et ai,

1997). An insufficient sustainability policy should be dealt with the right way to avoid actions

instigated by stakeholders. Table 2 shows some examples of such actions as a result of poor

purchasing practices.

Action instigated by: Example

Investors

The media

Consumers

Government

Employees Employees of garment suppliers in Saipan regrouped themselves and launched legal
actions against large US apparel manufacturers in the mid-199Ds in protest against
harmful working conditions. They also contacted the media that helped advocating
their cause.
Consumers demonstrated outside of Eddie Bauer's stores to protest against alleged
human rights abuses perpetrated by one of the firm's Mannyar suppliers in 1998.
These protests received much media attention.

Ethical investment funds such as Franklin Research claim that they withdraw their
investments from firms that do not include human rights in their purchasing policies.

The US government introduced the Bonded Child Labor Elimination Act of 1997, a law
banning the import of goods made with bonded child labor.
Hong Kong's Asia Monitor Resource Center, a human-rights organization, published
reports in 1999 on the working conditions at Disney's suppliers. The report was then
echoed in the US press.
In 1994, an episode of the US TV show 'Eye to Eye' nailed Adidas for child labor
practices. This triggered the company to become a leader in changing labor practices
industry-wide.

Non-governmental
Organization

Table 2: Examples of stakeholder actions in favor of GSR within purchasing (Maignan et aI, 2002)

One can see from this table that these actions lead to bad publicity, which is a financial risk

that has to be avoided. Furthermore, if a company increases its CSR-activities beyond

avoiding risks, and does so in a strategic way, it can distinguish itself from competitors in a

positive way. So the drivers for business to engage in CSR are not merely avoiding risks, but

also identifying and exploiting opportunities which create a competitive advantage that

positively affects its sustainable profits. Why procurement has a key role in integrating

strategic CSR in a company its activities is further explained in Section 3.2.

3.2 Role of procurement within CSR
This section will explain why procurement plays a key role within CSR. Firstly, it will briefly

explain and define the concept SP in general (Section 3.2.1). Next, the role of procurement

within CSR will be explained from a value-based perspective (Section 3.2.2). Thereafter,

Section 3.2.3 will elaborate on the drivers for SP, followed by a discussion on the dimensions

of SP (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.1 Sustainable procurement
When a research field is relatively new, we often see that academics use different terms for

the same concept. Moreover, many different definitions can be found on the same terms. The

same applies to the relatively new research field of sustainable procurement where clear

definitions are scarce. Sustainable is often replaced by "green" or "socially responsible", and

procurement is often replaced by "purchasing" or "buying", which results in nine different

combinations, and thus, nine different terms.

Van Weele (2002, p. 14) defines purchasing as obtaining from external sources all goods,

services, capabilities and knowledge which are necessary for running, maintaining and
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managing the company's primary and support activities at the most favorable conditions. One

can argue that the sustainability perspective can be found in the term "favorable" and that this

term should nowadays even be replaced by the term "sustainable" because of the growing

importance of this topic.

Van Weele (2002) states that procurement encompasses the purchasing function, stores,

traffic and transportation, incoming inspection, and quality control and assurance. It includes

all activities required in order to get the product from the supplier to its final destination. This

study uses the term sustainable procurement, since sustainability is a broad concept that

encompasses all steps of procurement shown in the purchasing process model (Figure 12).

Purchasing function..
Tactical purchasing Order function

.....1--------------.......f--------------1.~

..

..

Sourcing ...
Buying

Procurement

Supply

Figure 12: Purchasing process model and some related concepts (Van Weele, 2002)

For this research we define sustainable procurement as all activities required to get the

product from the supplier to its final destination in the most sustainable way.

3.2.2 The valuable role of procurement within CSR
Today's global economy is considered a network economy since companies are increasingly

embedded in dominant networks of alliances (de Man, 2004). This leads to the increasing

importance of value chain management. As shown in Figure 13, value chain management is a

part of stage 6 in the evolution of purchasing.
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Figure 13: Towards a coherent purchasing and supply development model (Rozemeijer, 2005)

This increasing importance for value chain integration has the consequence that a purchasing

department plays more and more a crucial role within the organization because it connects

the organization with suppliers in its network. This trend towards value-driven procurement

goes together with the increasing importance of sustainability.

This trend can be aligned with the notion in Section 3.1.3 that mentions the importance of

focusing on sustainable profits instead of short-term profits. A focus on sustainable profits can

be seen as an extension on decision-making by Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) (Stage 4)

towards value-driven procurement (Stage 6).

The purchasing department should have a clear view which role it plays regarding

sustainability. Lantos (2001) advises that marketing takes a lead role in strategic CSR

activities. Nevertheless, the purchasing department has a supporting and advisory role, and

functions as a source of knowledge that can be enhanced through increased procurement

intelligence. Robinson et al (2006) state that knowledge management is inextricably linked to

CSR. Moreover, the purchasing department is able to mitigate risks regarding unethical

purchasing practices (third level), and can identify sustainable opportunities down the supply

chain (fourth level). It is essential that top management acknowledges the power of such a

knowledge base and is willing to invest in it.

Purchasing managers span the boundary between the firm's internal functions and its

external stakeholders, including suppliers and third parties, and thus, are advantageously

positioned to affect a firm's involvement in social responsible activities (Carter and Jennings,

2004. This study acknowledges these findings and stresses that they show the strategic
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opportunity the purchasing function has regarding sustainability. It seems that the awareness

of this role for the purchasing function is increasing among commercial organizations as well.

During a conference in November 2007, Sara Broadbent of Seagate Technology and Cecily

Joseph of Symantec, both focal points of the US Network of the UN Global Compact,

emphasized the importance of companies developing strategic frameworks to address their

unique sustainable procurement initiatives (UN Global Compact Website). This will eventually

lead to a decrease in actions instigated by stakeholders as a result of poor purchasing

practices (see Table 2). Therefore, sustainable procurement may be the key towards

business excellence in the ever-changing network economy of the future.

3.2.3 Drivers for sustainable procurement

Academics in the field of purchasing are acknowledging the increasing importance of

sustainable procurement. In 2002, Van Weele stated that including salvage and

environmental issues as a part of procurement is expected to become more important in

future years, with the increasing impact of environmental issues. In line with this statement

are the results of three studies conducted by HEC School of Management ranking the CPOs

key objectives (in 2003, 2005 and 2007). The studies have uncovered that Sustainable

procurement implementation rose from the i h priority position in 2003 to the 3'd priority in

2007. More than 80% of procurement executives consider sustainable procurement

implementation as "critical" or "important" (Figure 14).

SaVings on direct spend

Savings on indirect spend

Implement sustainable procurement

Reduce supply chain risks

Cash Flow improvement

Improve compliance

Contribute to product innovation

I

1 I I I
I

~ I I I
I

~ I I I
I

1 I I I
I

1 I I I-~ I I I • Critical II
I 0 Important

I

0% 20% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 14: CPOs key objectives 2007-2008 (Bruel et aI, 2007)

More interesting is the reason why these CPOs put the implementation of SP high on their

agenda. What are the drivers for companies to implement SP, and what are the benefits they

have gained from this implementation? In Figure 15 you see the results of these questions

asked in the same survey by HEC.
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Figure 15: Drivers and benefits regarding sustainable procurement practices (Bruel et ai, 2007/

Why is top management nowadays so motivated to implement sustainable procurement, and

how can sustainable procurement reinforce a company's CSR activities? This will be

explained in Section 3.3.

3.2.4 Dimensions of sustainable procurement

As the earth becomes more populous and more resource depleted, non-economic criteria are

likely to play more prominent roles in organizational buying processes (Drumwright, 1994).

This trend is visible in current procurement practices, but the dimensions of this trend are still

unclear since scarce empirical data can be found on this topic. Based on the empirical

evidence gathered by Carter and Jennings (2004), Carter (2004) categorizes SP along his

developed umbrella of sustainability within the buying process that comprises five dimensions

for SP (Figure 16).

IIJ' .', t 1r If 1 I ~ I hill 11

RIlI!>I'

)!lil.l'IIIIICllly.

( 11ll1"IlJlIl'\

Figure 16: The umbrella of sustainability within the buying process (Carter, 2004)

The categorization that is made in this umbrella may be useful to communicate different

aspects of sustainable procurement in an easier way. However, this umbrella does not have a

sufficient relationship towards the different levels of the CSR-pyramid (i.e. economic, legal,

ethical, and philanthropic level). Carter and Jennings (2004) define ethics only as deceitful

and subtle practices, and thus state that all five dimensions of the umbrella are on the

philanthropic level. This study disagrees with this statement. Each category of this umbrella

can involve different issues on all four levels of the CSR-pyramid, dependent on the

9 LeCS: Low Cost Country Sourcing
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company-specific internal and external context with its stakeholders. For example,

environmental issues on legal and philanthropic level will end up within the same category of

the umbrella, while these issues have to be addressed in different ways (i.e. legal issues are

obligatory to comply with whereas philanthropic issues are not). Furthermore, this

categorization does not really add value to the problematic issues and dilemmas that

companies have to deal with. As stated, the importance of each issue is company-specific

and may differ from another eSR-issue. The categorization of the umbrella suggests that

issues can be easily categorized which makes them easier to manage. However, such

categorization efforts will most likely still lead to the problem of overlap of the different

categories and internal communication problems as a result of this overlap. Moreover, such

categorization creates the risk of managers developing category-strategies along this

umbrella that make no distinction between the levels of the eSR-pyramid. The lack of such

distinction will most likely lead to an increase of unethical behavior (see Appendix B) and

altruistic eSR (see Appendix e).

In this study it is stated that sustainable procurement should not be divided into the five

dimensions of the umbrella, but has to be split up into the four levels of the eSR-pyramid. It is

essential that issues on a lower are dealt with before engaging in activities on a higher level.

How SP can reinforce eSR through these four levels is further explained in the next section.

3.3 Reinforcing CSR through sustainable procurement

This section will show how eSR can be reinforced through sustainable procurement. This is

done from a conceptual perspective. The focus of this section is therefore on understanding

the linkage between the concepts, not on practical implications. Shortly, procurement affects

eSR on a company-wide level through mitigating risks (ethics) and exploiting opportunities

(strategy).

3.3.1 Reinforcing CSR through ethics within procurement

An empirical study by HEe (Bruel et ai, 2007) showed that mitigating risk to brand/ image is

the #1 driver for implementing sustainable procurement (Figure 15). This can be explained by

the essence for a company to eliminate any misbehavior regarding ethical and legal

responsibilities before engaging into strategic eSR and exploiting its benefits. In the global

network economy of today, it is therefore essential that unethical and illegal behavior up the

supply chain is minimized.

Due to the globalization of society the influence of stakeholders on business increases (e.g.

by using internet and other modern communication channels). Simultaneously, businesses

are increasingly engaging in LeeS. The problem is that external stakeholders are rather

unpredictable, but simultaneously can have a great influence on a company's brand when

they decide that this company is responsible for misbehaving suppliers because of its bad

sustainable procurement practices. These emerging symptoms in today's network economy

lead to an increased risk of actions instigated by stakeholders because of unethical suppliers

(Table 2). If you link this to the traditional view of the eSR-pyramid, companies that used to
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have everything in order on the first three levels of CSR are nowadays again having

difficulties with coping with the third level of CSR because society increasingly holds them

responsible for their suppliers.

Furthermore, if you invest in and profile yourself on being a leader in CSR, and an ethical

blunder in the supply chain is detected by the public, you have increased skepticism and,

thus, increased harm (instead of mitigated harm). Therefore, it is essential that CSR on the

first three levels is fully integrated into the organization's activities if this organization wants to

reap the true benefits of strategic CSR. The metaphor of a pyramid strengthens this essence.

When an organization wants to increase its highest building block of the CSR-pyramid, it will

not prevail if lower building blocks are instable or too small. A way to do so is by introducing

Supplier Code of Conducts and supplier audits.

3.3.2 Reinforcing CSR through strategy within procurement
This study states that procurement is able to reinforce CSR on the fourth (strategic) level of

the CSR-pyramid. How procurement may reinforce CSR on this level was explained in

Section 3.3.1.

Maignan and McAlister (2003) encourage empirical research focusing on the proposition: "the

more powerful the stakeholder community advocating a buying issue, the more proactive the

SRB-strategy of the focal organization on that issue10." This cause-effect process reflects the

dynamics of CSR-issues and should become an integral part of the decision-making-process

regarding the sustainable procurement strategy. As already explained in Section 3.1.3,

higher-level CSR-issues and its responsibilities may become lower-level responsibilities over

time. Therefore SP can reinforce CSR on a strategic level by timely noticing opportunities up

in the value chain on this matter.

Since all four levels of the CSR-pyramid are a part of CSR, every procurement activity can

always be linked to (at least one level of) CSR. Purchasers educated to reduce costs (first

level), to obey the law (second level), and to behave ethically (third level). Fourth-level CSR

issues and responsibilities may become lower-level responsibilities over time. Therefore SP

can reinforce CSR on a strategic level by timely noticing opportunities up in the value chain

on this matter. Furthermore, purchasers should actively seek new standards and innovations

to increase the knowledge on sustainability for their portfolio. Therefore, purchasers are in an

advantageous position to reinforce CSR through strategic sustainable procurement, serving

the company-wide CSR strategy by functioning as a knowledge base on SP.

Sustainable procurement on a strategic level creates value for an organization its

stakeholders. This does not imply that one should strive to reach stage 6 (Figure 13) for each

tender. Instead, for each tender one has to decide if strategic advantage can be gained by

moving towards stage 6 regarding sustainability. If strategic advantage can be gained, one

should define sustainability criteria that can be used in the specific tender to support this

strategic advantage.

10 SRB: Socially Responsible Buying (Maignan et aI, 2(02)
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Unfortunately, without supporting processes a concept such as sustainability is too broad to

be interpreted by each purchaser individually as it is not their expertise, and to define how to

balance the three PS 11 on a companywide level in the most strategic way is neither their task

nor their responsibility. Moreover, if it were their task or responsibility, it is likely this would

lead to many different interpretations about the right balance of the three Ps. A company

should identify, prioritize, and address the social issues that matter most or the ones on which

it can make the biggest impact. Else the result is most likely a hodgepodge of uncoordinated

CSR and philanthropic activities disconnected from the company's strategy that neither make

any meaningful social impact nor strengthen the firm its long-term competitiveness (Porter

and Kramer, 2006). Only if strategic CSR is embedded in the processes, can purchasers

identify opportunities and risks (inside-out), and react upon strategic changes because of a

changing environment (outside-in). One practical example of supporting this change from

cost-driven procurement towards value-driven procurement is by increasing the term that is

set for Return On Investments (ROI) for tenders that are involved in strategic CSR (another

example is presented in Section 4.2.5). Concluding, there are ways that SP can reinforce

CSR on a strategic level, yet scientific literature on this matter is scarce and more research

should be done on this topic.

3.4 Conclusions
In the previous subsections, three questions were answered that help understanding the

concepts of CSR and SP.

1. How should business deal with CSR?

From the literature can be concluded that yet no consensus has been reached on the answer

to this question. If one splits up the concept of CSR into the four levels of the CSR-pyramid

(Carroll, 1991), one can say that the discrepancies in answers on this question by academics

mainly exist within the tension between economic responsibility (first level) and philanthropic

responsibility (fourth level). This tension could be minimized by the concept of strategic CSR.

With strategic CSR, all levels are combined for serving the same purpose: maximizing

sustainable profits.

2. What role has procurement within CSR?

Lantos (2001) advises that marketing takes a lead role in strategic CSR activities.

Nevertheless, the purchasing department has a supporting and advisory role, and functions

as a source of knowledge. Moreover, it is able to mitigate risks regarding uneconomic, illegal,

and unethical purchasing practices (first three levels), and can identify sustainable

opportunities down the supply chain (fourth level). It is essential that top management

acknowledges the power of such a knowledge base and is willing to invest in it.

II People, Planet, and Profit
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3. How can sustainable procurement reinforce CSR?

The literature shows the importance of integrating sustainability in procurement practices,

preferably in a strategic way. Procurement affects CSR on a company-wide level through

mitigating risks (ethics) and exploiting opportunities (strategy). Therefore, it is able to reinforce

CSR on both levels.

Through ethics

Due to the globalization of society, the influence of stakeholders on business increases, and

simultaneously, businesses are increasingly engaging in LCCS. These emerging symptoms in

today's network economy lead to an increased risk of actions instigated by stakeholders

because of unethical suppliers (Table 2). Furthermore, if an organization invests in and

profiles itself on being a leader in CSR, and an ethical blunder in the supply chain is detected

by the public, this organization has increased skepticism and, thus, increased harm (instead

of mitigating harm). Therefore, it is essential that CSR on the first three levels is fully

integrated into an organization's activities if this organization wants to reap the true benefits of

strategic CSR. A way to do so is by introducing Supplier Code of Conducts and auditing

suppliers.

Through strategy

Purchasers are educated to reduce costs (first level), to obey the law (second level), and to

behave ethical (third level). Fourth-level CSR-issues and its responsibilities may become

lower-level responsibilities over time. Therefore SP can reinforce CSR on a strategic level by

timely noticing opportunities on this matter up in the value chain.
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4 Integrating sustainability in procurement practices

This section provides structural support for purchasing managers in the challenge to integrate

sustainability in their procurement processes, starting with commitment from top

management, which in the end should result in a strategic inclusion of non-economic criteria

in the buying processes. For illustrating this integration process the EFQM Framework (a.k.a.

EFQM Excellence Model) is used, which is explained in Section 4.1.

4.1 EFQM Framework

4.1.1 Introduction to EFQM

The EFQM Framework (Figure 17) is a widely used framework towards business excellence.

The EFQM Excellence Model was introduced at the beginning of 1992 as the framework for

assessing organizations for the European Quality Award.

Leadership

Eft........

Processes

-

Key
perfomsnce

results

..........------------ Innov.ti and Luming --------------

Figure 17: EFQM Framework

The EFQM Excellence Model is a practical tool that can be used in a number of different

ways:

• As a tool for Self-Assessment

• As a way to Benchmark with other organizations

• As a guide to identify areas for Improvement

• As the basis for a common Vocabulary and a way of thinking

• As a Structure for the organization its management system

The EFQM Excellence Model is a non-prescriptive framework based on 9 criteria. Five of

these are 'Enablers' and four are 'Results'. The 'Enabler' criteria cover what an organization

does. The 'Results' criteria cover what an organization achieves. 'Results' are caused by

'Enablers' and 'Enablers' are improved using feedback from 'Results'.

In the EFQM Framework it is recognized that many approaches to achieving sustainable

excellence in all aspects of performance exist, and is furthermore based on the premise that:
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Excellent results with respect to Performance, Customers, People and Society are achieved

through Leadership driving Policy and Strategy, which is delivered through People,

Partnerships and Resources, and Processes. (Source: www.efqm.org)

Why this model is suitable for the integration of sustainability in procurement practices is

explained in the next section.

4.1.2 Why EFQM?

For NS specifically, the EFQM Framework is interesting because it is already used by the UK

government for concessions on train transport (mentioned before in Section 2.1.1). However,

this is not the only argument for using this framework as a basis for integrating CSR into

procurement practices.

At this moment only a few frameworks exist for integrating CSR in daily business practices.

The most widely used structure in Europe for achieving business excellence is the EFQM

Excellence Model (Kristensen and Westlund, 2004). Today it is the most widely used

organizational framework in Europe where it has become the basis for the majority of national

and regional Quality Awards (Level 6 Unit Content Guide (2007) - CIPS website). The model

is used by at least 30,000 organizations across more than 25 European countries and

increasingly outside Europe, particularly in the Middle East and South America (EFQM,

2004). In 2004 the EFQM Excellence Model was specialized for the integration of CSR. This

version can be used as a stand-alone framework, which means it is applicable for

organizations which have no experience with EFQM. It addresses all three dimensions of

sustainability (People, Planet, Profit). This EFQM Framework is already being used by many

organizations as base for CSR Self Assessment & Strategy (CSE, 2007). Furthermore, all of

the nine elements of the EFQM Framework apply to the purchasing function in principle, since

the generalities of the EFQM Framework apply to all functions including purchasing (Hutchins,

2001 - CIPS website). A company is therefore able to use the EFQM Framework to

reorganize its purchasing processes in such way that opportunities and risks regarding CSR

issues can be identified and react upon in a strategic way.

Another framework is the G3 Reporting Framework, founded by the Global Reporting Initiative

(GRI). This framework sets out the principles and indicators that organizations can use to

measure and report their economic, environmental, and social performance (Source:

www.globalreporting.org ). It is this focus on measurement and reporting of performance

instead of a focus on intentions and processes (enablers) that leads to the choice for the

EFQM Framework above the G3 Reporting Framework.

4.2 Categories to address

In the following subsections, the different categories that have to be addressed when

integrating sustainability in procurement practices will be discussed. The slight difference

between these categories and the categories shown in Figure 17 is explained in Section 6.
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4.2. 1 Leadership

Top management leadership has a direct effect on whether purchasing managers implement

a sustainable procurement policy (Carter and Jennings, 2004). Therefore top management

has to demonstrate its commitment before a purchasing department can effectively include

sustainability issues in its processes. The management board should express this

commitment by accepting or choosing a leader within the purchasing department. This leader

should stimulate, motivate, and guide others into the right direction. Preferably this should be

the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) since he/ she has the closest formal connection with the

management board. Consensus should be achieved between this leader and the

management board on what the role of the purchasing department is within the organization

regarding sustainability issues, and which company-wide short-term and long-term targets are

set. The purchasing department should have a clear view which role it will play regarding

sustainability. Lantos (2001) advises that marketing takes a lead role in strategic CSR

activities. Nevertheless, the purchasing department has a supporting and advisory role, and

functions as a source of knowledge. Moreover, it is able to mitigate risks regarding unethical

purchasing practices, and can identify sustainable opportunities down the supply chain. It is

essential that top management acknowledges the power of such a knowledge base and is

willing to invest in it. It should be clear who decides about (costly) sustainable opportunities

within procurement processes. Only with this basis it is possible for the leader to develop an

effective strategic sustainable procurement policy. If this leader can ensure commitment from

top management on these topics, he can start working on the other enablers, mentioned in

the next subsections.

4.2.2 People

It is essential that sustainability becomes an integral part of the buying process for every

purchaser within the organization. This does not mean that all purchases have to be

sustainable, but that sustainability issues (opportunities as well as risks) are addressed in all

purchases. Each buyer of the organization has to be aware of not only the economical and

legal issues, but also the ethical and strategic sustainability issues. These considerations

should not be incidental activities, but coherent structural ones that are in line with a strategic

sustainable procurement policy (Section 4.2.3).

One can argue that it is just a matter of time when this will happen after the strategy and

policy are clear, but this follow-up is not an automatic one. This change in purchasing

behavior should be supported by a change in organizational culture since sustainable buying

behavior is positively related to peer influence and idealism (Park and Stoel, 2005). Carter

and Jennings (2004) have found a positive relationship between top management leadership

and sustainable buying behavior, but also in their study this cause of sustainable buying

behavior was not as significant as a people oriented organizational culture, employee

initiatives and customer pressures.

These findings support the statement that it is fruitful for an organization to organize internal

activities to establish a positive cultural change among the employees regarding sustainability
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issues. An example of such activities is creating awareness on Cradle to Cradle12. The goal is

then to create an emerging culture where employees think automatically from the resource

based perspective, and start seeing waste as resources. Logically, these activities should not

be limited to the purchasing department, since this topic involves the entire organization with

its employees and culture. This way, the perspective of strategic CSR becomes a part of the

company-wide culture, which will make it a core competence13 that is hard to copy by

competitors. A final note on this cultural change has to be made that this research does not

assume that this change will be an automatic and fluent one. Barney (2007) even states that

only when it is not possible to manage a firm's culture in a planned way does that culture

have the potential of generating expected sustained advantages. Thus, those who argue that

culture is simply another in a series of manipulatable tools available to managers for the

implementation of business strategies deny the possibility that culture can be a source of

sustained advantage, while those who argue that culture is not readily manipulatable uphold

the possibility that culture can be a source of such sustained advantage (Barney, 2007).

4.2.3 Policy and strategy
Du et al (2007) show empirical support that a brand that positions itself on CSR, integrating its

CSR strategy with its core business strategy, is more likely than brands that merely engage in

CSR to reap a range of CSR-specific benefits (e.g. purchase increase) in the consumer

domain. These findings show the long-term financial opportunities if CSR is taken into

account in the core business processes, starting with strategy- and policy-making.

Three factors that stand out in favor of proactive sustainable strategies are stakeholder

pressures, organizational values and concrete business benefits (Maignan et ai, 2002). The

corporate CSR strategy that is based on these three factors should serve as a basis during

the development of a sustainable procurement strategy. It is essential that the opinions from

different stakeholders are used as an ongoing dynamic input into this process of strategy

making. This is essentially different from standard procurement practices, where a decision

making-process of strategy development is primarily based on associated costs. One should

clarify what the concrete objectives and focus areas of the purchasing function are regarding

sustainability. Why and how an organization should communicate such objectives and focus

areas to its suppliers is further explained in the next section.

4.2.4 Suppliers
This enabler is essential for procurement practices because it involves supplier relationships.

How does the organization cooperate with external partnerships and suppliers to accomplish

a better balance of the current and future needs of the organization (profit) with those of

society (people) and the natural environment (planet)? If an organization rewards suppliers

12 Cradle to Cradle is a philosophy were waste is seen as resources. The concept takes into account the
lifecycle of all the components and materials used in products, and not just the lifecycle of the products
themselves (Nahikian, 2007)
13 Core competence: The collective learning in the organization, especially how to coordinate diverse
production skills and integrate multiple streams of technologies (prahalad and Hamel, 1990)
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that are more sustainable than others from the perspective of this organization and its

strategy and policy, it triggers all suppliers to behave in a more sustainable way. It is therefore

useful to engage in a dialogue with suppliers to discuss opportunities and risks regarding

sustainability. This way, a two-way communication channel for establishing sustainable

innovative solutions is created, of which the initial ideas can have its origin in either party.

4.2.5 Processes

The final enabler of the integration of sustainability within procurement practices is

"processes". The goal here is that sustainability is integrated into the everyday processes in a

strategic way. This involves considering sustainability issues in the "request for information"

(RFI) and the "request for proposal" (RFP) phase. Furthermore, purchasers should actively

seek to new standards and innovations to increase the knowledge on sustainability for their

portfolio.

Unfortunately, without supporting processes a concept as sustainability is too broad to be

interpreted by each purchaser individually as it is not their expertise (this is already further

explained in Section 3.3.2). Only if strategic CSR is embedded in the processes purchasers

can identify opportunities and risks (inside-out), and react upon strategic changes because of

a changing environment (outside-in). One example to do this is to develop a decision-support

tool that shows sustainability issues and its strategic relevance in different situations. If such

tool would be developed, the focus should be on the strategic value as well as the practical

use of this tool for the buyers. It should involve company-specific sustainability criteria for

suppliers that can be adjusted over time as a result of evaluations and changes in the

sustainable procurement strategy, which is influenced by stakeholders.

4.2.6 Results

According to the EFOM Framework, 'Results' are caused by 'Enablers' and 'Enablers' are

improved using feedback from 'Results'. The first linkage that is made is just a matter of

'cause and effect'. The latter, however, has to be done through learning. This can be

achieved by measuring company-specific SP-performance, and use this evaluation output as

input for an ongoing learning process on SP, creating an upward spiral on SP-performance

along the EFOM Excellence Model.

4.3 Conclusions

This section showed how the EFOM Excellence Model can be used to integrate CSR into

procurement practices. However, for developing a benchmark tool on SP, one should know

how the performance of this integration process can be measured. Therefore the topic of

measuring SP in general will first be discussed (Section 5) before the solution design will be

developed (Section 6).
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5 Measuring sustainable procurement

5.1 Why measure sustainable procurement?
The main focus for commercial organizations is typically to secure excellent financial

performance (including creating best possible value for their owners). Often, this focus is

widened to also include non-financial performance (including creating value to other

stakeholders, e.g. employees, customers, and society). In particular, non-financial

performance (and stakeholder value) is in focus because it is expected to include strong

predictors for future financial performance (and shareholder value) (Kristensen and Westlund,

2004). Therefore, if an organization wants to increase sustainable profits in the long-run, it is

useful to measure non-financial performance for decision-making on a strategic level. The

performance of SP is an example of such non-financial performance. Thus, measuring SP

would be one step closer towards achieving business excellence.

5.2 What to measure?

5.2.1 Complexity of measuring sustainable procurement
In Section 1.4 was already explained that sustainability and procurement are concepts which

are hard to measure in an objective and accurate way. Nevertheless, many institutions and

academics took the challenge to measure sustainability. The UK government has a Task

Force group that has worked on how to combine economic, environmental and social

considerations to measure performance on sustainable procurement (Ellinor, 2005). What's

Working inc. developed the S-BAR (Sustainable Business Achievement Ratings) (Frumin,

2006). The Vermont-based Center for Sustainable Innovation (CSI) has launched the first

non-financial reporting method capable of mathematically calculating the true bottom-line

impact of an organization on society, called the "Social Footprint" (Business for Social

Responsibility, 2006). The concept was developed in collaboration with the University of

Groningen in the Netherlands.

If one wants to do a quantitative analysis on the sustainable performance of an organization,

one should develop criteria for what should exactly be measured. These criteria can vary from

number of customer complaints and number of recordable safety incidents to energy

consumption and water usage. In Appendix 0 more examples of measurable sustainability

issues are presented. The Global Reporting Initiative has a comprehensive set of indicators

for measuring CSR issues14. Nevertheless, these measurement tools for sustainable outputs

are difficult to use for benchmarking purposes, since each company has its own strategic

sustainability strategy with its own specific targets. On this strategic level of CSR, it is

therefore of little use to compare performance. It could be used for measurement on the

ethical level of CSR since all companies should comply to the same ethical standards.

14 The complete set ofGRI indicators can be found at their website www.globalrepOrling.com, under
"reporting Framework => G3 Guidelines".
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However, this study does not have its focus on why and how an organization should report its

CSR performance.

All these initiatives raise the question for top management what should and what should not

be measured regarding sustainable procurement within their organization. Van Weele (2002,

p. 254) stresses that one of the most important factors that influences the way in which

purchasing results are measured, is how management looks upon the role and the

importance of the purchasing function. For a sustainable procurement policy to be effective

and strategic, top management should view the purchasing function as a strategic business

area that reinforces the company's competitive advantage. With this statement this study

does not assume that the purchasing function should heavily be measured, but that it should

be used as a knowledge base for sustainable procurement issues and therefore evaluated

accordingly. This is based on the knowledge-based perspective which conceives a company

as a portfolio of competences on one hand and encompassing disciplines on the other, rather

than as a portfolio of product-market entities (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). With this

perspective in mind, it is easier to understand the value creation in this ongoing learning

process.

5.2.2 Measuring maturity instead of output

"Trying to run a complex society on a single indicator like the Gross National Product is

like trying to fly a 747 with only one gauge on the instrument panel ... imagine if your

doctor, when giving you a checkup, did no more than check your blood pressure."

(Source: Henderson, H. (2005) - www.sustainablemeasures.com )

Sustainability practices are often hard to measure and even more difficult to compare due to

their company-specific nature. Korhonen (2003, p. 13) states that: "Although sustainability is

impossible to define and very difficult to measure and quantify, there exists enough

information on the basis of which the general direction toward which economic systems and

companies should strive can be known".

This study proposes that an organization should certainly not try to measure all sustainable

activities in monetary terms, but rather extract valuable knowledge that can be used as a

support to determine this direction and improve performance.

The theory of strategic CSR can be aligned with this proposal. Measuring and publicizing

social performance is a potentially powerful way to influence corporate behavior - assuming

that the ratings are consistently measured and accurately reflect corporate social impact.

Unfortunately, neither condition holds true in the current profusion of CSR checklists15 (Porter

and Kramer, 2006). Carroll (2000) acknowledges as well the difficulties of measuring CSR.

Additionally, if measurement is carried out too often, it consumes more resources and

becomes counter-productive (Stainer, 2006).

15 A more comprehensive explanation of this statement can be found in appendix E.
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Nevertheless, a qualitative measurement of the current sustainable procurement practices is

useful way to increase awareness and commitment, and to find out where the most

interesting gaps are between current performance and desired performance. This study

argues that the focus of benchmark studies regarding sustainable procurement should be on

measuring the maturity of sustainable procurement, not the output, since these are much

more company-specific.

The EFOM Framework explained in Section 4.1.1 can be used for measuring this maturity on

SP. The enablers in this model can be linked with the integration of sustainability within

procurement. It is these enablers that should be qualitatively measured to determine the

maturity of sustainable procurement. The results should also be measured, but this should be

done by company-specific indicators, depending on the strategic choices made in the

processes. In a benchmark study, the focus regarding results should therefore be on how a

company integrates measurements of company-specific sustainable procurement results.

5.2.3 Measuring CSR performance of suppliers

A product is sustainable when it, taken over its total life cycle, is more sustainable than

comparable products. Assessing suppliers and their products yourself can be very expensive

for a company, especially when suppliers are located more than 1,000 kilometers away. An

alternative that solves this problem is to check whether a supplier has some kind of

certification. This way a third party takes over the assessment, which saves many costs.

The idea behind certificates like the [Eco]label is, that progress in techniques and

specialization among producers of proper inputs will lead to more stringent criteria applied

over time (Kamann, 2004). It is useful for a purchasing department to make a strategic

consideration if it should demand certificates such as the [Eco] label from suppliers by include

them as knock-out criteria in a tender.

Moreover, the issues of assessment repatriation, global diversity, and universality of SA 8000

are highly debated because there is no universal culture. Although the persons behind the SA

8000 certification scheme expect that the benefits will represent cost savings in the long run,

various costs are outstanding as soon as the implementation project starts, including cost of

management time, cost of external consultant and training services, cost of remedial action,

cost of third-party certification audits and regular monitoring/ surveillance audits, and cost of

personnel involved. Consequently, many small and medium enterprises (SMEs), which

constitute more than 80 percent of overall industries in developing countries, may face

difficulties in achieving this standard (Rohitratana, 2002).

This study does not focus on how companies should measure their suppliers, but how the

strategic consideration of measuring (part of) the supplier base is integrated into the

purchasing processes (reinforcing CSR through ethics within procurement).
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5.3 Conclusions
This section gave an insight on why SP should be measured and which aspects of SP can be

measured. It showed current existing tools for measuring SP. Furthermore, aspects that are

considered useful for benchmarking SP are mentioned. From these findings it can be

concluded that current scientific literature and current tools are lacking a practical benchmark

tool for analyzing how to integrate CSR into procurement practices, and measuring the

maturity of this integration process. In the next section the development of such a tool will be

described.
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6 Solution design
In this section the development of the solution design (SP benchmark tool) is described. In

this study this development process is referred to as the design step, instead of the redesign

step (third step regulative cycle - van Strien, 1997), since a completely new object or system

has to be constructed (van Aken et ai, 2007, p. 80).

6.1 Solution specifications
For developing the actual design of the SP benchmark tool (SPBT), possible solutions were

evaluated against the specifications. These specifications are as follows:

• Functional requirements

o The realization of the solution design should solve the business problem at

NS, which is the general key requirement

o The benefits should exceed the costs

• User requirement

o The tool should be user-friendly

• Boundary condition

o The tool should comply with the present business policies of the company

• Design restriction

o The project should take no more than 10 months

Most of these specifications are straightforward and are taken into account automatically

during the entire design step. For example, user-friendliness is a prerequisite for the solution

design, but will not be specifically mentioned during the comparison of current tools (Section

6.2) since only those tools who meet this prerequisite are selected for this comparison.

However, the most essential specification, the general key requirement defined as the

realization of the solution design should solve the business problem at NS, does deserve

more attention since it is likely that no current tool meets this general key requirement in total.

This general key requirement is therefore split up into multiple key requirements. Based on

the analysis of the actual need of the NS and the findings during the theoretical research a set

of eight key requirements is developed which are presented in Table 3. For each criterion, this

table gives an explanation why it is considered a key requirement for the SP benchmark tool.
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Key requirement Explanatory description

Focus on SP Since the subject of the business problem is SP, it is essential
that the tool has the same subject.

Focus on EFOM Because the EFOM Framework is considered suitable for GSR-
related practices, the categorization of EFOM is favorable.

No focus on reporting Reporting SP is not the main task of procurement professionals,
and should therefore not be the focus of the tool.

Focus on maturity Since company-specific output on SP is hard to generalize for
benchmark purposes, the focus should be on measuring maturity.

Maturity scale An extensive maturity scale increases usability of the results for
determining SP maturity.

Restricted length of tool / The tool has to be suitable for a benchmark case study and
Suitable for benchmark should therefore not be too extensive.
Focus on best practices One of the goals of the tool is to gather information on best

practices regarding the subject.
Focus on practical To gather useful practical information on best practices regarding
examples SP, it is essential that the tool extracts information on practical

examples from respondents.

Table 3: Key reqUirements for the SP benchmark tool

Lastly, the SPBT has the goal to support a case study in which the following two goal

questions have to be answered:

1. What is the maturity of NS regarding integrating GSR into procurement practices

compared with their peers? (G01)

2. What are the best and worst practices regarding integrating GSR into procurement

practices? (G02)

By answering the first goal question NS is able to increase the quality and objectivity of their

judgment on their own maturity (reality-based judgment on 1ST-situation). By answering the

second question it will become easier for NS to decide on their ideal situation (SOLL

situation), and to develop a roadmap to get there, using the gathered information from peer

organ izations.

6.2 Current tools
During the theoretical research, no tools were found that fulfilled all key requirements.

Therefore, the most useful tools were selected which will now be described briefly.

Firstly, the benchmark tool of VBDO (Vereniging van Beleggers voor Duurzame Ontwikkeling)

is analyzed. VBDO is a group of investors who only want to invest in sustainable

development. VBDO developed this tool to be able to benchmark Dutch multinational

companies on their performance on sustainable supply chain management. VBDO has

already performed multiple benchmark studies using this tool. However, it is based on GSR

reporting, which means that all the results are purely based on publicly available information.

The complete benchmark tool of VBDO can be found in Appendix F.

Another tool that has been analyzed is the questionnaire of the EFOM-GSR toolbook. In 2004

the EFOM Excellence Model was specialized for the integration of GSR (see Section 4.1.2).

An EFOM-GSR toolbook was released to support organizations in this integration process.
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The questionnaire is developed for organizations as a support tool for continuously improving

the actual performance on integrating CSR along the EFOM Framework. The questions are

based on the criteria of the EFOM Framework, and have a maturity scale for each criterion.

However, it does not have its focus on procurement, but on CSR in general. Furthermore, it is

developed for self-assessment, not benchmarking. The complete questionnaire of EFOM can

be found in Appendix G.

The assurance tool from ActionSustainability has also been analyzed. This tool has its focus

on sustainable procurement, and has a maturity scale as well. The most essential

disadvantage of this tool is the length, which makes it unsuitable for an interview. It is a

questionnaire with 96 questions that have to be filled in using a maturity scale. These

questions are not perfectly categorized along the EFOM Framework. However, the

categorization of ActionSustainability is more focused on procurement, and less on results,

which is in line with the subject of this research, and should therefore be seen as an

improvement on the EFOM categorization for reaching the goals of the SPBT. Moreover, the

maturity scale is more sophisticated than the ones of the benchmark tool of VBDO and the

questionnaire of the EFOM-CSR toolbook. Each question has an individual description along

the maturity scale (ranging from 1 to 10) that reduces the multi-interpretability by the

respondents. The complete assurance tool can be found in Appendix H.

Key requirement VeDa EFQM-CSR ActionSustainability
Focus on SP ++ - ++
Focus on EFOM - ++ +
No focus on reporting -- ++ ++
Focus on maturity + + +
Maturity scale + + ++
Restricted length of tool /
Suitable for benchmark + + -
Focus on best practices -- -- -
Focus on practical
examples -- -- --

++ Suitable for meeting this requirement
+ Nearly suitable for meeting this requirement
- Hardly suitable for meeting this requirement

-- Not suitable for meeting this requirement
Table 4: ConfrontatIOn matnx of current tools

These three tools are compared along the key requirements. The results of this comparison

are presented in Table 4. It shows indeed that none of the current tools fulfill all requirements.

However, based on previous descriptions, the assurance tool of ActionSustainability is

chosen as a basis for measuring the maturity of integrating CSR into procurement practices.

Furthermore it is considered less effective to develop new, yet invalidated questions along the

EFOM Framework with each a specific maturity scale. However, this basis only fulfills the first

five (out of eight, Table 4) key requirements (covers five design variables). In the next section
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the development of a SP benchmark tool that fulfills all key requirements (covers all eight

design variables) will be described.

6.3 Design process of solution design

For the solution design, all key requirements have to be covered. The previous section

showed that no existing tool meets all these key requirements. Therefore, a new tool should

be designed that meets all requirements, and is able to answer the two goal questions stated

in Section 6.1. A visualization of the final solution design is presented in Figure 18.

This section describes this design process of which the decisions are all made in consultation

with the problem owner and academic researchers. The two goal questions are the core

guideline during this design process, and are now shown again as a reminder.

1. What is the maturity of NS regarding integrating CSR into procurement practices

compared with their peers? (GQ1)

2. What are the best and worst practices regarding integrating CSR into procurement

practices? (GQ2)

From Table 4 one can see that none of the investigated tools have a focus on best practices

and practical examples. Therefore, this problem is taken as a starting point for developing the

SPBT.

The first decision-making process was selecting a method for gathering relevant information.

If a CSR issue is "hot" for a company, it is likely that this company will give its CSR activities

on this matter a proactive look to its stakeholders through reporting. This can be described as

effective stakeholder management to prevent bad publicity (caused by actions instigated by

stakeholders). The goal of the SPBT is to gather information on the actual performance and

practices on SP, supported with examples, and not on the extent that a company reports on

SP to manage its stakeholders. Therefore just looking at CSR reports or other publicly

available information is no satisfying option. The chosen method was a constructed interview

since this form focuses directly on the case study topic (targeted) and provides perceived

causal inferences (insightful) (Yin, 2003, p. 86).

Next, part three of the SPBT that is linked to answering GQ1 is discussed. Table 4 shows that

current tools already have useful aspects that fulfill the key requirements for answering GQ1.

The previous section showed why the assurance tool of ActionSustainability is used as a

basis for answering GQ1. The first problem to be solved from this perspective is the extensive

amount of questions of this assurance tool (94 in total). This amount is reduced by the

following procedure: The problem owner as well as the principal researcher of this project

separately made a selection for the final SPBT, based on their experiences with and

knowledge on SP. Thereafter a session was planned to compare and discuss both selections.

This session resulted in a final selection of 36 questions, of which some questions are slightly

adjusted (improved).
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Figure 18: Visualization of solution design

Guidelines interviewer & introduction

example: Goal of the interview: "Getting insights on how organizations with
professional purchasing departments deal with sustainable
procurement."

10 introduction questions

example 1: What is CSR in your opinion?

example 2: What are the top 3-motives of your organization to implement
sustainable procurement?

Does your organization measure its performance related to key
sustainability impacts?

Evidence of sustainability performance measurement.

Evidence of sustainability performance measurement and publication
(e.g. CSR report).

Can you demonstrate innovation from your supply chain as a result of
your organization's procurement activities?

Evidence of procurement activity that actively encourages innovation
(output specifications, market research etc.)

Evidence that procurement activity is aimed to challenge the market to
develop new sustainable products

Do your organization's contract award criteria include sustainability
considerations?

Evidence that 50% or major procurement activities have included
sustainability in the award criteria

Evidence that 80% or major procurement activities have included
sustainability in the award criteria

Additional questions

example 1: What is the reason for the low score in the maturity questionnaire on
question XX?

I notice a high score in the maturity questionnaire on question XX. Can
you deliberate further on this score by providing me with some
examples in practice on this matter?

score 5:

score 10:

example 2:

E: Results

example:

score 10:

0: Suppliers

example:

score 5:

c: Processes

example:

score 10:

score 5:

Maturity questionnaire

A: Leadership & Personnel

example: How is professional sustainability advice deployed for procurement
professionals?

score 5: In-house department or service provider covering some of the
sustainability agenda

score 10: Comprehensive support available to purchasers on all aspects of
sustainability

B: Policy & Strategy

example: Does your organization have a sustainable procurement policy?

score 5: General mention of sustainability in a procurement policy or
procurement within a sustainability policy

score 10: Clear statement of sustainability priorities and how they will be
addressed through the supply chain with clear goals for achievement.
Need not be a stand-alone document
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To further improve the results of the case study, the questions were translated into Dutch

since all respondents are Dutch as well as the language of the other parts of the SPBT itself.

This final set of 36 translated questions including their individual maturity scales, called the

maturity questionnaire, is presented in Appendix J (Dutch).

During the interview, the respondents have to fill in the maturity questionnaire and are

encouraged to provide as much critique as possible on the questions and maturity scale. This

way, information is gathered for answering GQ1, and maximum input is generated for

improvements in future versions of the SPBT for answering GQ1. Furthermore, the

respondent is informed that a high score on all 36 questions does not automatically mean the

best SP performance, since SP is not a matter of doing as much as you can on all these

issues, but making the right company-specific choices. This way it is tried to decrease the

level of reflexivity of the respondent's answers.

The remaining parts of the interview are focused on answering GQ2. By conducting

interviews, better insight can be gathered on questions which are too complex for a

questionnaire such as: "How are people working with CSR to get on a higher level in the

CSR-pyramid, while looking at the 3 PS16 (strategic), not 2 PS17 (altruistic)?"

The first part presents some guidelines that have to be obeyed by the person who conducts

the interviews, to increase the validity of conclusions that are drawn from cross-case

analyses. This is followed by guidelines how the interviewer should introduce himself to the

respondent. Next, ten questions are set up together with the problem owner, which are

considered relevant for NS its business problem. The answers of these questions are

supposed to give insight on the personal view of the respondent on the organization its SP

practices. and how such practices will or should be improved in the future.

After this the maturity questionnaire has to be filled as previously explained. When this

second part of the interview is finished, the remaining time can be used to ask additional

questions. This is the least structured part of the interview, but can simultaneously be the

most valuable part if the right questions are asked. It serves for clarifying information and

results that are gathered during the first two parts of the interview.

The final case study protocol for the conducting constructed interviews, in this report referred

to as the Sustainable Procurement Benchmark Tool (SPBT), can be found in Appendix I

(Dutch).

6.4 Validation

It this section the SP benchmark tool is validated. It needs to be mentioned that the case

study performed with this tool is not validated in this section, but in Section 7.2. The validation

of the SPBT is based on research-oriented quality criteria, which are required for reaching

inter-subjective agreement on research results (van Aken et ai, 2007, p. 156).

16 3 Ps: People, Planet, Profit
17 2 Ps: People, Planet
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Controllability

Controllability is prerequisite for the evaluation of validity and reliability. Controllability can be

accomplished by a detailed and precise description of a study (van Aken et ai, 2007, p. 157).

This is accomplished by formal documentation during the process in combination with a report

of a literature review and the final BPS project.

Reliability

Reliability of the instrument is increased by discussing the contents and design of the

benchmark tool with academic experts on the subject as well as with the problem owner at

NS. This way, subjectivity is also reduced to a minimum. Another way that reliability is

increased is by standardization. This is put into practice by introducing universal design in the

form of a case study protocol which increases the structural character of the interviews and

makes it suitable for repeating the case study. The internal consistency of the maturity

questionnaire is analyzed by performing a statistical test (see Section 7.3.2).

Construct validity

There are two sides to construct validity: (1) the concept should be covered completely, and

(2) the measurement should have no components that do not fit the meaning of the concept

(van Aken et ai, 2007, p. 163). This is acceptable with our instrument since all components

have a focus purely on measuring SP maturity, and gather information on interpretation of

and best! worst practices on sustainable procurement by the respondents. Furthermore, the

degree of completeness of covering the concept is maximized by intensively involving experts

on SP during the entire development process of the process design.

Internal and external validity

Internal validity concerns conclusions about the relationship between phenomena and

external validity refers to the generalizability of research results and conclusions to other

people, organizations, countries, and situations (van Aken et ai, 2007). Both forms of validity

are not relevant in the context of validating an SP benchmark tool. However, both forms of

validity are discussed during the validation process of the case study that is performed with

this SP benchmark tool (see Section 7.2).

Recognizability

The process of increasing recognizability is two-fold: firstly, the recognizability regarding the

problem analysis is increased by conducting multiple interviews among the owners of the

problem. The recognizability of the SPBT is increased by closely involving the key problem

owner in the design process through personal discussion as well as a member check in the

form of a mid-term presentation.
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6.5 Solution justification

The solution design can be justified from a process perspective as well as from a problem-

solving perspective. Firstly, during the entire process of designing the SPBT, close contact

existed with the problem owner (supervisor NS). Secondly, many fruitful discussions with

experts (supervisors TUe) lead to a solid scientific basis for the final solution design regarding

the content, as well as other aspects such as usability and lay-out. The realization of the

SPBT solves the problem since it covers all specifications mentioned in Section 6.1, which

are extracted from the NS and the theoretical findings.

6.6 Conclusions
From this section it can be concluded that a benchmark tool for sustainable procurement is

developed according to its specifications. With this tool it becomes possible for NS to perform

a benchmark on sustainable procurement. In the next section this tool is used, and thus

tested, by performing a case study.
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7 Case study

As part of the BPS project for NS a case study was performed with the developed SP

benchmark tool. In this section the methodology of this case study is described (Section 7.1),

followed by a validation of this methodology (Section 7.2). Next, the results of this case study

are discussed (Section 7.3). Lastly, conclusions on the case study will be drawn (Section 7.4).

7.1 Case study methodology
This case study has its focus on finding best practices and ways to compare the concept of

SP for benchmark purposes. Nevertheless, some issues in the theoretical research can be

supported by empirical data that support the definition of the concept or theory-building (e.g.

data that supports a proposition for a definition of a not yet known concept (Dul and Hak,

2008, p.180)). The methodology of this case study is based on the stepwise approach to

research of Dul and Hak (2008, p. 13).

1. Define research topic

Sustainable procurement

2. Define the general type of research and research objective

General type of research: practice oriented (Dul and Hak, 2008, p. 31-32)

Contribute to the improvement of NS on sustainable procurement by performing a

benchmark to gather more information on best practices and usefulness of

benchmarking regarding sustainable procurement.

General research objective: Contribute to the improvement of NS its sustainable

procurement practices by performing a benchmark to gather more information on this

topic.

3. Determine specific type of research and specific research objective

Specific type of research: descriptive (based on Dul and Hak, 2008, p. 272 and Yin,

2003, p. 152)

Specific research objective: Trying to answer the following two questions:

a. What is the maturity of NS regarding integrating CSR into procurement

practices compared with their peers? (GQ1)

b. What are the best and worst practices regarding integrating CSR into

procurement practices? (GQ2)

4. Choose research strategy

The research strategy is a comparative case study (Dul and Hak, 2008, p. 275),

which is defined as a study in which (a) a small number of cases in their real life

context are selected and (b) scores obtained from these cases are analyzed in a

qualitative manner (Dul and Hak, 2008, p.45).
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5. Select instances

Case selection in this descriptive practice-oriented research is confined to large

organizations with professional purchasing departments that execute purchasing

activities in cross-functional teams. The amount of cases (organizations) that is

investigated was limited to four (including NS) due to capacity restrictions.

6. Conduct measurement

The measurement is executed in a qualitative way by conducting focused interviews,

that have "how"-questions instead of "why"-questions to decrease the defensiveness

of the interviewees (e.g. regarding drivers for CSR: not "why do you (not) engage in

CSR?" but "how did the process toward current CSR practices in your company

start?").

During the interview, level one questions (Yin, 2003, p. 74) were asked to get a view

on the opinion of the interviewee, and level two questions were asked to get a view

on the individual case. The data collection source is from an individual, but the design

is about an organization (Yin, 2003, p. 76).

7. Conduct data analysis

Data analysis is conducted in a qualitative way. Part of the measurement is done by

using a maturity scale, but this should still be seen as a qualitative instrument due to

the qualitative nature of this scale.

8. Discuss results

The results include a valid description of types of variables that definitely exist in the

cases in which they were identified. Conclusions are drawn on how to deal with the

research topic in practice, supported by recommendations and implications for

practice.

9. Report the research

The research is reported towards academics as well as practitioners in the field of the

research topic.

With this methodological approach the case study should be able to make a valid contribution

to this new field of research and provide practical valid information for NS to solve their

problems.

Unique aspects of this specific case study

An introduction e-mail is used to contact companies for participating in this specific case

study. The companies are introduced to the subject and encouraged to participate. The e-mail

shows the advantage for the company jf it participates in the case study and provides

information on the characteristics of the interviews. This e-mail should logically be adjusted to

the new situation if a new case study will take place in the future. Furthermore, the

respondents of this specific case study were informed that Rob Jansen has the responsibility
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for this empirical research, and has support from the organizations NS and Technische

Universiteit Eindhoven. A full version of the introduction e-mail can be found in Appendix K

(Dutch).

7.2 Case study validation
For the empirical research to solve the problems of NS there is chosen for a case study

because this research strategy has a distinct advantage when a "how" or "why" question is

being asked about a contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has little or no

control (Yin, 2003, p.9). To validate this case study, different validity issues were addressed

together with actions that are taken to deal with these different validity issues.

Construct validity

• Data triangulation was used. For each case, information was collected from multiple

sources (purchaser, purchasing manager, line manager outside purchasing

department which was involved in a tender during the last six months). In this case,

respondents with different roles are seen as different sources of information.

• A chain of evidence is available. This chain of evidence is supported by recording and

literally transcribing each interview, thus creating a case study database.

Furthermore, the questions were linked to the research topic with its specific research

objectives.

• Key informants (TUe & NS) reviewed the draft case study report.

• A pilot case was performed to refine the questions. Due to resource restrictions, NS

itself was used for this pilot case.

Internal validity

• Since this case study is exploratory, and not explanatory, internal validity is not a

concern (Yin, 2003).

External validity

• In this comparative case study the external validity is provided by using replication

logic. Each case (organization) has a professional purchasing organization, where

purchasing is done in cross-functional teams.

Reliability

• A case study database was created (recording & transcribing).

• The SP benchmark tool served as the case study protocol for increasing the reliability

(Emans, 1990, p.136-138).
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Generalizability

• It is argued that case studies have poor generalizability. In this research it is claimed

that generalizability is a characteristic of a proposition instead of a study. Therefore, it

is no issue in this matter since no propositions nor any hypotheses are defined in this

exploratory descriptive research.

Van Aken et al (2007) state that as many as possible of the roles, departments, groups and

so on who are involved in the problem area need to be represented among the respondents

to increase reliability. Yin (2003) addresses this form of data triangulation as construct

validity. In this study it is proposed that data triangulation in this case serves both. It takes

information from multiple sources (increasing construct validity), and it represents all roles

that are involved in the problem (increasing reliability).

7.3 Case study results (obtained issues)

In this section the results from the case study are presented. The cases are not discussed on

an individual basis due to confidentiality reasons. However, important to know is that each

company is a Dutch multinational organization that claims to be actively involved in CSR

activities. All companies operate on a large scale and have a professional purchasing

organization with cross-functional buying teams (criteria are mentioned in Appendix K

(Dutch)). In Section 7.3.2 the results from the maturity questionnaire will be discussed to

answer GQ1. Next, the other findings and results will be discussed to answer GQ2 (Section

7.3.3).

7.3.1 Proposal of a maturity scale for SP

Based on the gathered information from the case study companies have difficulties with

understanding their current SP maturity. In Section 5.2.2 was shown that it is valuable to

measure this SP maturity. The scores of the maturity questionnaire result in an overall score

on SP maturity. From managerial point these overall scores would have more value if they

could be plotted on an overall maturity scale for SP. However, the original assurance tool of

ActionSustainability (Appendix H) only shows a percentage with no further explanation on the

overall maturity scale. Also the categories of social responsiveness presented by Carroll

(1979) in Figure 10 and the CSR Maturity Model of EFQM (Appendix M) do not effectively

represent SP maturity. They do not have a focus on procurement, and no characteristics of

the integration process are mentioned. Furthermore, no suitable SP maturity model is found

during this BPS project. Therefore, the maturity roadmap STEPS to facilitate the

implementation of a knowledge management strategy towards corporate sustainability from

Robinson et al (2006) is adopted and adjusted for measuring overall SP maturity. This

adjusted version is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Matunty scale for SP (free to Robinson et aI, 2006)

The link between the scores of the maturity questionnaire and the maturity scale for SP

presented in Figure 19 is based on the case study findings. However, no further validation of

this linkage has taken place. Therefore, this maturity scale has to be validated more

thoroughly in further studies. Nevertheless it provides the reader with a better understanding

of the results on SP maturity presented in the next section.

7.3.2 Results on SP maturity

Cross-case comparison

The results from the maturity questionnaire (Appendix L) have been analyzed and showed

some interesting patterns. Firstly a cross-case comparison is performed of which the results

are presented in Figure 20.
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Cross-case comparison
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Figure 20: Results of cross-case comparison

It is noticeable from this graph that NS scores quite average on maturity compared with the

other three organizations. However, NS scores significantly lower than the other three

organizations in the category "results". This might indicate that on average NS has a lower

maturity on measuring and reporting SP performance than comparable organizations.

The overall SP maturity of each company can be plotted on the proposed SP maturity scale

presented in Figure 19. Then, a comparison of the overall SP maturity of the companies

reveals that company A is entering the progressive stage (score >6), while company B,

company C, and NS are in the expansion stage (score between 4 and 6). The described

characteristics of the progressive and expansion stage (Figure 19) do match the findings on

SP practices in each case during the case study.

Cross-function comparison

Since the case study consisted of an interview with a purchasing manager, a purchaser, and

a line manager outside the purchasing department at each company, a cross-function

analysis can be made. The result of such a cross-function analysis is presented in Figure 21.

Cross-function comparison
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Figure 21: Results of cross-function comparison
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The most interesting pattern is that in all categories, the purchasing managers score the

highest, while the purchasers score the lowest. This might indicate that purchasers on

average have a difference perception of SP than purchasing managers, and thus, interpret

the concept in a different way. Another reason for the discrepancies across functions may be

that both management functions are focused on plan-making while purchasers are focused

on realizing. Concluding, this cross-function comparison shows that the perception and/ or

maturity of SP are different across these three functions.

Correlations

The results on SP maturity can be used to calculate the internal and external relations of the

different categories of the SPBT. For the relation between different categories (external

correlation), the Spearman correlation is used. For the relation within categories (internal

consistency) Cronbach's Alpha is used. The results of this calculation are presented in Table

5.

Statistical correlation matrix
ABC o E

A: Leadership & Personnel .805
B: Policy & Strategy .833-*
C: Processes .882**
0: Suppliers .703*
E: Results .695*

Note: ** p < .01; * P <.05; N = 12

.921

.817**

.810*

.705-

.928

.887**

.537
.814
.537 .560

Table 5: Statistical correlations between and within categories

This analysis shows that on average category E is less correlated with the other categories

than these other categories are correlated to each other. This may imply that the maturity of

the enablers of the EFOM Framework (category A up to 0) are correlated with each other, but

not correlated with the results-section (category E) of the EFOM Framework. And since

category E only measures the maturity of measuring and reporting SP performance, this may

also imply that such activities are not strongly related to SP maturity, but to external factors

which are not taken into account in this case study. One example of such an external factor is

the level of stakeholder pressure on measuring and reporting SP performance.

The 36 items/ questions on maturity are categorized into five categories according to the five

variables A to E. Such a set of questions within a category, which is combined to a single

score on a variable, is known as a Likert scale. Based on the statistical correlation of items it

is possible to determine the degree to which different items replicate each other's findings

(internal consistency). A common measure for this reliability on scores of specific variables is

Cronbach's Alpha. If Cronbach's Alpha is higher than .70, the Likert scale is usually

considered a reliable measuring instrument. The results of an analysis with Cronbach's Alpha

to measure to which extent the different questions within a category are measuring the same
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variable, are presented in Table 5 as well. Again, we see that category E has a significantly

different result compared with the other categories. Where category E has a Cronbach's

Alpha lower than .60, the other categories all have a Cronbach's Alpha higher than .80. This

may imply that this category has a lower internal consistency because the items within this

category are more heterogeneous than the sets of items in the other categories.

Limitations

The sample consisted of only 12 respondents across a total of four organizations. This means

that the individual results of the cross-case comparison are based on a sample of N = 3, and

the individual results of the cross-function comparison are based on a sample of N = 4.

Furthermore the correlation analyses have not taken into account that different respondents

belong to the same organization (case), and treat all 12 respondents as 12 individual cases.

In addition not all questions were answered by all respondents, which make all results and

analyses less representative.

Lastly, the low number of respondents leads to an increased standard deviation among the

respondents. This study used a span of 60 for including a respondent in the analyses. In

addition, the standard deviations were calculated within each case and within each function.

Each respondent needs to score within a span of 40 within both these subgroups.

Respondent #5 is not considered an outliner because in every category his! her answers are

within these three spans. It can be argued that a span of 40 had to be maintained on all three

spans, which would exclude this respondent form the analyses.

7.3.3 Results on SP practices

Figure 18 shows that besides the maturity questionnaire (part 3), the SP benchmark tool

consists of 10 introduction questions (part 2), and room for optional questions and discussion

(part 4). This section describes the most interesting findings of the case study regarding these

parts, where, whenever possible, the focus is on comparing gathered data from NS with the

other three organizations.

In the results of part 2 NS did not show significantly different answers compared with the

other three companies. The most remarkable difference was that all respondents from the

other three companies ranked their organization its SP performance between 7 and 10, while

all respondents from NS gave the organization a score of 6 out of 10, and! or mentioned that

they had too little knowledge to mention a valid score at all. This may indicate that an average

employee at NS has a lower perception of NS its SP performance within the branch

compared with employees at the other organizations of the case study.

Regarding information on best practices with SP tools and indicators for measuring

performance, it can be concluded that no interesting new tools were mentioned. However,

some ways to overcome the obstacle of specifying CSR in a tender were mentioned such as

a bonus-malus approach or an open invitation to suppliers to show possible sustainable

solutions.
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When asked what CSR means all respondents mentioned multiple social aspects (e.g.

environment, child labor, safety). Only three respondents explicitly mentioned the profit

aspect. Remarkably, all these three respondents were purchasing managers. This may

indicate that purchasing managers have a more coherent understanding of CSR, but they fail

to put the concept effectively in practice since the purchasers and line managers have not yet

adapted this interpretation of CSR. Appendix N presents an overview of the results of the 10

introduction questions.

The third part of the interview revealed some interesting insights on daily SP practices and

experience, and on the view of respondents on engaging in CSR in general.

Interpretation SP

An interesting point is the different interpretations that respondents use to answer the

questionnaire and to talk about the subject in general. No respondent knew the CSR-pyramid

with its four levels. Nevertheless a distinction in interpretations can be made between SP on a

legal and ethical level (e.g. supplier code of conduct), on a strategic level without an increase

of TCO (Figure 13 - level 4), and on a strategic level with an increased TCO (Figure 13 

level 6 (value chain integration)). One purchaser even worried that SP is used as a motivator

solely for TCO-based cost reduction. However, one company included "repurchasing

intention" in their TCO, which means that the increased intention to repurchase the product

because of its experience is taken into account when developing a business case for a

specific tender. This way, value-driven procurement becomes a part of TCO-driven

procurement.

Strategic GSR

Another interesting point is that the respondents did not claim that competitors that are more

engaged or less engaged in CSR activities are at a disadvantage. CSR is seen as a strategic

choice that is decided by the executive board, based on external factors (market-position and

stakeholder pressure, margins/ competition) as well as internal factors (capabilities on

structural, cultural and financial level). This may explain the fact that the only company that

does not deliver directly to consumers (company B) scores the lowest in the SP maturity

questionnaire.

Reinforcing GSR through ethics within procurement

On ethical level, company A and C have introduced a supplier code of conduct. It is

interesting that these two companies are also the ones that scored the highest on SP

maturity. This might indicate that introducing a supplier code of conduct is an indispensable

part of the process of increasing SP maturity for organizations.
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Reinforcing CSR through strategy within procurement

Some respondents showed examples of reinforcing eSR through strategy. One method that

was mentioned to move beyond the ethical level was to send an open invitation to suppliers

regarding sustainable solutions for a tender. This way, suppliers were encouraged to present

innovative sustainable solutions in order to increase their chance to win the tender.

Governance

All four companies to some extent had the same governance problem. The executive board

informs the departments of its business units to engage in eSR. The awareness of eSR

among its employees is increased, and eSR activities are executed. Regarding SP, eSR has

to be integrated into the specifications, but no separate budget for eSR is created. So, when

a strategic eSR issue arises within a tender that will eventually lead to a higher TeO, then it

depends on the line manager if he/ she is willing to invest in it, which is mostly not the case.

This has the result of increased skepticism among purchasers which can be linked to their

perception of a lower SP maturity compared with the purchasing managers (Figure 21).

7.4 Conclusions of the case study
This section described the methodology and validity of the case study. Furthermore, the

results are presented and analyzed. The conclusions on these analyses can be summarized

according the two goal questions of the case study.

What is the maturity of NS regarding integrating CSR into procurement practices compared

with their peers?

The analysis indicated some interesting patterns in the cross-case analysis. It indicated that

NS has an average maturity on integrating eSR into procurement practices compared to its

peers. Furthermore, it showed that NS scored significantly lower on the category "results" that

measures the maturity of measuring and reporting SP performance. Lastly, the cross-function

analysis showed that in all categories the purchasing manager scored the highest and the

purchaser the lowest, which may indicate that different groups of actors within the problem

context have a different interpretation of current SP maturity. The performed analyses of the

maturity questionnaire can be used when the case study is replicated with a higher number of

respondents to justify the patterns shown.

What are the best and worst practices regarding integrating CSR into procurement practices?

No respondent was familiar with the eSR-pyramid and its four levels of eSR. Introducing this

pyramid would be a first step for each organization towards a more structural approach to

integrate eSR into an organization its corporate practices (including procurement practices) in

an effective and strategic way.

Another interesting finding of the case study was that each organization experienced the

same governance problem to some extent. Strategic eSR issues within a tender that lead to a

higher TeO are only invested in if the line manager is willing to do so. In combination with the
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request of purchasing managers to engage in GSR, purchasers can become increasingly

skeptical on this topic while simultaneously strategic SP opportunities are neglected.

On ethical level, company A and G have introduced a supplier code of conduct. NS already

has code of conduct and a purchaser code of conduct, but no separate supplier code of

conduct. Measuring suppliers on the first three levels of the GSR-pyramid is difficult, but this

will likely become a more demanded issue from stakeholders that should be managed. A way

to deal with this indispensable part of the process of increasing SP maturity is managing

these stakeholders by introducing a supplier code of conduct. It is advisable that NS should

follow this trend to decrease the chance that stakeholders will consider NS a laggard on SP,

which will most likely have a negative effect on reputation and GSR risks.

On strategic level it seems that top management is not eager on leaving strategic GSR

decision-making that involves large investment to lower level management because of the

risk that it will be spent on altruistic GSR. According to the data gathered from these

interviews, a step forward would be that corporate marketing/ corporate communications (and

corporate GSR if available) should be closely involved in the decision-making process on

GSR strategy by top management. It is the challenge for these departments to give the

business units more concrete guidance on how they can improve their strategic GSR and SP

performance. Simultaneously, the business units as well as the purchasing department

should have a sophisticated communication channel with these departments that can support

decision-making on a tactical and an operational level regarding GSR and SP. This way, the

first step in solving the governance problem is overcome.

Another interesting SP practice on strategic level was to include repurchasing intention in

TGO, which means that the increased intention to repurchase the product because of its

experience is taken into account when developing a business case for a specific tender. This

way, value-driven procurement becomes a part of TGO-driven procurement. For NS, they

could use such way of thinking to create a norm and ratio that links SP investments to cost

and benefits per trainpassenger-kilometre. This way, extra GSR investments can be linked

more closely to benefits by extending the definition of TGO in a tender (e.g. repurchasing

intention as a result of investing in Max Havelaar coffee). Since GSR is closely linked to

stakeholder management, GSR activities become highly company-specific. Therefore, it may

be more valuable and realistic for NS to measure its product-specific GSR and SP

performance by such internal norm and ratio, than doing this measurement by performing

benchmarks with peers.
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8 Conclusions and recommendations
In this section the conclusions and recommendations as a result of the research are

described. Firstly, the conclusions on the problem statement will be drawn followed by

recommendations for NS. Next, the limitations of this BPS project are described followed by

recommendations for future research. Lastly, the BPS project is justified and final interesting

dilemmas and challenges regarding CSR are mentioned.

8.1 Conclusions on problem statement
This research had its focus on the following business problem:

NS does not know how it performs on integrating CSR into its procurement practices. It

wants to set a norm for NS that is based on current CSR performance of peer

organizations. Therefore it wishes to be able to compare its performance in some way

with peers and wants to have external knowledge on best practices (thus, knowing how to

improve). Then, it is better able to determine their current position, and to develop a

roadmap to where NS wants to go in the future regarding SP.

Currently, one of the main problems is that no consensus exists on their current

performance on sustainability. This is caused by an unclear view on the topic and a

missing method to measure the performance. Furthermore, NS has an unclear view how

to gather relevant information on this topic in the most effective way. These causes also

delay the progress to develop a clearer strategy on this topic that leads to more

sustainable practices.

From the theoretical as well as the empirical part of this BPS project can be concluded that no

practical tool yet exists for solving this comprehensive problem, and that peers are

experiencing the same problems to some extent. However, some conclusions can be drawn

from the results of the seven action points (Section 1.4). To improve the readability of this

report, this section only presents short conclusions on generic level of the broad concepts

CSR and procurement (and thus, SP).

Investigate how businesses should deal with the concept of CSR

CSR is a concept that should be dealt with in a strategic way across the entire organization

where the focus should be on maximizing sustainable profits.

Investigate the role of procurement within CSR

SP is able to reinforce strategic CSR on all four levels of the CSR-pyramid (Figure 7). As

connector between the organization and its suppliers, the purchasing department should

function as a knowledge base for SP that supports this reinforcement. It is essential that top

management acknowledges the power of such a knowledge base and is willing to invest in it.
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Investigate how CSR can be integrated into procurement practices

The EFQM Framework is considered a suitable framework for integrating CSR into

procurement activities.

Investigate how one can measure the maturity of integrating CSR into procurement practices

Current scientific literature and current tools are lacking a practical benchmark tool for

analyzing how to integrate CSR into procurement practices, and measuring the maturity of

this integration process. Such tool needs to be developed.

The case study that is performed with the SP benchmark tool during this BPS project

presented interesting information on SP. Furthermore, NS can use this SP benchmark tool in

the future to gather more information on SP internally as well as externally. The

recommendations for NS regarding these two aspects are discussed more thoroughly in the

next section.

8.2 Recommendations for NS

This BPS project delivered a tool for measuring SP. Furthermore, it delivered results of the

case study performed with this tool. Section 8.2.1 focuses on the first deliverable, and

describes how NS should deal with measuring SP (change plan). Section 8.2.2 focuses on

the latter deliverable, and describes recommendations for NS how it should deal with SP in

general.

8.2.1 Implementation of measuring SP at NS (change plan)

During the diagnosis (Section 2) it was noticed that NS has to increase its performance on

CSR by 2015 to decrease the risk of losing the concession of the Dutch main railway-network

that will most likely include CSR criteria. NS is gaining experience on making bids for such

concession that involve CSR criteria with NedRailways. This means that in the upcoming

years at NS, NedRailways will be operating in the most competitive context regarding CSR

issues. Therefore it is most efficient that NedRailways executes the change plan regarding

measuring SP at NS. The principal researcher takes responsibility for communicating this

change plan and further recommendations to the problem owner. The change plan is split up

into four activities.

1. Benchmarking SP

2. Measuring SP maturity

3. Reporting SP performance

4. Implementing improvements

Benchmarking SP

The SP benchmark tool should be used by NedRailways to perform benchmark studies on

direct competitors of upcoming concessions. This way NedRailways can effectively learn from

their competitors' best practices and improve their SP maturity.
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Measuring SP maturity

NedRailways should use the maturity questionnaire (part two of the SP benchmark tool) for

measuring (perception of) SP maturity at NS. It can send this questionnaire (e.g. bye-mail) to

all purchasers and purchasing managers of NS. This will provide information on NS its SP

maturity that most likely reveals discrepancies across different product categories. This

information can then be used to take improvement actions. This procedure should be

repeated periodically (e.g. yearly), thus performing an internal longitudinal study on SP

maturity at NS, creating a sophisticated database on this topic.

Reporting SP performance

As a preparation for the concession of the Dutch main railway-network, NedRailways can

practise to increase their score on CSR-issues along the EFOM Excellence Model. The first

step to be made is that CSR should be defined and incorporated into the mission, vision,

policy, and strategy of NedRailways. For this, it has to translate current activities (e.g. HRM,

environmental management, and financial management) to CSR terms (People, Planet,

Profit). In combination with the previous two activities, NedRailways can then effectively

improve their performance on SP reporting. This reinforces NedRailways' overall CSR

reporting activities along suitable CSR reporting frameworks such as the G3 Reporting

Framework (discussed in Section 4.1.2) of which the main points should be adjusted to the

country-specific stakeholder wishes for each bid on a concession.

Implementing improvements

The previous three activities all mentioned that NS can use the results of these activities to

improve CSR activities. It is essential that these follow-ups of implementing improvements are

actually executed in all cases since these activities actually improve NS its CSR performance.

These four activities must support an increase in the amount of concessions won by NS,

which increases economies of scale and decreases strategic vulnerability of NS. Moreover,

NS simultaneously gains knowledge and experience on CSR, which enables NS to mitigate

the risk for losing the concession of the Dutch main railway-network in 2015 on CSR

dimensions. Recommendations for dealing with SP at NS to effectively mitigate this risk are

presented in the next section.

8.2.2 Recommendations for dealing with SP at NS in general
This section presents recommendations for dealing with SP at NS. These recommendations

are presented in order of significance, presenting the most significant recommendation first.

Introduction CSR-pyramid

It makes sense that for NS, it is logically more useful to invest in ways to purchase electricity

for train transport from sustainable energy sources than spending this same amount of money
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on charity. The latter may have a more positive effect on esp, but is obvious in imbalance

with the effect on NS its eFP. Thinking about eSR in this strategic way leads to a company

specific eSR-strategy that has to be integrated in all departments. The case study showed

that no respondent was familiar with the eSR-pyramid and its four levels of eSR. However,

the principal researcher of this project argues that introducing this pyramid would be a first

step for each organization towards a more structural approach to integrate eSR into an

organization its corporate practices (including procurement practices) in an effective and

strategic way. Furthermore, the eSR-pyramid gives eSR and its four levels a "face", which

can be extremely useful when new eSR policies and strategies have to be adopted and

understood by a large amount of employees.

Governance

NS is aware of the importance of eSR, but has not yet effectively integrated this concept

throughout its business units. For SP practices, this leads to the governance problem

regarding eSR decisions. A purchaser sees potential in a sustainable supplier for a tender,

but the internal customer has no interest in eSR whatsoever. The result is no sustainable

procurement practices and frustrated purchasers. Therefore, a significant step upwards

regarding the maturity of SP cannot be made by the purchasing department since purchasers

only have an advising role regarding SP.

Within the EFQM Framework a eSR strategy cannot be separated from the corporate

strategy. Therefore, top management at NS should make eSR an integral part of the

corporate strategy with strategic eSR goals based on a stakeholder analysis. These strategic

goals should be clearly communicated to the internal customers along with personal targets

and then translated to process redesigns. Furthermore, these strategic goals should be

reviewed periodically since stakeholder demands evaluate over time.

As a supportive function in the value chain, the purchasing department tries to position itself

in a way that it can most successfully provide its support to its stakeholders. If one sees the

internal customer as such a stakeholder of the purchasing department, one can understand

that in such situation, it becomes efficient as well as effective for the purchasing department

to increase its maturity on its role as knowledge base for SP. Together with suppliers,

purchasers can then reinforce strategic eSR goals (e.g. improve energy-efficiency, reduce

noise of railway traffic, waste management).

Communication

To which extent a company should engage in eSR-rankings and eSR-reporting should be

determined by corporate marketing. Regarding SP, it is therefore essential that a good

communication channel exists between corporate marketing and the purchasing department.

NS currently does not have a formal communication channel between these departments.

Moreover, NS does not have a formal communication channel between corporate marketing

and corporate communication. Whereas the first department conducts market studies to
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increase turnover, the latter department conducts market studies to increase NS its

reputation. From the perspective of strategic CSR, turnover increases as well as reputation

increases are directly linked to maximizing sustainable profits. NS should improve its

communication channels among the mentioned departments in order to be able to effectively

maximize its sustainable profits. If NS is able to react fast and effectively to changing

stakeholder demands and adjust its CSR practices to improved standards, NS has the

opportunity to develop its CSR practices as the standard within the railway sector.

Ethical CSR

On ethical level, NS should have a structural approach toward ethical responsibilities.

Regarding SP, measuring suppliers on the first three levels of the CSR-pyramid is difficult, but

this will likely become a more demanded issue from stakeholders that should be managed.

A way to deal with this indispensable part of the process of increasing SP maturity is

managing these stakeholders by introducing a supplier code of conduct. It is advisable that

NS should follow this trend to decrease the chance that stakeholders will consider NS a

laggard on SP, which will most likely have a negative effect on reputation and CSR risks. This

is a prerequisite for engaging in CSR on the fourth level. Logically, NS must ensure that it has

its own economic, legal, and ethical CSR issues under control before it imposes suppliers

with such issues (practise what you preach). A next step may be to engage in a structural

approach towards inspections at suppliers with high CSR risks and publicize these activities.

Strategic CSR

Kemp (2001) sees CSR as a strategic theme and proposes a six step routemap for building a

business case for sustainability. She states that the main adaptations that need to be made

when applying cost benefit techniques to sustainability issues concern timescale. Top

management of NS should extent the term of its ROI policy (which is currently set at 8%

within three years) for strategic themes on the fourth level of the CSR-pyramid. This decision

for an increase in long term investments to maximize sustainable profits can be stimulated by

minimizing incentives for top managers to make short-term decisions (e.g. bonuses and

pension contributions) (Duijsters, 2008). With respect to procurement, as a large customer

that engages in SP on a strategic level, NS can stimulate suppliers to innovate in sustainable

solutions18.

Knowledge management

The previous section showed that NS should use NedRailways to create economies of

experience on measuring and reporting on CSR. NedRailways should use their Shared

Service Center to exchange knowledge on CSR within NS. NS can then increase its SP

maturity by such effective knowledge management, where purchasers are encouraged to use,

18 For each tender, the effectiveness of such stimulation will be influenced by the position of the NS
within the customer portfolio matrix of each supplier involved in this tender.
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document and exchange knowledge on CSR standards that are developed internally as well

as CSR standards that are adopted from external sources. The same goes for other business

units of NS regarding CSR in general. This generates an internal knowledge base on best

practices regarding CSR (including SP).

Another aspect of this knowledge management is that the communications and/ or marketing

department should have a continuously updated stakeholder analysis on CSR dimensions

that follows the increasing demand for value creation by these stakeholders. Together with

the continuously accessible created knowledge base on best practices regarding CSR, this

department should be able to create a continuous optimal advice for top management of NS

regarding its strategic decisions on CSR.

8.3 Limitations and suggestions

Limitations of BPS project

The actual causes of the problem at NS can be more thoroughly investigated by using

theoretical triangulation (van Aken et ai, 2007, p. 165). In this research the problem was

approached from a limited number of perspectives (procurement and CSR). Looking at the

problem from a more organizational perspective (centralized versus decentralized) and/ or a

cultural perspective (people-oriented versus result-oriented) would yield a more

comprehensive view on the actual problems NS is facing.

Much time of the research was involved in understanding the concept on a theoretical level.

This resulted in less communication with the different problem owners. In a future similar

research, recognizability could be increased by establishing a team around this problem.

The case study is limited by a low number of respondents. This reduces the likeliness that the

respondents represent the actual situation. Time and capacity limitations have restricted this

research on this issue. Moreover, each company decided (within the specifications) for itself

who would be the respondents. So the respondents may represent those with the greatest

awareness, commitment, and performance. Therefore, the results of the case study could

represent a best-case scenario.

Suggestions for future versions of the SP benchmark tool

The improvements for future versions of the SPBT are based on gained experience during the

research and direct input from respondents. The input! critique of respondents on the maturity

questionnaire is mentioned in Appendix 0 (Dutch). This input is split up in general input and

input regarding specific questions for future versions of the maturity questionnaire. One

example is that questions B13 and B14 should be revised. Both questions now consist of two

questions that have to be answered with one ranking. Furthermore, one can notice from the

results of the maturity questionnaire (Appendix L) that the standard deviation among the

results of these two questions are 2,9 and 3,4 respectively, while the overall standard

deviation is 1,7. These findings may indicate that the low reliability of the results on B13 and

B14 is caused by a high level of multi-interpretability of these two questions.
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Another improvement is that the different concepts that are discussed during the case study

are better defined and communicated to the respondent. This is essential for improving

reliability since it is not useful to try to improve the reliability of the statistical correlation of a

set of items of a variable, if the variable itself is not clearly defined.

Lastly, improvements regarding the case study were already mentioned in Section 7.3.1 such

as an increased number of respondents to increase reliability.

8.4 Recommendations for future research

Is an organization responsible for its supplier behavior?

A major issue nowadays is to determine to which extent a company can be held responsible

for unethical or illegal behavior up the supply chain (ethical SP). This discussion is not even

near any consensus. Yet, this would be a good start for developing supportive frameworks or

tools for companies to define what is considered ethical, and what is considered philanthropic

in their company-specific situation (analyzing and managing the link between stakeholders

and CSR-activities). Regarding supplier inspections, an organization would then better be

able to decide if it should visit its suppliers itself to see if they live up to the code of conduct

(a.k.a. are behaving in an ethical and legal way), or that it should outsource these inspections

to external institutions, or that it should only execute remedial actions after unethical or illegal

supplier practices are discovered by stakeholders (e.g. NGOs). This way it would become

easier for a purchasing department to effectively reinforce CSR through ethical as well as

strategic SP.

Which variables influence the effect of implementing CSR on CFp?

No clear view on the effect of implementing (strategic) CSR on CFP is known. Future

research should find out which variables influence this effect that should result in a

competitive advantage. For example, Campbell (2007) argues that corporate social

responsibility is dependent on the institutional terrain within which a corporation operates. Lee

(2008) suggests that future research needs to refocus on basic research in order to develop

conceptual tools and theoretical mechanisms that explain changing organizational behavior

from a broader societal perspective. Empirical research should be conducted on external

variables (828 market versus 82C market; highly competitive market versus monopolistic

market; customers view products in branch as cause of versus solution for CSR issues) as

well as on internal variables (centralized versus decentralized, people-oriented versus result

oriented).

What is the link between SP and innovation?

Respondents of the case study mentioned examples of strategic SP practices that stimulated

suppliers to innovate (Section 7.3.3). However, one can argue that SP practices on lower

levels of the CSR-pyramid by means of inspecting suppliers on their legal and ethical
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behavior results in a decrease of innovative investments by these suppliers. Future research

should find out what the relation is between innovation and various SP practices.

Create practical tools that increase the effectiveness of strategic CSR.

Future research may focus on an integrative approach of stakeholder management and

decision-making on CSR strategies. This way, supportive tools can be developed that

combine tools for strategic CSR (e.g. Six step routemap, Kemp (2001)) and tools for

stakeholder management (e.g. stakeholder typology, Mitchell et al (1997)). Such tools may

then be used as a basis to develop practical tools for procurement professionals that support

an effective reinforcement of strategic CSR through ethical and strategic SP.

8.5 Justification of project and outcomes
A sound business problem-solving (BPS) project has to satisfy the following change-oriented

quality criteria (van Aken et ai, 2007, p. 15).

• Performance-focused

• Design-oriented

• Theory-based

• Justified

• Client-centered

This BPS project contributes to an improvement of the actual performance of NS on the

concept of CSR within procurement practices. Since the concept of SP is very broad and

relatively new, a good understanding of the concept is essential. Knowledge management is

inextricably linked to CSR (Robinson et ai, 2006). This BPS project improves the knowledge

of NS on CSR in general and SP in specific, and thus improves the actual performance of NS

on these topics from a knowledge perspective.

This BPS project is design-oriented since a clear process design was set up with seven action

points that would eventually lead to a solution and a change design. This design-oriented

approach is simultaneously theory-based since relevant theory is analyzed and used in a

comprehensive, critical, and creative way to be able to use state-of-the-art knowledge as a

backbone for the entire BPS project and its statements.

Furthermore, this BPS project can be justified since the solution design is justified. This is

explained in Section 6.5, which also shows that close collaboration with the problem owner

guaranteed that the BPS project can be described as client-centered.
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8.6 Dilemmas and challenges of CSR
The concept of CSR has many dilemmas. This is one of the reasons why it is so hard for

business as well as academics to reach consensus on this concept. Four dilemmas are

presented here.

1. If there is no clear sustainable strategy communicated internally, the risk occurs that

employees with a "green heart" will focus too much on 2 Ps (altruistic - People,

Planet) instead of 3 Ps (strategic - People, Planet, Profit), which is not a sustainable

way of operating. This may result in ad hoc decisions of employees that are not

aligned with the strategy of the corporation and thus will have no benefit on the triple

bottom line in the long run. It is a challenge for managers to motivate such employees

to engage in CSR solely from a strategic perspective, while simultaneously rejecting

their ideas for altruistic CSR.

2. Externally, you have the problem of emotion. With many non-governmental

organizations (NGOs) that are able to reach global media attention, an organization

may sometimes be better off by doing that what minimizes bad publicity by those

NGOs (stakeholder management), than doing what is most beneficial for society in

the long run (true CSR?). Moreover, organizations may try to maximize the economic

gains of CSR by presenting strategic CSR as altruistic CSR to create the perception

towards stakeholders that they are not doing it for their own benefit. This may be an

unavoidable hypocrite factor of CSR as long as stakeholders approach CSR from the

emotional perspective rather than from the reasoned perspective.

3. Internally, a challenge exists in the field of communication. Since the topic is quite

broad, starting to integrate sustainability into the organization can lead to costly long

discussions about what is it and what should be done with the risk that no real

accomplishments are reached, which may result in a costly process without

noticeable benefits. Therefore, it is attractive for top management to wait some years

until the concept is much clearer, and then copy best practices for a much smaller

investment (taking the risks in the meantime for granted).

4. An ethical code of conduct for purchasers may state that a purchaser should take the

interest of the organization (instead of personal interests or feelings) as a starting

point when practicing the purchasing function. All means and sources of information

that a purchaser has at his/ her disposal because of his/ her engagement with the

organization should only be used in the interest of the organization.

An interesting dilemma for the purchaser occurs if he/ she discovers unethical and/ or

illegal practices at a supplier, and his/ her managers tell him/ her to neglect this in the

interest of the organization (e.g. to prevent reputation damage). Should the purchaser

obey to the demands of the managers in the interest of the organization (as stated by

these same managers)?
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9 Epilogue

Before the project
Roughly one year ago I would not have believed that I could become enthusiastic about a
concept such as CSR within procurement practices (SP). My interests varied from purchasing
management, and alliance management, to knowledge management, strategic management,
and innovation management, which in my opinion at that moment in time were totally different
fields than CSR.
On the 23rd of April 2007 Mirjam kibbeling introduced me to SP. She was so enthousiastic
about it and even got me inspired by SP for the first time. Nevertheless, I still doubted if a soft
and vague concept as SP would be suitable for my graduation project. This doubt
disappeared when I met my company supervisor Jan van Putten. He stated that he believed
that NS should engage more in SP but that he and his colleagues were no "geitenwollen
sokken-mensen,,19, and that a business its primary focus is to make profit. With this
perspective as a starting point, I was willing to find out how NS could improve its SP
practices.

During the project
I perform at my best and achieve the most during a project when I know that the results of my
activities are concrete and usable. This is exactly the main problem I experienced during this
project. The first months I was reading more and more on CSR and procurement, without
knowing to which extent all this information would support my goal to get concrete and usable
results. I felt that everybody has wrote something on what "sustainable" is, or at least has an
opinion on it. Today it typed the word in google, and the first ten hits (out of 66.3 million)
contain terms such as sustainable development, sustainable footprint, sustainable solutions,
sustainable communities, sustainable business, and even a sustainable food movement.
During this project I found out that many people are wondering what all these terms mean, but
it seems that even more people are claiming to know these answers. Reading about all these
different aspects of CSR resulted in new insights every day, but increased my difficulties with
the demarcation of this project.
The most valuable insights I have gained from the interesting conversations with my
supervisors. From the knowledge perspective, the metaphor of building a house can be used
for these conversations, where the house can be seen as a comprehensive understanding of
SP. I presented the raw materials, and told them how I was planning to build a house with
these sources. Then they advised me on how I might adjust my plan to improve the building
process. Sometimes, they even gave me some hints where I could find better raw materials
than I had brought with me.
After my mid-term presentation and the discussion afterwards, I had a clear roadmap for the
last five months with clear goals and milestones. Finally I could shift the focus of my project
from diverging to converging. However, the new insights I gained during each interview of the
benchmark study had the result that the diverging process within my head of building a house
was unstoppable. The result of my quest in combining my converging-focussed project
activities with my ongoing diverging brain-activities is the report that you are reading right
now.

Today
Looking back, I can say that I have thoroughly developed my expertise on SP, both through
the theoretical and empirical part of this project. I have realized that SP is a derivative of CSR,
and that CSR comprises all my fields of interests that I mentioned at the beginning.
Furthermore, I can now say I have experience with working on a project of which the result ;s
totally unclear during the majority of the project.
Today I can say that I believe that sustainability fits in every organization. It is up to the
company how it should deal with it in a strategic way that fits to its own situation. For a big
multinational the focus will likely be more on mitigating risks (reputation management), and for
a start-up the focus will be more on identifying opportunities (market positioning). How to
translate the company-specific business context to an optimal CSR strategy for maximizing
sustainable profits is a topic that still needs much further research.

19 Literally translated: "Goatwoolen-socks-people". It is a Dutch expression for people who show a
highly above average concern on social and environmental issues. The expression has a negative taste.
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Meanwhile, organizations need to understand that higher-level CSR issues of the CSR
pyramid become lower-level CSR issues over time. This means that CSR issues that are
opportunities on the fourth level at the moment (satisfiers) are becoming risks on the first
three levels in the future (dissatisfiers). As a business you can better start mitigating these
risks by adjusting your organization to this trend, starting with a comprehensive analysis of
your stakeholders' wishes.
I want to end this epilogue with a final word to all stakeholders of the business arena. I would
like to advice all of you to invest in understanding the drivers of organizations to engage in
CSR in a strategic rather than a cosmetic way. Focus on how you can effectively influence the
competitive context of business in such way that it becomes unavoidable for organizations to
engage in strategic CSR.

Rob Jansen
June 2008
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Appendices

Appendix A: An overview of eSR activities and dilemmas at NS (Dutch)

6. Maatschappelijk betrokken

Met aileen al in Nederland ruim 1,1 miljoen klanten per dag en de zorg voor 379 stations
verspreid over het hele land vervult NS een belangrijke publieke rol. Voor velen zijn wij
dagelijks een onmisbare schakel in hun leven.

Maatschappelijke betrokkenheid en duurzaam ondernemen zijn voor ons dan ook
vanzelfsprekend. Wij streven naar een juiste balans tussen economische, ecologische en
sociaal-maatschappelijke belangen. Wij investeren in de mensen, het milieu en in de
continuHeit van onze onderneming.

6a. Investeren in de samenleving

NS onderhoudt relaties met vele groepen in de samenleving. Oaarbij draait het om het winnen
en het vasthouden van het vertrouwen bij de diverse groepen. Oat vereist overleg en dialoog.
En meer dan dat: transparantie bij het stellen van doelen en het uitwisselen van resultaten en
ook openheid over de dilemma's die vaak aan besluiten voorafgaan.

6a1. Ondersteuning van maatschappelijke doelen

NS is bij verschillende maatschappelijke thema's nauw betrokken en levert daarbij dan ook
extra ondersteuning:

• Het bedrijf bevordert het lezen via de sponsoring van de Stichting Collectieve
Propaganda van het Nederlandse Boek (CPNB), de boekenweek en de kinderboekenweek
met als hoogtepunt de jaarlijkse uitreiking van de NS Publieksprijs. Wij helpen mee aan het
terugdringen van het analfabetisme door sponsoring van de Stichting Lezen en Schrijven en
van eenvoudig 'hertaalde' boeken.

• NS staat voor tolerantie en respect in de samenleving. Wij werken daartoe nauw
samen met het Nationaal Comite 4 en 5 mei. Wij proberen vandalisme en geweld een halt toe
te roepen; om te buigen in dialoog en betrokkenheid. Wij investeren daartoe niet aileen fors in
veiligheidsmaatregelen in treinen en op en rond stations. In het kader van ons project
Luisteris geven NS-medewerkers jaarlijks voorlichting op ruim 800 onderwijsinstellingen,
gevangenissen en internaten. Wij werken samen met de Stichting Slachtofferhuip aan
terugdringing van trauma's na ongevallen.

• De circa 180 zelfdodingen per jaar op het spoor zorgen voor onnoemelijk veel
menselijk leed, overlast voor tienduizenden reizigers en schade. Samen met ProRail, de
Yvonne van der Veerstichting en wetenschappers proberen wij het aantal zelfdodingen zoveel
mogelijk terug te dringen. En wij zorgen voor de opvang van medewerkers en nabestaanden
die hierbij zijn betrokken.

• NS wil dat treinen en stations toegankelijk zijn voor mensen met een
functiebeperking. Wij werken eraan dat in 2030 negentig procent van de reizigers drempelvrij
per trein kan reizen. Op steeds meer stations komen nu al litten, hellingbanen en roltrappen
en zorgen geleidelijnen ervoor dat visueel gehandicapten hun weg kunnen vinden. Op 100
stations zijn verrijdbare bruggen waarmee rolstoelgebruikers de trein in en uit gaan. Wij
zorgen voor persoonlijke assistentie. Onze website www.ns.nlis drempelvrij volgens de
zogenoemde W3C norm. Wij ondersteunen ook de Lucille Werner Foundation met onder
meer de verkiezing van 'Miss Onbeperkt.'
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• NS stimuleert een sportieve en actieve levensstijl. Daarom sponsoren wij van 2005
tot en met 2008 de sportkoepel NOC·NSF, zowel op het gebied van de topsport als de
breedtesport, met uiteraard als hoogtepunt de Olympische zomerspelen in Beijing, in
augustus 2008.

• Wij stimuleren de maatschappelijke participatie van onze medewerkers. Wie actief is
in verenigingsverband kan via ons medewerkersfonds financiele bijdragen aanvragen voor
sociale doelen; momenteel op het gebied van sport en lezen.

• Wij maken ons sterk voor het behoud van ons cultureel erfgoed. Wij sponsoren het
Nederlands Spoorwegmuseum en werken nauw samen met het Utrechts archief. Tenslotte
sponsoren wij het Nederlands Filmfestival; in dit kader zetten wij jaarlijks een bioscooptrein in.

6a2. Dialoog met onze klan ten

Onze afdeling klantenservice krijgt jaarlijks ruim twee miljoen reacties te verwerken. Klachten
analyseren wij op verbetermogelijkheden die wij terugkoppelen naar de medewerkers die
service verlenen. Wij gaan met regelmaat de dialoog aan met onze reizigers in klantenpanels.

NS maakt sinds 2007 gebruik van een digitaal panel van ruim 80.000 klanten. Het NS Panel
is representatief voor de Nederlandse treinreiziger. De leden wordt regelmatig gevraagd naar
hun mening over en ervaring met de dienstverlening van NS.

NS overlegt regelmatig met de consumentenorganisaties in het Landelijk Overleg
Consumentenbelangen Openbaar Vervoer (Locov) over wijzigingen in de dienstverlening
rond het binnenlands internationaal reizigersvervoer en vraagt advies alvorens hierover een
besluit te nemen. Naast het ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat en NS participeren de
volgende consumentenorganisaties in het Locov: ANWB, Chronisch zieken en
Gehandicapten Raad Nederland, Consumentenbond, Fietsersbond, Landelijke Studenten
Vakbond (LSVB), Ouderenorganisaties CSO en reizigersvereniging ROVER.

In 2007 heeft NS met de consumentenorganisaties gesproken over de dienstregeling 2008,
over de doelstellingen en kwaliteit van de dienstverlening, over de klanttevredenheid en over
de ontwikkeling van de OV-chipkaart. Tijdens die gesprekken en in hun adviezen hebben de
consumentenorganisaties verbetervoorstellen aan NS gedaan. Daarnaast stelden de
consumentenorganisaties en NS in december 2007 gezamenlijk vast dat de punctualiteit en
de klanttevredenheid over een periode van 12 maanden voldeed aan de overeenkomst die zij
in 2003 sloten. Op basis van die onderlinge overeenstemming zal NS het nog resterende deeI
van de in 2002 uitgestelde tariefsverhoging in 2008 uitvoeren.

6b. Milieu

Ons milieubeleid is gericht op de volgende drie aandachtsgebieden: CO2-reductie en
beperking van het energiegebruik door het verbeteren van de energie-efficiency, het
beperken van geluidsemissies en het vinden van een goede bestemming voor ons afval.

6b1. Energie en klimaat

De trein is een klimaatvriendelijk vervoermiddel met een lage CO2-uitstoot Bovendien is
de trein ruimte-efficient (er is minder ruimte nodig voor wegen en parkeerplaatsen) en
veroorzaakt het reizigersvervoer per spoor weinig emissie van fijnstof: de belangrijkste
oorzaak van luchtvervuiling.

NS heeft zich in 2007 als eerste grote onderneming geschaard achter de doelstelling van de
Europese Unie: 20% minder CO2-uitstoot in 2020 ten opzichte van 1990. Vanaf 1990 is onze
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uitstoot gedaald met tien procent. In de komende dertien jaar bij voortdurende reizigersgroei
met nog eens tien procent dalen is dus ambitieus.

NS heeft als doelstelling voor 2010 een efficiencyverbetering van het gebruik van tractie
energie van 20%. Hiervan is 19% bereikt.

Nieuwe treinen helpen daarbij. Zo zijn de nieuwe sprinters 30% zUlniger dan hun
voorgangers. de veertig jaar oude stoptreinen. Nieuwe treinen kunnen - als een soort
dynamo - hun remenergie terugleveren aan de bovenleiding zodat andere treinen in de
omgeving daar gebruik van kunnen maken. Oudere treinen passen wij zonodig hiervoor aan.
Wij trainen onze machinisten in energiezuinig rijden.

In 2007 verdubbelde NS het aandeel duurzaam opgewekte elektriciteit tot 10% van het totale
elektriciteitsgebruik. Daarmee behoren wij tot de vijf grootste afnemers van groene stroom in
Nederland.
Ook onze dieseltreinen worden schoner. Samen met Railion en ProRail zijn wij overgestapt
op een dieselsoort met honderd keer minder zwavel. Daardoor kunnen wij onze dieseltreinen
gaan voorzien van een roetfilter.
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Grafiek (1): Ontwikkeling energie-efficiency NS 1997-2006
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Grafiek (3): CO-2-uitstoot totaal door NS 1998-2007

6b2. Geluid

Geluidsoverlast wordt in Nederland voor een groot deel veroorzaakt door het vrachtverkeer
op de weg, voor een aanzienlijk deeI door het goederenvervoer per spoor en voor een relatief
klein deeI door het reizigersvervoer per trein. Wij willen een bijdrage leveren aan de
oplossing. Een probleem doet zich voor bij driehonderd rijtuigen die nog zijn voorzien van
gietijzeren remblokken. Het afgelopen jaar hebben wij geexperimenteerd met een nieuw type
kunststof remblokken. Treinen worden daarmee 50% stiller. Aile betrokken rijtuigen worden er
de komende periode van voorzien.

6b3. Afval

Ons afvalbeleid is erop gericht om afval zoveel mogelijk te vermijden en anders verantwoord
te laten hergebruiken.
NS verwerkt per jaar zo'n vijf miljoen kilo afval. Dit betreft voornamelijk afval dat wij
verzamelen in de treinen en op de stations. Tweederde van dit afval is papier. Dit wordt
volledig gerecycled. Het resterende afval (blikjes, petflessen en organisch materiaal) wordt
verwerkt tot brandstof voor energiecentrales of energiekorrels die worden gebruikt als
secundaire energiebron voor elektriciteitscentrales en stadsverwarmingprojecten in
Scandinavie. In Nederland is dit nog niet mogelijk. Uit de verbrandingsresten worden de
metalen verwijderd voor hergebruik.

Bij het productieproces in de werkplaatsen van NedTrain komt het nodige afval vrij, zoals
oplosmiddelen, vert, olie, vetten en verpakkingsmateriaal. In de onderhoudsbedrijven vindt de
inzameling en afvoer gescheiden plaats. Dit wordt uitgevoerd door eigen mensen of
specialisten van erkende afvalverwerkers. Het merendeel van het afval wordt al aan de bron
gescheiden zodat ere en minimum aan restafval overblijft. Metalen, hout en papier worden
hergebruikt; de resterende afvalstoffen worden verantwoord verwerkt.

Afgelopen jaar heeft ons revisiebedrijf in Tilburg nieuwe industriele reinigingsmachines
ge'installeerd. Deze machines werken met een milieuvriendelijk reinigingsmiddel en een veel
lagere temperatuur. De grootste voordelen hiervan zijn een laag energieverbruik en 50%
minder afval. Tevens is het resterende afval goed te recyclen.

6b4. Bodemsanering
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De trein heeft in het verleden haar sporen in bodem en grondwater achtergelaten. Op veel
locaties is de grond in meer of mindere mate vervuild geweest met olie, oplosmiddelen en
restanten van kolen. NS Poort is als grondeigenaar van NS-percelen betrokken bij de aanpak
van ernstige bodemvervuiling die dateert uit de periode v66r 1 januari 1995. Hiertoe is op 15
juli 1996 het Convenant Bodemsanering NS-percelen getekend door vertegenwoordigers van
NS, ProRail en de ministeries van Verkeer en Waterstaat en Volkshuisvesting, Milieubeheer
en Ruimtelijke Ordening. Om uitvoering te geven aan de convenantbepalingen hebben
partijen de Stichting Bodemsanering NS (SBNS) opgericht die als opdrachtgever fungeert bij
onderzoek en sanering van percelen. Het jaarbudget van de stichting bedraagt € 23 miljoen,
waarvan NS jaarlijks ruim € 9 miljoen bijdraagt. In 2007 zijn in totaal 93 saneringen
uitgevoerd. Dit betreft deels langlopende saneringen waarmee al voor 2007 is begonnen.
Daarnaast zijn ruim 160 locaties onderzocht. De SBNS spreekt ook niet NS-gelieerde
veroorzakers van bodemvervuiling op NS-terreinen aan. In dit kader is in 2007 € 720.000
ontvangen van derden. Een aantal partijen heeft de door hen veroorzaakte verontreiniging
zelf opgeruimd. In 2008 zal volgens plan op 72 locaties de grond geschikt worden gemaakt
voor huidig en toekomstig gebruik.

6b5.lnkoop

Inkoop is een belangrijke schakel in het duurzaamheidbeleid van NS. Concrete voorbeelden
zijn de inkoop van energiezuiniger apparatuur, FSC-gecertificeerd papier en groene stroom.
NS koopt jaarlijks meer dan een miljoen kilo papier in. Meer dan de helft van dat papier is nu
afkomstig uit duurzaam beheerde bossen. NS heeft in 2007 besloten om per 2010 aileen nog
maar van FSC-gecertificeerd papier te gaan gebruiken, voor zover dat beschikbaar is. Wij
onderzoeken hoe wij duurzaamheidaspecten nog zwaarder kunnen laten meewegen bij ons
inkoopproces.

6c. Visie op rendement en continu'iteit

NS wil zorgdragen voor de continu'iteit van haar dienstverlening en dus kunnen blijven
investeren in kwaliteitsverbetering. Hiertoe is voldoende rendement nodig. Het gewenste
rendement is vastgesteld op 7% (na belasting). Feitelijk is hier sprake van een
maatschappelijk rendement. Immers: het resultaat van NS wordt ofwel ge'investeerd in de
kwaliteitsverbetering van onze dienstverlening, ofwel het komt bij afdracht aan de enige
aandeelhouder van NS, het ministerie van Financien, beschikbaar in de vorm van
overheidsmiddelen.

6d. Dilemma's en dialoog

De verwevenheid van NS met uiteenlopende maatschappelijke vraagstukken brengt ook
dilemma's met zich mee. Zo kan het laten rijden van treinen op trajecten met weinig reizigers
vanuit bereikbaarheidsoogpunt wenselijk zijn, maar dat is het niet vanuit duurzaamheids- of
bedrijfseconomische overwegingen. NS streeft bij zulke dilemma's naar de juiste balans. Om
belangen goed af te wegen hebben wij hierover regelmatig contact met onze stakeholders,
zoals regionale en nationale overheden en consumentenorganisaties.

Enkele dilemma's waar NS mee te maken heeft zijn:

Daluren versus spitsuren: NS kent een gemiddelde bezettingsgraad van 30%, maar in de
spits vaak 100% bezette treinen. Tegenover het belang dat klanten ook 's avonds met de
trein kunnen reizen, staat de ecologische en bedrijfseconomische onwenselijkheid om in de
avond vaak met vrijwel lege treinen te rijden. Een belangrijke vraag daarbij is of NS moet
blijven inzetten op het verdere vergroten van het aantal treinen in de spits, of het bedrijf een
tekort aan treinen in de spits mag incalculeren of juist tariefdifferentiatie zou moeten
toepassen om de vraag beter te spreiden.

Randstad versus periferie. Groei in reizigers, frequenties en services op de drukke corridors
in de Randstad staat in contrast met een betaalbaarheid van dit serviceniveau op kleine
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stations en rustige lijnen in de landsdelen. De vraag is of NS de relatief hoge kosten van
reizigersvervoer in 'lege' gebieden mag doorberekenen in de prijs van het traject of grenzen
mag stellen aan het serviceniveau in die gebieden (met mogelijke inzet van ander vervoer,
zoals tram, bus en vervoer op maat).

Individuele belangen versus grote groepen. Ais dienstverlener wil NS graag het hart van de
reiziger veroveren door zoveel mogelijk tegemoet te komen aan zijn of haar individuele
klantwensen. Tegelijkertijd moet het bedrijf het schaalvoordeel voor een zo groot mogelijke
groep blijven realiseren. De vraag is hoe NS kan focussen op bijzondere klantwensen met
behoud van het schaalvoordeel.

Rendementsdoelen versus maatschappelijke rol. NS moet voldoende rendement halen uit de
exploitatie om de continuHeit van de dienstverlening te kunnen garanderen. Tegelijkertijd
verwacht de samenleving van NS soms oplossingen in de keten of ten behoeve van
specifieke groepen die de onderneming bedrijfseconomisch niet kan verantwoorden. De
vraag is hier of NS die kosten mag doorbelasten in het treinkaartje van aile reizigers, van
aileen betrokken reizigers volgens het profijtbeginsel of dat de overheid zou moeten
bijdragen.
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Appendix B: Example of unethical behavior

One example of unethical behavior is the Ford Pinto (Figure 22). This car was the cause of

more than 50 deaths as a result of an unsafe technical design. In court Ford explained that

they were totally consciousness of this safety issue. However, they made a cost-benefit

analysis, in which a human life was estimated at $200,000 and a wounded person at $67,000,

which resulted in the conclusion that it was more profitable to omit the extra costs of $11 per

car, than to prevent the estimated 180 deaths and 180 wounded persons. Obviously, this is a

clear example of unethical behavior (Jeurissen, 2003, p. 104).

Figure 22: Ford Pinto (1978/°

20 Picture source: hllp://www.challlleI4.com/4car/media/features/2005/crap-carsl03-1argcII 978-ford
pillto.jpg (last checked: 28-3-2008)
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Appendix C: An example of altruistic CSR

The best corporate citizenship initiatives involve far more than writing a check: They specify

clear, measurable goals and track results over time. A good example is General Electric (GE)

its program to adopt underperforming public high schools near several of its major U.S.

facilities. The company contributes between $250,000 and $1 million over a five-year period

to each school and makes in-kind donations as well. GE managers and employees take an

active role by working with school administrators to assess needs and mentor or tutor

students. In an independent study of ten schools in the program between 1989 and 1999,

nearly all showed significant improvement, while the graduation rate in four of the five worst

performing schools doubled from an average of 30% to 60%.

Effective corporate citizenship initiatives such as this one create goodwill and improve

relations with local governments and other important constituencies. What's more, GE's

employees feel great pride in their participation. Their effect is inherently limited, however. No

matter how beneficial the program is, it remains incidental to the company's business, and the

direct effect on GE's recruiting and retention is modest.

(Porter and Kramer, 2006)
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Appendix 0: Example of measurable sustainability issues

~ In the marketplace

a Number of customer complaints.

a Advertising complaints upheld.

a Upheld cases of anti-competitive behavior.

a Customer satisfaction levels.

a Provision for customers with special needs.

~ Environmental indicators include

a Energy consumption.

a Water usage.

a Solid waste produced.

a Successful environmental prosecutions.

a CO/greenhouse gas emissions.

a Other emissions, such as ozone, radiation, SOX, NOX.

a Net CO/greenhouse gas measures and offsetting effect.

~ Indicators in the workplace include

a Workforce profiles by gender, race, disability, age.

a Staff absenteeism levels.

a Number of legal non-compliances on health and safety, plus equal

opportunities legislation.

a Number of staff grievances.

a Upheld cases of corrupt or unprofessional behavior.

a Number of recordable safety incidents, (fatal and non-fatal).

a Staff turnover.

a Value of training and development provided to staff.

a Perception measures of the company by its employees.

a Existence of confidential grievance procedures for workers.

~ Community indicators include

a Cash value of company support as a percentage of pre-tax profit.

a Individual value of staff time, gifts in kind, and management costs.

(Business in the Community, 2003)
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Appendix E: The Ratings Game

Measuring and publicizing social performance is a potentially powerful way to influence

corporate behavior assuming that the ratings are consistently measured and accurately reflect

corporate social impact. Unfortunately, neither condition holds true in the current profusion of

CSR checklists.

The criteria used in the rankings vary widely. The Dow Jones Sustainability Index, for

example, includes aspects of economic performance in its evaluation. It weights customer

service almost 50% more heavily than corporate citizenship. The equally prominent

FTSE4Good Index, by contrast, contains no measures of economic performance or customer

service at all. Even when criteria happen to be the same, they are invariably weighted

differently in the final scoring.

Beyond the choice of criteria and their weightings lies the even more perplexing question of

how to judge whether the criteria have been met. Most media, nonprofits, and investment

advisory organizations have too few resources to audit a universe of complicated global

corporate activities. As a result, they tend to use measures for which data are readily and

inexpensively available, even though they may not be good proxies for the social or

environmental effects they are intended to reflect. The Dow Jones Sustainability Index, for

example, uses the size of a company's board as a measure of community involvement, even

though size and involvement may be entirely unrelated. 21

Finally, even if the measures chosen accurately reflect social impact, the data are frequently

unreliable. Most ratings rely on surveys whose response rates are statistically insignificant, as

well as on self-reported company data that have not been verified externally. Companies with

the most to hide are the least likely to respond. The result is a jumble of largely meaningless

rankings, allowing almost any company to boast that it meets some measure of social

responsibility-and most do.

(Porter and Kramer, 2006)

21 For a fuller discussion of the problem of CSR ratings, see Aaron Chatterji and David Levine,
"Breaking Down the Wall of Codes: Evaluating Non-Financial Performance Measurement, "California
Management Review, Winter 2006.
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Appendix F: Benchmark tool VBDO (Dutch)

Indicatoren van de VBDa Maatschappelijk
Verantwoord Ketenbeheer (MVK) Benchmark

De VBDO MVK Benchmark onderscheidt vier verschillende groepen van criteria. Elke groep
bestaat uit indicatoren die betrekking hebben op een onderwerp. De vier groepen zijn:

J Be u (.I

1 Verantwoordelijkheden van de Raad van Bestuur
Er is een formeel uitvoerend bestuurslid of een commissie binnen het bestuur met 2
verantwoordelijkheden voor duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten. Of het bestuur heeft
bewezen expertise in zowel duurzaamheids- als ketenonderwerpen.

Er is een formeel uitvoerend bestuurslid of commissie met verantwoordelijkheden voor 1
duurzaamheidsonderwerpen of met verantwoordelijkheden voor ketenonderwerpen.

Er is geen bewijs van een formeel uitvoerend bestuurslid of commissie met 0
verantwoordelijkheden voor duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten, noch specifiek, noch als
onderdeel van verantwoordelijkheden voor duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in het algemeen. De
onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

2 Risico analyse van duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de toeleveringsketen
Er is een analyse van duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten uitgevoerd om de blootstelling 2
aan potentiele risico's in kaart te brengen. Deze is gebaseerd op een erkende risicoanalyse
methodiek voor dit specifieke onderwerp (bijv. GRI protocol). De resultaten van de analyse zijn
door de onderneming gepubliceerd.

Er is nog geen analyse van duurzaamheidonderwerpen in de keten uitgevoerd om blootstelling 1
aan potentiele risico's in kaart te brengen, maar er is een geschreven intentie (doelstelling) om
deze in de (nabije) toekomst uit te voeren

Er is geen sprake van een analyse van duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten om 0
blootstelling aan potentiele risico's in kaart te brengen; er zijn geen plannen om dit in de
(nabije) toekomst te gaan doen. De onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

3 Risico-beoordeling per land
De onderneming voert landen risico analyses uit om te bepalen in welke landen er geen zaken 2
kunnen worden gedaan of in welke landen er aan extra randvoorwaarden moet worden
voldaan. De onderneming maakt bij de analyses gebruik van een risico analyse methode die
wordt uitgevoerd door een onafhankelijke externe organisatie (bijv. HCRA Country Risk
Assessment)
De onderneming voert landen risico analyses uit. Belanghebbenden worden geraadpleegd om 1
te bepalen onder welke omstandigheden activiteiten in risicolanden plaats mogen vinden. De
resultaten van de risico analyse of van het overleg met belanghebbenden wordt niet
gespecificeerd. Er wordt geen gebruik gemaakt van een analyse methode van een
onafhankelijke externe organisatie.

Er is geen bewijs dat de onderneming landenrisico analyses uitvoert. De onderneming 0
publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

4 Beleid en managementsystemen voor leveranciers
Er is bewijs van een leveranciersbeleid (en corresponderend management systeem) dat 2
duidelijk duurzaamheidsonderwerpen bevat (transparantie en duurzaamheidsprestaties).

Er is bewijs van een duurzaam leveranciersbeleid (aileen transparantie). 1
Er is geen bewijs van een duurzaam leveranciersbeleid. De onderneming publiceert niets over 0
dit onderwerp.
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5 Begrenzing van het leveranciersbeleid (indirecte leveranciers)
Er is bewijs dat in het leveranciersbeleid ook indirecte leveranciers zijn meegenomen. Er is 2
uitleg gegeven waar de onderneming de grenzen van de keten definieert en waarom; wanneer
en waarom het beleid van toepassing is op indirecte leveranciers (bijvoorbeeld wanneer
indirecte leveranciers essentiele onderdelen van eindproducten produceren of zeer afhankelijk
zijn van de onderneming).

Er wordt genoemd dat het beleid van toepassing is op zekere indirecte leveranciers, maar 1
weinig tot geen uitleg wordt verstrekt.

Er is geen bewijs dat het beleid van toepassing is op indirecte leveranciers. De onderneming 0
beschikt niet over een duurzaam leveranciersbeleid en/of de onderneming publiceert niets over
dit onderwerp.

CI rs
6 Inhoud van de leverancierscode

Er is een duurzaamheidscode voor de leveranciersketen die onderstaande onderwerpen bevat
(gebaseerd op o.a. ILO, OESO, HRCA en huidige best-practices van ondernemingen). Ais er
geen afhankelijke code is voor leveranciers, maar de onderneming aangeeft dat in hun externe
communicatie van leveranciers verwachten een zelfde standaard te hanteren als opgenomen in
de eigen gedragscode van de onderneming, dan wordt deze code beschouwd als de code van
leveranciers.

6a - Mensenrechtenbeleid 1

• Preventie van gedwongen arbeid en slavenarbeid;
• Verbod op kinderarbeid;
• Non-discriminatie;
• Vrijheid van vereniging (vakbonden);
• Rechten van inheemse bevolking en minderheden;
• Verbod op wraak/vergelding;
• Trainen en educatie met betrekking tot mensenrechten;
De dekking is niet compleet. 0

6b - Arbeidsrechten en degelijk werk (inc/usief thuiswerk) 1
• Maximaal aantal arbeidsuren;
• Voorzieningen ter bescherming van gezondheid en veiligheid;
• Risico preventie (bijv. vuur, overstromingen);
• Preventie van HIV, Aids en andere (gerelateerde) ziekten (wanneer toepasbaar);
• Gelijke kansen (inclusief zaken gerelateerd aan ongewenste intimiteiten etc.);
• Schone werk- en huisvestingsfaciliteiten, luchtcirculatie en -filtering, verlichting en

temperatuur;
• Training and educatie met betrekking tot arbeidsrechten.
De dekkinq is niet compleet. 0
6c - Maatschappelijk beleid 1
• Management van de impact op de gemeenschap als gevolg van de werkzaamheden van de

onderneming, alsmede de procedures om deze impact te beheersen & minimaliseren;
• Omkoop en corruptie;
• Beleid met betrekking tot politieke lobby en politieke contributies.
De dekking is niet compleet. 0
6d - Milieubeleid 1
• Een duidelijke intentie om prestaties op milieugebied continue te verbeteren;
• Zelf opgelegde verplichting om internationaal geaccepteerde milieustandaarden

toe te passen inzake specifieke bronnen (hout, palmolie, vis, etc.).
De dekkinq is niet compleet. 0
6e - Milieumanagement monitorsystemen inclusief 1
• Gebruik van schaarse natuurlijke hulpbronnen;
• Gebruik van energie en water;
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• Emissies naar lucht en water;
• Overlast ten gevolge van geluid, stank en stof;
• Bodemvervuiling;
• Gebruik van gevaarlijke stoffen;
• Afvalproductie en recycling;
• Productgerelateerde onderwerpen (verpakkingen, transport, recycling, etc.);
• Voldoen aan wetgeving, standaarden en codes.
De dekking is niet compleet.
Er is geen duurzaamheidscode voor de leveranciersketen.
Of: de onderneminq publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

o
o

7 Toepassing van de leverancierscode
De duurzame leverancierscode is van toepassing op meer dan 50% van de gehele breedte van 2
de leveranciersketen (ten minste 50 % van de totale waarde van de inkoop).

De duurzame leverancierscode is beperkt tot sommige ketens of van toepassing op minder dan 1
50% van de gehele breedte van de leveranciersketen (minder dan 50% van de totale waar de
van de inkoop).

Het is onduidelijk op welk deel van de leveranciersketen de code van toepassing is. 0
Of: de onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

1 iL ling van de leverancierscode
8 Controle methodologie

De onderneming beschikt over een controle methodologie die leveranciers controleert op het 2
voldoen aan de code. De methodologie is beschikbaar (gepubliceerd op bijvoorbeeld website
en/of in duurzaamheidsverslag).

De onderneming beschikt over een controle methodologie die leveranciers controleert op het 1
voldoen aan de code. De methodologie is niet beschikbaar.

De onderneming heeft geen leveranciers controle methodologie die leveranciers controleren op 0
het voldoen aan de code.

Of: de onderneming voert geen controles uit op leveranciers en/of de onderneming publiceert
niets over dit onderwerp.

9 Dekking van de controle van leveranciers
De onderneming voert controles uit op aile leveranciers om te zien of ze voldoen aan de 2
leveranciers code van de onderneming , de controles vinden ten minste elke drie jaar plaats.

De onderneming voert controles uit op ten minste 25% van de leveranciers (25% van de totale 1
waarde van de inkoop) om te zien of ze voldoen aan de leverancierscode van de onderneming,
de controles vinden ten minste elke drie jaar plaats

De onderneming voert controles uit op minder dan 25% van de leveranciers (minder dan 25% 0
van de totale waarde van de inkoop) om te zien of ze voldoen aan de leverancierscode van de
onderneming.

Of: de onderneming voert geen controles uit op leveranciers en/of de onderneming publiceert
niets over dit onderwerp.

10 Competenties van de controlerende personen/instantie
De controles worden uitgevoerd door een of meerdere externe, onafhankelijke controlerende 2
instanties, zoals accountants of adviesbureaus die registratie of certificatie aanbieden.

De controles worden uitgevoerd door 'tweede partijen', d.w.z. partijen die een interesse hebben 1
in de organisatie, zoals klanten of representanten die in naam van de onderneming optreden.

Controles worden uitgevoerd door de organisatie zelf, voor interne managementevaluaties en 0
andere doelen.

Of: de onderneming voert geen controles uit op leveranciers en/of de onderneming publiceert
niets over dit onderwerp.
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11 Beleid met betrekking tot niet-naleving
Er is een publiek beschikbaar beleid dat beschrijft hoe om te gaan met overtredingen van de 2
code, en dit beleid bevat een gelaagde aanpak. Oat wit zeggen: welke maatregelen worden
genomen bij verschillende vormen van niet-naleving, en in welke gevallen de onderneming
overgaat tot verbreken van het contract met de leverancier.

Er wordt gerapporteerd over hoe wordt omgegaan met overtredingen van de code. Details over 1
de manier waarop wordt gehandeld, worden gegeven, maar er is geen indicatie van een
gelaagde aanpak. Of er worden geen details gegeven over de benadering die gebruikt is.

Er wordt niet gerapporteerd over hoe te handelen bij niet-naleving van de code. 0
Of: de onderneming voert geen controles uit op leveranciers en/of de onderneming publiceert
niets over dit onderwerp.

12 Resultaat van de controles
De onderneming maakt volledige duidelijk hoeveel van de gecontroleerde leveranciers (aantal 2
of percentage) niet voldeden aan de controles en welke maatregelen er zijn genomen.

De ondernemingen geeft een aantal voorbeelden van niet-naleving van leveranciers en welke 1
maatregelen er zijn genomen.

Of: de onderneming voert geen controles uit op leveranciers en/of de onderneming publiceert 0
niets over dit onderwerp.

13 Training voor inkopers
De onderneming controleert leveranciers op hun duurzaamheid en doen dit onafhankelijk van 2
inkoop. Inkopers kunnen uit een lijst van goedgekeurde leveranciers (die getoetst zijn op
duurzaamheidsonderwerpen) een leverancier selecteren voor inkoop van de gewenste
productldienst. Inkopers zijn zich bewust van het beleid dat leveranciers getoetst worden op
duurzaamheid en krijgen er training in.

Inkopers ontvangen training in het duurzaamheidsbeleid van de onderneming. Inkopers worden 1
verwacht om duidelijke duurzamheidscriteria te integreren in hun inkoopbesluiten en de selectie
van leveranciers.

Er is geen training voor inkopers met betrekking tot duurzaamheid in de keten. 0
Of: de onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

14 Training voor leveranciers
Er is een continue, gestructureerde training op onder andere duurzaamheidsonderwerpen voor 2
het management en/of personeel van de leveranciers.

Er is training op duurzaamheidsonderwerpen van het management en/of personeel van 1
leveranciers in de keten, maar op ad hoc basis.

Er is geen (duurzaamheids)training van het management en/of personeel van leveranciers. 0
Of: de onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

15 Dekking van training
Training wordt verschaft voor ten minste 75% (minstens 75% van de totale waarde van de 2
inkoop) van de leveranciers.

Training wordt verschaft voor minder dan 75% maar meer dan 25% (25-75% van de totale 1
waarde van de inkoop) van de leveranciers.

Training wordt verschaft aan minder dan 25% (minder dan 25% van de totale waarde van de 0
inkoop) van de leveranciers.

Of: de onderneming publiceert njets over dit onderwerp.

~ Overleg met ngo's en/of vakbonden over duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in keten
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Deze indicatar is gebaseerd ap de aanname dat be/anghebbenden zaa/s (/aka/e) nga's niet
naadzakelJjk zijn betrakken bij de initie/e investeringsbes/issingen van andernemingen, maar
dat ze we/ een be/angrijke ra/ kunnen spe/en a/s advies- en aver/egargaan.

Er is bewijs van structureel en actief overleg met (Iokale) ngo's en/of vakbonden over 2
duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten, waaronder ook overleg op de productielocaties.

Er is bewijs van ah hoc overleg met (Iokale) ngo's en/of vakbonden over 1
duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten.

Er is geen bewijs van structurele en actief overleg met (Iokale) ngo's en/of vakbonden over 0
duurzaamheidsonderwerpen in de keten.

Of: de onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

17 Communicatie tussen onderneming en leveranciers
Meer dan 50% van de leveranciers (meer dan 50% van de totale waarde van de inkoop) heeft 2
verklaard dat men aan de code zal voldoen.

Meer dan 25% van de leveranciers (25-50% van de totale waarde van de inkoop) heeft 1
verklaard dat men aan de code zal voldoen.

Minder dan 25% van de leveranciers (minder dan 25% van de totale waarde van de inkoop) 0
heeft verklaard dat men aan de code zal voldoen.

Of: de onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.

18 Samenwerkingsovereenkomsten
De onderneming is een initiator in de ontwikkeling van strategische samenwerkingsverbanden 2
voor duurzame oplossingen in de hele keten.

De onderneming is een volger in de ontwikkeling van strategische samenwerkingsverbanden 1
voor duurzame oplossingen in de hele keten.

De onderneming neemt niet deel in initiatieven die duurzaamheid kunnen bevorderen in de 0
keten.
Of: de onderneming publiceert niets over dit onderwerp.
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Appendix G: EFQM-CSR Self-assessment tool

TOOL #10- Questionnaire

How to use this tool (steps)?

How to Complete the Questionnaire
• Select Questionnaire Sample Group.
• Decide whether the questionnaire will be completed as a group in a facilitated workshop or whether

it will be completed separately by each individual.
• Brief individuals so that they are able to complete the questionnaire.

• Collate and analyse the results (on the Score Sheet) to identify low and high scoring questions or
criteria of the EFQM Framework for CSR (See table in the help card).

• Establish the cause for each low score.
• Present the findings to the management team, and facilitate a discussion with them to prioritise and

develop improvement action plans.

Why would you like to use this tool (deliverables)?

• The CSR Questionnaire is an easy to use method of Self-Assessment that allows an organisation to
discern clearly its strengths and areas in which improvements can be made, and culminates in
planned improvement programmes that are then monitored for progress.

When would you use this tool (context)?
• When you need to understand better the status (the CSR maturity) of the organisation and drive

further improvements.

How to make best use of the tool (Tips and traps)?
• Choose a representative cross-section of the organisation; horizontally across all departments and

units; and vertically through the hierarchy.

If you decide on a group workshop approach ensure that the whole team is present, all participants
views are treated equally and that the more vocal or senior people do not dictate the outcome.

What could be done next?
• Implement the action plans and monitor progress to ensure that each action achieves its objectives.
• Communicate the results to all stakeholder groups.
• Arrange a date for the next Self Assessment.
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Help Card
How to Score
Each of the questions in the Questionnaire makes an equal contribution to the final scoring and is of
equal importance. In order to make self-scoring a practical proposition we have allocated 6 possible
responses to each question. We have defined what would constitute an A, S, C, D, E or F score. The
usage of 6 different scoring choices allows you to be precise and gives you the opportunity to use the
Questionnaire over more than one year, as you can easily track improvements.

F: Not started

Not much happening in the area of CSR; perhaps some good idea but they have not progressed
much beyond wishful thinking.
No reference to any policy statement.
No evidence of any CSR activity.

E: Some progress
Some evidence that something useful is really happening
Islands of successful implementation or results.
Some actions are taking place on an adhoc basis.
Not following a pre-determined plan or strategy for this topic.
Not linked with the overall policy or strategy of the organisation.

D: progress
Evidence that something is happening for some key approaches and results.
Actions made are mostly reactive, not pro-active.
There is a reference to a policy statement.
Random and occasional reviews resulting in improvements and enhancement.

C: Considerable progress
Evidence that this subject is well addressed for many key approaches and results.
Regular and routine reviews and enhancements.
Some concerns that this subject is not being addressed to its full extent in all areas and aspects.
Following a pre-determined plan or strategy for this topic.
Linked with the overall policy or strategy of the organisation.

B: Close to fully achieved
Clear evidence that this subject is well addressed for most key approaches and results.
The subject is a normal and fundamental part of the business operation.
Approach and implementation are frequently reviewed and improved to provide a better solution.
All key approaches and results are well addressed.
The organisation has established positive trends over a number of years.

A: Fully achieved
An outstanding approach or result that is being addressed to the full extent in all areas and aspects.
A role model solution or achievement, which could be considered as best practice.
It is difficult to envisage significant improvement.
All approaches and results are inteQrated in the overall policy and strateQY of the orQanisation.
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Criterion 1: Leadership
Excellent leaders ensure the mission, vision, values and ethics of the organisation reflect a socially
responsible culture, which they role model and reinforce with the organisation's people. They ensure the
management system addresses current and future social, environmental and economic issues as well as
all relevant stakeholders on these topics. The leaders ensure that any change takes into account the
organisation's CSR commitments.

01: Do the organization's leaders demonstrate a responsible approach to CSR by ensuring that the
mission, vision, values and ethics reflect a socially responsible culture?

02: Do the organization's leaders ensure that the management system addresses current and future
economic, social and environmental challenqes?

03: Do the organization's leaders have a dialogue with all relevant stakeholders and address their
needs?

04: Do the organization's leaders ensure that organizational change and restructuring is in line with
CSR?

Criterion 2: Policy and Strategy
Excellent organisations embed CSR into their policy, strategy and day-to-day activities by integrating the
mission and vision with policy and strategy; by involving internal and external stakeholders and their
present and future needs and expectation in the development, review and updating of policy and
strategy. They develop strategies to identify and address the current and future social, environmental and
economic challenges the organisation faces and the current and potential markets in which they operate.
They also have processes in place to develop and deploy the strategy.

01: When formulating its policy and strategy, does the organization take into consideration the
economic, social and environmental impact of its activities on their stakeholders?

02: Does the organization carry out and analyze surveys to identify social, environmental and economic
impacts of its operations and current and future needs of its stakeholders?

03: Does the organization embed CSR in the entire organization, the management system, all activities,
products and services and the supply chain?

04: Does the organization track the progress of CSR achievements and benchmark it, while ensuring
the overall organizational policy and strategy of the organization are reviewed and updated
accordinqly?

05: Do the organization's policy and strategies have positive impacts on economic, environmental and
social challenges?

Criterion 3: People
Excellent organisations manage, develop and release the full potential of their people at individual, team
based and organisational level, including involving and empowering them in discussions on CSR and
related activities and planning. People's knowledge and competencies are identified and developed. The
organisation rewards, recognizes and promotes people in all fairness and equality and has a dialogue
with them.
01: Are the organization's people involved in the identification of the needs, skills and competencies

they require to support the orqanization's CSR objectives?
02: Do all the people understand the organization's CSR objectives, are they both competent and

offered the opportunities to act accordingly?
03: Does the organization provide opportunities for people to become involved in CSR activities and

does it recoqnize their efforts?
04: Are the organization's activities based on equality, fairness, and respect of its people's needs and

expectations?
05: Does the orqanization provide ample benefits and services to it people?
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Criterion 4: Partnerships and resources
Excellent organisations plan and manage external partnerships, suppliers and internal resources to
support policy and strategy and CSR objectives, balancing the current and future needs of the
organisation with those of society and the natural environment. The social, environmental and economic
impacts of external relationships, finance, buildings, equipment, and materials, technology and
information are taken into account in their management.

01 : Does the organization identify key CSR criteria and subsequently use them as the basis for
assessinQ current and potential partners?

02: Does the organization have a clear view as what the needs of society and the environment are and
does it take that into account in the selection of partnerships and resources?

03: Is the management of technology and information in line with the organization's strategy and CSR
obiectives?

04: Are the organization's resources managed, measured and utilized in line with the organization's
strategy and CSR objectives?

05: Does the organization provide ample benefits and services to it people?

Criterion 5: Processes
Excellent organisations design, and manage processes in order to fully satisfy and generate increasing
value for all stakeholders. The processes are improved, as needed and communicated to stakeholders.
The organisation's products and services are designed, developed and improved in line with customer'
and stakeholders' current and future needs and expectations. Customers are advised about the
responsible use of the products and services.

01: Are the orQanization's processes desiQned and manaQed to include CSR performance indicators?
02: Does the organization use performance and perception results and information from CSR activities

to improve its processes and communicate them to stakeholders?
03: Is the organization innovative and creative in the design and development of products and services,

in anticipation of the current and future needs of all its stakeholders?
04: Are the organization's customers advised about and encouraged to apply responsible use of the

products and services?

Criterion 6: Customer results
Excellent organisations comprehensively measure and achieve outstanding results with respect to their
customers, including measures relating to the social, environmental and economic performance of the
organisation and the goods and services it produces.

01: Does the organization measure customer's perceptions of its social, environmental and economic
performance?

02: Does the organization measure customer's perceptions of its services and products, related to the
social, environmental and economic impacts?

03: Does the organization compare the values, needs and expectations of its customers to those of the
orqanization?

04: Does the organization use appropriate internal measures in order to monitor, understand, predict
and improve the perception of its customers in relation to its social, environmental, and economic
performance?

Criterion 7: People results
Excellent organisations comprehensively measure and achieve outstanding results with respect to their
people, including measures relating to the social, environmental and economic performance of the
organisation and the goods and services it produces.

01 : Does the organization measure its people's perceptions of its social, environmental and economic
performance?

02: Does the organization compare the values, needs and expectations of its people to those of the
organization?
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Q3: Does the organization use appropriate internal measures in order to monitor, understand, predict
and improve the perception of its people in relation to the organization's desired social,
environmental and economic erformance?

Criterion 8: Society results
Excellent organisations comprehensively measure and achieve outstanding results with respect to
society, including measures relating to the social, environmental and economic performance of the
organisations and the goods and services it produces.

Q1: Does the organization measure society's perceptions of its social, environmental and economic
performance?

Q2: Does the organization measure society's perceptions of its services and products?
Q3: Does the organization compare the values, needs and expectations of society to those of the

orQanization?
Q4: Does the organization use appropriate internal measures in order to monitor, understand, predict

and improve the perception of society in relation to the organization's desired social, environmental
and economic performance?

Criterion 9: Key business results
Excellent organisations comprehensively measure and achieve outstanding social, environmental and
economic results with respect to the key elements of their overall policy and strategy.

Q1: Does the organization measure social, economic and environmental operational results in order to
show what is strateQically important and sustainable to the orQanization and its processes?

Q2: Does the organization use the operational measures in order to predict and improve its social,
economic and environmental impact?

Q3: Does the organization compare its financial and non-financial results to those of organizations in
other countries or reQions?

(this tool included the table below at each criterion)

Topic Evidence

Strengths (Identify the issues with the highest
performance)

Areas for Improvement (Identify the issues with
the lowest performance)
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Score Sheet
The results show the CSR maturity on a 100 points scale. The following table allows you to calculate
a final score. The rationale behind this is simply that a tick in the F column scores 0%, an E scores
20%, a D 40%, a C 60%, a B 80% and an A 100%. The score for the whole Questionnaire is then
calculated by adding together the 'ticked' percentages and dividing by the number of questions
answered to give the 'average' result or score.

As the questionnaire has equally weighted questions the distribution of the columns ticked gives a
quick overview of the current "Strengths" and "Areas for Improvement" of the organisation. The
questions and sections that score lowest are obviously potential contenders for improvement actions.
However, the final decision on improvement actions should depend on many factors, the greatest of
which are the business and cultural priorities of the organization. The intent of the Questionnaire is to
give a picture of the current position of the organisation rather than a recipe for improvement action.

Your Organisation's
Profile

F E 0 C 8 A
Leadership
Policy & Strategy
People
Partnerships & Resources
Processes
Customer Results
People Results
Society Results
Key Performance Results

Number of ticks (a)

Factor (b) 0 20 40 60 80 100
Value (a x b)

"§llii{or --.';
\.'z.1(I C:l:; :

l;-~Total ~

Total/37 =
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Appendix H: ActionSustainability Assurance tool

Assurance Tool-Introduction
This is designed to support an audit of your sustainable supply chain practice. It is designed for people with some
expertise in sustainable procurement and some experience in assurance techniques. It requires a high knowledge
of your operation and organisation and can be used to support interviews or workshops where a wide variety of
people would contribute. The tool is based on self-assessment and requires a degree of judgement to score each
question. Used in a well facilitated workshop, it should take about 2 hours to complete.

Throughout this tool there are various things to help give you insight as to how you should be answering
questions.

This tool consists of five stages of questions. If you appear to be scoring low on a particular section of questions
you will be asked if you wish to continue. Please do not be alarmed, this is designed to help you make most
efficient use of your time by not forcing you to answer all questions in a section.

Question Structure
Each question will consist of; a question and the ability to rate where you feel you are from 1 to 10, one being do
not agree, and 10 being strongly agree. Along with this you will find a example of a 5 and a 10 answer to help
you determine how to respond most appropriately. Hover your mouse over the number 5/10 in orange, or the
little insight icon under these numbers to see the insight information.

Glossary
(Term - Description)

Champion

Somebody with the role and authority to lead sustainable procurement. Can be a part time role and does not
have to be a line responsibility.
Sustainability impacts

The effect your company has on society. This may be an environmental impact like waste to landfill, or a social
impact like child poverty or an economic impact like local employment.
Stakeholder

Anybody with a legitimate influence in the organisation. E.g. customers, shareholders, trade union, local residems
etc.
Category strategy

A programme to address procurement of a group of deliverables over the long term containing analysis of the
spend, market, key objectives and action plans.
Risk register

A formal document signed off by the Board to identify risks and describe how they will be managed. For PLCs this
is a requirement of the Turnbull regulations.
EMS

Environmental Management System

People
This section helps you to understand how competent your people are to deliver sustainable procurement, how
their roles are defined and if you have resources to support them.

Level 1

Question
Ranking 5

Ranking 10
Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Is there a "Champion" for sustainable procurement in your part of the business?
Informal champion operating, often due to their own commitment. Will have a task in
personal objectives but not a formal role

Role formally described in job description, personal objectives clearly mapped out.
Was the "Champion" selected using objective criteria and are they supported with
training?

Informal selection process. Some self-learning supported by the company but no formal
training programme

Selection of the individual based on recruitment against competencies. Personal
development plan reflects the responsibility.
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Question Have key procurement and environment staff received training in sustainable
procurement?

Ranking 5 Key personnel have some awareness of the subject through attendance at conferences,
coaching, in-house training

Ranking 10 Key personnel have been formally trained and records can be seen on their personal
training records.

Question Is the training accredited by a recognized Chartered Institute?
Ranking 5 Training by a reputable source but not CPO approved by a chartered institute
Ranking 10 Training approved by a relevant Chartered Institute for CPO purposes
Question Is there evidence of effectiveness of the training through feedback?
Ranking 5 Informal feedback received or formal feedback with average scores
Ranking 10 Formal feedback available with consistently good scores over more than 2 years
Question Is sustainable procurement included in the employee induction process?
Ranking 5 Incomplete coverage of the subject
Ranking 10 Comprehensive coverage of sustainable procurement in induction process
Question Is the induction process documented?
Ranking 5 Evidence of induction through interviewing new staff but no formal documentation.
Ranking 10 Fully documented induction process covering sustainable procurement issues with

records of completion

Level 2
Question How many staff in total have received sustainable procurement training?
Ranking 5 50% staff received training
Ranking 10 80+% staff received training
Question Do you have evidence of the quality of the trainers and the training?
Ranking 5 Trainers have some experience and track record but no formal accreditation or

qualifications. E.g. this may be in-house

Ranking 10 Training and trainers approved by a relevant Chartered Institute for CPO purposes
Question Do you have evidence of continuous improvement of the training and that it covers current

best practice?

Ranking 5 Some evidence of continuous improvement through feedback
Ranking 10 Clear evidence of continuous improvement and that the training covers current issues &

practices

Question What advanced training have procurement professionals received in sustainable
procurement?

Ranking 5 Evidence of advanced training in some areas
Ranking 10 Comprehensive evidence of advanced training or workshops
Question Do you have evidence of the quality of the trainers and the training?
Ranking 5 Trainers have some experience and track record but no formal accreditation or

qualifications. E.g. this may be in-house
Ranking 10 Training and trainers approved by a relevant Chartered Institute for CPO purposes
Question Do you have evidence of continuous improvement of the training and that it covers current

best practice?

Ranking 5 Some evidence of continuous improvement through feedback
Ranking 10 Clear evidence of continuous improvement and that the training covers current issues &

practices

Question How is professional sustainability advice deployed for procurement professionals?
Ranking 5 In-house department or service provider covering some of the sustainability agenda
Ranking 10 Comprehensive support available to purchasers on all aspects of sustainability

Level 3
Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

What refresher training has been provided in the past 12 months?
Some refresher training and self-learning by keen individuals
Refresher training clearly features in the development plans of key personnel with
evidence of completion
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Question Do you have evidence of the quality of the trainers and the training?
Ranking 5 Trainers have some experience and track record but no formal accreditation or

qualifications. E.g. this may be in-house

Ranking 10 Training and trainers approved by a relevant Chartered Institute for CPO purposes
Question Do you have evidence of continuous improvement of the training and that it covers current

best practice?

Ranking 5 Some evidence of continuous improvement through feedback
Ranking 10 Clear evidence of continuous improvement and that the training covers current issues &

practices

Question Do key procuremenUsustainability staff have personal objectives related to sustainable
procurement?

Ranking 5 Some evidence of personal objectives but not consistent
Ranking 10 Sustainable procurement objectives clearly evidenced in personal objectives of key

individuals with evidence of achievement

Question How are key staff incentivised to deliver sustainable procurement outcomes?
Ranking 5 Informal incentives for good performance
Ranking 10 Formal incentivised performance appraisal scheme which includes comprehensive

sustainable procurement objectives

Level 4

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

LevelS

How are sustainable procurement competencies built into job descriptions?
General statements about environment and sustainability in JOs
Clear evidence of sustainable procurement requirements reflected in all relevant job
descriptions
How are sustainable procurement competencies built into recruitment procedures?
General evidence of sustainability issues being covered in intervires
Clearly documented sustainable procurement questions and objectives in recruitment
process (interviews, assessment centres etc.)

Question Have your company's achievements in sustainable procurement been publicized or used
as case studies by reputable organizations?

Ranking 5 Some evidence of press articles, participation in groups etc.
Ranking 10 Leading role in key groups, regular press coverage, speaking at conferences etc.
Question Has the company been entered for external awards in this area?
Ranking 5 Evidence of entry in awards with some success
Ranking 10 Regular award submissions with reputable organizations (e.g. BITC) frequent success and

recognition

Question Do people in your organisation participate in external groups to share best practice?
Ranking 5 Some participation in key groups. E.g. SSCG
Ranking 10 Regular and sustained participation as a leader in key groups over several years
Question Does your company run internal awards schemes for sustainability in your supply chain?
Ranking 5 Informal internal recognition as part of supplier management programme
Ranking 10 Regular award schemes that are independently judged and highly regarded by peer

organizations and suppliers

Policy~ Strategy & Communication
This section helps you to understand if your policy prOVides sufficient direction and clarity to enable you to
procure more sustainably.

Level 1
Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Has your organization identified and defined its key sustainability impacts?
Impacts defined in general terms within a Corporate Social Responsibility policy
Impacts clearly defined with key goals. E.g. defining waste as the waste generated within
the confines of your site and not in the supply chain. Key goal could be zero waste to
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landfill by 2012

Question Has your organisation identified its key stakeholders?
Ranking 5 Evidence of informal identification and engagement
Ranking 10 Stakeholders identified, mapped and action plans in place to deal with them. Individuals

identified to lead specific stakeholder relationships

Question Does your organization have a sustainable procurement policy?
Ranking 5 General mention of sustainability in a procurement policy or procurement within a

sustainability policy

Ranking 10 Clear statement of sustainability priorities and how they will be addressed through the
supply chain with clear goals for achievement. Need not be a stand-alone document

Question Is there commitment from a senior level in the organisation to sustainable procurement?
Ranking 5 Evidence of board level endorsement through meeting minutes etc.
Ranking 10 Clear statement of policy by senior executive with evidence of active leadership and

follow-up

Question Has the sustainable procurement policy been communicated to key staff and suppliers?
Ranking 5 Evidence of passive communication (website, newsletter, notice boards etc.
Ranking 10 Evidence of active communication (briefings, workshops, 2 way communication, induction,

training etc.)

Level 2
Question Has sustainability been incorporated into your overall supply chain strategy?
Ranking 5 Evidence of some initiatives through the supply chain delivering sustainable outcomes
Ranking 10 Evidence that the policy is embedded in all supply chain processes, communications etc.
Question Does your organization have dialogue with its stakeholders?
Ranking 5 Evidence of some engagement and actions taken as a result
Ranking 10 Stakeholders engaged in dialogue with a mechanism internally to do something about the

dialogue

Question Has sustainability been incorporated into individual category strategies?
Ranking 5 Evidence that at least 50% of category strategies address sustainability in some way
Ranking 10 Evidence that at least 80% of category strategies fully address the sustainable

procurement policy

Question Have sustainability objectives and requirements been communicated to your staff?
Ranking 5 Evidence of informal communication
Ranking 10 Evidence of formal communication through meetings, briefings etc.
Question Have sustainability objectives and requirements been communicated to your key

suppliers?

Ranking 5 Evidence of informal communication
Ranking 10 Evidence of formal communication through meetings, briefings etc.
Question Does your organisation have a documented process for procurement and supplier

performance management?

Ranking 5 Evidence of supplier management activity for at least 50% of categories. E.g. performance
scorecards, formal governance process etc.

Ranking 10 Evidence of formal documented supplier management activity for at least 80% of
categories. E.g. performance scorecards, formal governance process etc.

Level 3

Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5

Does your organisation have a documented procurement process incorporating
sustainability?

Evidence of formal process for the whole procurement cycle with some reference to
sustainability

Evidence of formal process for the whole procurement cycle which is in full compliance
with the sustainable procurement policy

Is the process aligned with your organisation's sustainability impacts and objectives?
Evidence that the process is partly aligned with sustainability policy and goals
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Ranking 10 Evidence that the process is fully aligned with sustainability policy and goals
Question How is stakeholder feedback used to set priorities in your sustainable procurement policy?

Ranking 5 Evidence of links between stakeholder dialogue, high level policy and procurement activity
for 50% of procurement actions

Ranking 10 Evidence of links between stakeholder dialogue, high level policy and procurement activity
for 80% of procurement actions

Question Does your organisation operate a risk register? If so, are sustainable procurement risks
addressed?

Ranking 5 Risk register signed off by the board and current. Some reference to sustainability and
procurement

Ranking 10 Risk register signed off by the board and current. Clear reference to sustainability,
procurement and reputation risk

Question Does your procurement process require a risk evaluation for category strategies? How is
sustainability risk addressed?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% of category strategies or major procurement activities have a formal
risk register

Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% of category strategies or major procurement activities have a formal
risk register and that sustainability risk has been considered

Question Does your organisation operate a supplier performance management process? Is
sustainability performance addressed?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% of category strategies or major procurement activities have supplier
performance scorecards with some reference to sustainability

Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% of category strategies or major procurement activities have supplier
performance scorecards with clear reference to sustainability

Level 4
Question How are revisions managed to your organisations sustainable procurement strategy?
Ranking 5 Evidence of revision history and continuous improvement. Strategy revised within past 2

years

Ranking 10 Evidence of revision history and continuous improvement. Strategy revised annually
Question How does your organisation engage with stakeholders to update your policy?
Ranking 5 Evidence of informal dialogue with stakeholders and that this dialogue is reflected in the

strategy
Ranking 10 Evidence of regular formal and informal dialogue with stakeholders and that this dialogue

is reflected in the strategy

Question How does your organisation identify and encourage suppliers of sustainable products and
services to enter your supply chain?

Ranking 5 Evidence of market research in category strategies and major procurement activities to
seek out more sustainable suppliers

Ranking 10 Regular and consistent research including sustainable solution Meet the Buyer events and
procurement activities to encourage innovation

Question How is sustainable procurement integrated into other processes (e.g. EMS, Quality, Risk
etc.) ?

Ranking 5 Evidence of integration with EMS and quality systems
Ranking 10 Sustainable procurement clearly embedded within accredited EMS or quality management

process

Levef5
Question
Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Question

How are revisions managed to your organisations sustainable procurement strategy?
Evidence of revision history and continuous improvement for at least 3 years. Strategy
revised within past 2 years

Evidence of revision history and continuous improvement for at least 3 years. Strategy
revised annually

Does your governance process for your policy include formal engagement with
stakeholders?
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Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Process
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Evidence of formal engagement with some key stakeholders and documented process to
demonstrate how stakeholder considerations are reflected in revisions

Evidence of formal engagement with all key stakeholders and documented process to
demonstrate how stakeholder considerations are reflected in revisions

Has your sustainable procurement strategy been externally reviewed or benchmarked?
Evidence of informal benchmarking and dialogue with peers
Formal benchmarking through a recognised provider. E.g. Business in the Community,
FTSE 4 Good, Action Sustainability etc.

How is the vision and strategy of your organization reflected in your sustainable
procurement policy?

Evidence that the organization has a 5-10 year vision and strategy reflected in part
through sustainable procurement activity

Evidence that the organization has a 5-10 year vision and strategy which is fully reflected
through sustainable procurement activity

This section examines the processes you use to procure and if they are sufficiently robust to deliver sustainable
outcomes consistently.

Level 1

Question Does your organisation know how much it spends, on what and with which suppliers?
Ranking 5 Evidence of spend/category/supplier evaluation in past 2 years
Ranking 10 Evidence of spend/category/supplier evaluation in past 1 year
Question Does your organisation know what its key impacts are on the environment and society at

large?
Ranking 5 Evidence of sustainability impact evaluation in past 2 years
Ranking 10 Evidence of sustainability impact evaluation in past 1 year
Question Do your organisation contract award criteria include sustainability considerations?
Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% or major procurement activities have included sustainability in the

award criteria

Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% or major procurement activities have included sustainability in the
award criteria

Question Are procurement decisions made on the basis of best value?
Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% of major procurement activities have included value criteria (not just

price)
Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% of major procurement activities have included value criteria (not just

price)

Question Does your organisation adopt minimum sustainability standards for products (e.g. Quick
Wins, Fair Trade, sustainable timber etc.)?

Ranking 5 Evidence of some minimum standards being applied
Ranking 10 Evidence that minimum standards have been considered for all significant impacts with

objective rationale if they have not been adopted

Level 2

Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Have the sustainability risks in your supply chain been analysed with respect to key supply
categories and sustainability impacts?

Evidence that sustainability risk evaluation is included in most standard procurement
processes
Evidence that sustainability risk evaluation is included in all standard procurement
processes

How does your organization incorporate sustainability into its procurement process?
Evidence that sustainability risk requirements are subject to compliance review
Evidence that sustainability risk requirements are subject to compliance review and that
corrective action is followed up successfully
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Ranking 10
Question
Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Level 3
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Are procurement decisions made on the basis of whole life value?
Evidence that whole life cost evaluation is included in most standard procurement
processes

Evidence that whole life cost evaluation is included in all standard procurement processes
What proportion of your procurement is based on whole life value?
Evidence that 50% of major procurement activities have included whole life costs in the
award criteria

Evidence that 80% of major procurement activities have included whole life costs in the
award criteria

Question Have the sustainability risks in your supply chain been analysed for procurement
contracts?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% of category strategies or major procurement activities have a formal
risk register

Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% of category strategies or major procurement activities have a formal
risk register and that sustainability risk has been considered

Question Are sustainability risks in your supply chain managed effectively through the procurement
contracts?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% of contract management processes have a formal risk register
Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% of contract management processes have a formal risk register
Question Do key contracts require suppliers to measure and continuously improve their

sustainability performance?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 50% of contracts require continuous improvement in sustainability
performance

Ranking 10 Evidence that 80% of contracts require continuous improvement in sustainability
performance

Level 4
Question Have the sustainability risks in your supply chain been analysed for procurement

contracts?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 80% of category strategies or major procurement activities have a formal
risk register

Ranking 10 Evidence that 90% of category strategies or major procurement activities have a formal
risk register and that sustainability risk has been considered

Question Are sustainability risks in your supply chain managed effectively through the procurement
contracts?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 80% of contract management processes have a formal risk register
Ranking 10 Evidence that 90% of contract management processes have a formal risk register
Question Do key contracts require suppliers to measure and continuously improve their

sustainability performance?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 80% of contracts require continuous improvement in sustainability
performance

Ranking 10 Evidence that 90% of contracts require continuous improvement in sustainability
performance

Question Do procurement contracts have formal governance processes? Is sustainability
performance a regular review item?

Ranking 5 Evidence that 80% of contracts have formal governance process in which sustainability is
addressed as a matter of routine

Ranking 10 Evidence that 90% of contracts have formal governance process in which sustainability is
addressed as a matter of routine

LevelS

Question Does the full life cycle analysis carried out for key supply categories to assess the full
sustainability impact?
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Ranking 5 Evidence that full lite analysis (including disposal) has been carried out for at least 50% of
contracts

Ranking 10 Evidence that full lite analysis (including disposal) has been carried out for at least 580%
of contracts

Question How are key suppliers incentivised to deliver a sustainable performance or penalised for
failure to do so?

Ranking 5 Evidence of incentives and remedies related to sustainability for 50% of contracts
Ranking 10 Evidence of incentives and remedies related to sustainability for 80% of contracts
Question How are financial benefits to be accrued through whole life cost evaluation dealt with

across cost centres?

Ranking 5 Evidence that whole life cost is considered regardless of cost centre, department etc. for
50% of contracts (e.g. it a cost building a school is bourne by central government and the
benefit of lower fuel bills is with the local authority)

Ranking 10 Evidence that whole lite cost is considered regardless of cost centre, department etc. for
80% of contracts (e.g. if a cost building a school is bourne by central government and the
benefit of lower fuel bills is with the local authority)

Question Do people in your organisation participate in external groups to share best practice?
Ranking 5 Evidence of active membership in best practice groups to share learning
Ranking 10 Evidence of active membership and regular, leading participation in best practice groups

to share learning

Engaging Suppliers
This section helps you to understand how you manage your relationships with your suppliers and how
sustainability is delivered through these relationships.

Level 1

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10
Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10
Level 2
Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10
Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10
Level 3
Question

Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5

Does your organisation know how much it spends, on what and with which suppliers?
Evidence of spend/category/supplier evaluation in past 2 years
Evidence of spend/category/supplier evaluation in past 1year
Does your organisation engage in two way dialogue with key suppliers?
Evidence of informal dialogue with most key suppliers
Evidence of formal dialogue with all key suppliers

Does your organisation have a prioritised supplier engagement programme?
Evidence of supplier positioning and prioritisation within past 2 years
Evidence of supplier positioning and prioritisation within past 1 year
Is there a structure to supplier engagement at various levels in both organizations?
Evidence of structured engagement at various levels for 50% of prioritized suppliers
Evidence of structured engagement at various levels for 80% of prioritised suppliers

Have your sustainability impacts and requirements been clearly communicated to key
suppliers?
Evidence of communication with suppliers through events, newsletters etc.
Evidence of formal communication through supplier management process with regular
updates
Does your organisation have a structured supplier engagement plan?
Evidence of a prioritised plan for structured supplier engagement
Evidence of a prioritised plan for structured supplier engagement with evidence of
compliance
How is communication managed down subsequent tiers of the supply chain?
Evidence that requirements are communicated to lower tiers in the supply chain for 50%
of prioritised suppliers
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Ranking 10 Evidence that requirements are communicated to lower tiers in the supply chain for 80%
of prioritised suppliers

Level 4
Question Has your organisation identified suppliers with significant sustainability impact and

targeted improvement programmes with them?

Ranking 5 Evidence of targeted improvement plans with 50% of prioritised suppliers with evidence of
achievement

Ranking 10 Evidence of targeted improvement plans with 80% of proiritised suppliers with evidence of
achievement

Question Does your organisation have a sustainability assurance programme that extends to your
suppliers?

Ranking 5 Formal assurance programme in place with implicit reference to suppliers
Ranking 10 Formal assurance programme in place with explicit reference to suppliers
Question Does your senior management engage effectively in your supplier management

programme?

Ranking 5 Evidence of director level engagement with some prioritised suppliers
Ranking 10 Evidence of regular director level engagement with all prioritised suppliers
LevelS
Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

How critical is sustainability performance to your decisions to retain suppliers for repeat
business?

Evidence that some suppliers have been selected for repeat business based on their
sustainability performance

Evidence that suppliers are regularly selected for repeat business based on their
sustainability performance

Can you demonstrate innovation from your supply chain as a result of your organisation's
procurement activities?

Evidence of procurement activity that actively encourages innovation (output
specifications, market research etc.)

Evidence that procurement activity is aimed to challenge the market to develop new
sustainable products

Measurements & Results
This section examines how you measure the performance of your supply chain and if you are able to demonstrate
sustainable outcomes.

Level 1
Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Level 2
Question

Ranking 5

Ranking 10

Question
Ranking 5
Ranking 10

Level 3
IQuestion

Has your organization identified and defined its key sustainability impacts?
Impacts defined in general terms within a Corporate Social Responsibility policy
Impacts clearly defined with key goals. E.g. defining waste as the waste generated within
the confines of your site and not in the supply chain. Key goal could be zero waste to
landfill by 2012

Have the sustainability risks in your supply chain been analysed with respect to key supply
categories and sustainability impacts?

Evidence that sustainability risk evaluation is included in most standard performance
processes
Evidence that sustainability risk evaluation is included in all standard performance
processes

Does your organisation measure it's performance related to key sustainability impacts?
Evidence of sustainability performance measurement
Evidence of sustainability performance measurement and publication (e.g. CSR report)

How are sustainability performance measures incorporated into procurement category
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strategies?
Ranking 5 Evidence of sustainability performance measures in 50% of category strategies or major

procurement activity

Ranking 10 Evidence of sustainability performance measures in 80% of category strategies or major
procurement activity

Question How are sustainability performance measures through the supply chain incorporated into
the organisation's performance management process?

Ranking 5 Evidence that supplier sustainability performance is reflected in organisation performance
measures

Ranking 10 Evidence that supplier sustainability performance is reflected in organisation performance
measures and published (e.g. CSR Report)

Level 4

Question How are sustainable procurement measures incorporated into a Balanced Score Card
approach?

Ranking 5 Evidence of sustainability incorporated into balanced scorecard in 50% of category
strategies or major procurement activity

Ranking 10 Evidence of sustainability incorporated into balanced scorecard in 80% of category
strategies or major procurement activity

Question How are the outcomes of sustainable procurement measured? What assumptions are
used to create baseline data?

Ranking 5 Evidence of outcome measures against a baseline for some key sustainability impacts in
the supply chain (e.g. waste to landfill compared to a base year)

Ranking 10 Evidence of outcome measures against a baseline for all key sustainability impacts in the
supply chain (e.g. waste to landfill compared to a base year)

Question What does your organisation do to compare it's performance with peers and learn from
this comparison?

Ranking 5 Evidence of networking and informal benchmarking with evidence of improvement as a
result of this

Ranking 10 Evidence of networking and formal benchmarking with evidence of improvement as a
result of this

Level 5

Question Does your organisation benchmark it's performance against it's peers?
Ranking 5 Evidence of formal benchmarking through a recognised programme (e.g. Business in the

Community)

Ranking 10 Evidence of formal benchmarking through a recognised programme (e.g. Business in the
Community) and several years of continuous improvement

Question Does your organisation conduct an independent audit to verify it's performance figures?
Ranking 5 Evidence of independent verification
Ranking 10 Evidence of published independent verification
Question Are your stakeholders encouraged to provide commentary on your performance?
Ranking 5 Evidence of informal commentary from stakeholders
Ranking 10 Evidence of published commentary from stakeholders
Question Does your organisation publish it's sustainable procurement performance in an open and

transparently?

Ranking 5 Publication of performance informally (website, newsletters etc.)
Ranking 10 Regular publication of a formal report (e.g. CSR report)
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Appendix I: SP Benchmark tool (Dutch)

Interviewschema - Maatschappelijk Verantwoord Inkopen (MVI)

Naam interviewer:

Nummer respondent:

Datum interview:

Tijdstip aanvang:

Plaats:

Aanwijzingen voor de interviewer:

1. Vetgedrukte vragen letterlijk (en rustig) voorlezen.

2. Vraagvolgorde vetgedrukte vragen strikt aanhouden.

3. Vooraf opnamemateriaal controleren.

4. Elk interview opnemen als aparte opname.

5. Opnames vertrouwelijk bewaren met respondentnummer als tilel.

Introductie:

Introduceer jezelf, en verwijs naar de introducerende e-mail die de respondent heeft

ontvangen. Verwijs tevens naar de telefonisch gemaakte afspraak voor het interview op deze

plaats op dit tijdstip. Breng v66r de vragen eerst nog de volgende punten onder de aandacht:

• Verantwoordelijke voor het onderzoek

• Ondersteunende instanties

• Doel van interview: inzicht te krijgen in hoe organisaties met professionele

inkoopafdelingen met het onderwerp MVI omgaan.

• Soort vragen: Voornamelijk vragen over hoe uw bedrijf in praktijk omgaat met het

onderwerp MVI, en over uw persoonlijke mening betreffende dit onderwerp in de

praktijk.

• Structuur interview: 10 introducerende vragen -1 bijlage - optionele vragen.

• De verkregen informatie wordt uiteraard confidentieel behandeld.

• De anonimiteit van de ge'interviewden zal gewaarborgd blijven.

• Opname van het interview gewenst. Opnames worden uitgewerkt zonder dat

respondent herkenbaar is.

• Het interview duurt ca. 60 minuten.

• Heeft de respondent nog vragen of opmerkingen? (Zo nee, start.)
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>Begin opname<

Introducerende vragen:

1. Wat is uw functie?

(indien al bekend kan hier bevestiging worden gevraagd aan respondent)

2. Wat is MVO volgens u?

3. Wat is volgens u de rol van inkoop met betrekking tot MVO?

4. Hoe vindt u dat uw bedrijf presteert op het gebied van MVI op een schaal van 1

tm 10? Hierbij is een 1 het slechtst presterende bedrijf in de branche, en een 10

het best presterende bedrijf in de branche.

5. Is dit naar uw mening voldoende?

6. Wat zijn de top 3-motieven van uw organisatie om MVI te implementeren?

7. Wat zijn de grootste uitdagingen / obstakels in de uitvoering van deze

implementatie?

8. Wat voor indicatoren gebruikt uw organisatie om bedrijfsbrede MVI-prestaties

te meten? (dus niet productspecifiek)

9. Wat voor MVI-tools worden er door de organisatie gebruikt?

10. Tot welke voordelen hebben MVI-prestaties geleid voor de organisatie zelf?
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Toelichting bijlage:

"U krijgt nu een lijst met een 36-tal vragen die beantwoord dienen te worden met het geven

van een cijfer. Een 1 is het laagste cijfer, en een 10 het hoogste. Tevens staat er bij iedere

vraag een toelichting wanneer een score 5 of score 10 genoteerd mag worden. Deze

toelichting dient gebruikt te worden om een meer gerichte beoordeling te krijgen. Mijn vraag

aan u is tweeledig. Enerzijds wil ik u vragen deze 36 vragen te beantwoorden. Anderzijds wil

ik u vragen mij bij iedere vraag het te melden als u de vraag niet begrijpt, of kritiek op de

vraag heeft."

»Overhandig bijlage«

Ondersteuning en uitleg geven bij de beantwoording van de vragen indien nodig (hierbij kan

gebruik worden gemaakt van de optionele categorie-vragen op pagina 4 en 5).

(controleer aan het eind of alles helder ingevuld is)

»Optioneel gedeelte«

Hierin kunnen vragen over allerlei aspecten gesteld worden, zo lang ze maar het doel van het

interview ondersteunen!

Optionele vragen over bijlage:

(bekijk op welke punten er opvallend hoog of opvallend laag gescoord is)

Bij lage score:

• Wat is hier de oorzaak van?

• Wilt u hier verbetering in? (hoe)

• Wil de organisatie hier verbetering in? (hoe)

Bij hoge score:

• Hoe wordt dit precies bij jullie gedaan?

• Kunt u een voorbeeld geven?

(ook hier kan gebruik worden gemaakt van de optionele categorie-vragen op pagina 4 en 5)
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Optionele categorie-vragen:

Categorie Aa (Ieiderschap):

1. Wie leiden er binnen uw bedrijfsonderdeel MVI? (A1)

2. Zijn deze personen van bovenaf toegewezen? (A1)

3. Wat zijn hun taken? (A1)

Categorie Ab (personeel):

1. Wordt er binnen uw bedrijf training over MVI gegeven aan inkopers of

inkoopmanagers? (hoe) (A2)

2. Is er voor het personeel ook MVO-advies beschikbaar? (voorbeeld) (M)

3. Wordt er door het personeel geparticipeerd in externe groepen voor het delen van

best practices? (voorbeeld) (A5)

Categorie Ba (beleid):

1. Heeft uw organisatie een MVI-beleid? (B 1)

2. Hoe is dit beleid vastgelegd? (B1)

3. In hoeverre is de directie betrokken bij dit beleid? (B2)

4. Heeft uw organisatie haar kern-MVO-invloeden vastgelegd? (hoe) (B3)

5. Op welke manier wordt dit beleid (met bijbehorende doelstellingen en vereisten)

gecommuniceerd naar het inkooppersoneel? (B5)

Categorie Bb (strategie):

1. Is MVO inbegrepen in de organisatiebrede supply chain strategie? (hoe)(B6)

2. Is MVO inbegrepen in individuele categoriestrategieen? (hoe) (B7)

3. Hoe gaat uw organisatie om met stakeholders? (B12)

Categorie Bc (risico's / kansen):

1. Heeft uw organisatie een risicoregister? (toelichting)(B 13)

2. Hoe worden MVO-risico's geadresseerd binnen inkoop? (o.b.v. inschattingsvermogen

inkoper I consistente methodologie I database) (B14)

3. Hoe worden leveranciers met duurzame producten aangemoedigd toe te treden tot

het leveranciersbestand? (B 15)
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Categorie Ca (proces-criteria):

1. Worden er in het inkoopproces MVO-aspecten meegenomen in de

waarderingscriteria? (voorbeeld) (C1)

2. Gebruikt uw organisatie MVO-standaarden (bijv. FSC, Fair Trade, etc.) als

minimumeisen? (voorbeeld) (C2)

3. Worden inkoopbeslissingen gemaakt op basis van totale levensduur? (C3)

Categorie Cb (proces-risico's):

1. Zijn MVO-risico's (bijv. kinderarbeid en milieuvervuiling) in uw leveranciersbestand

geanalyseerd en verwerkt in de standaard inkoopprocessen? (voorbeeld) (C4)

2. Indien ja, zijn MVO-risico-vereisten onderhevig aan nakominginspectie en evt.

correctieve acties bij leveranciers? (C5)

Categorie 0 (Ieveranciers):

1. Worden MVO-prioriteiten en vereisten gecommuniceerd naar leveranciers? (hoe (bijv.

nieuwsbrieven, formeelleveranciersmanagementproces)) (01)

2. Worden er verbetertrajecten opgesteld met leveranciers die een significante MVO

invloed hebben? (03)

3. Kunt u aantonen hoe inkoopactiviteiten van uw organisatie resulteren in innovatie in

uw leveranciersbestand? (04)

Categorie E (resultaten):

1. Meet uw organisatie haar prestaties m.b.t. haar kern-MVO-factoren? (E1)

2. In hoeverre worden deze MVO-prestaties gepubliceerd? (hoe) (E1)

3. In hoeverre worden MVO-prestaties van leveranciers gemeten en gepubliceerd? (E3)

4. Wat wordt er gedaan om MVI-prestaties te vergelijken met anderen en hiervan te

leren? (E5)
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Appendix J: SP Benchmark tool- Maturity Questionnaire (Dutch)
Leiderschap & personeel

Uw score
Toelichting
Score Uitleg

Is er een kartrekker MVI aanwezig in uw bedrijfsonderdeel? Er is een informele kartrekker MVI actief, die handelt uit eigen
5 beweging. Deze heeft een taak als persoonlijke doelstelling, maar

geen formele rol.

10
Rol is formeel beschreven in functieomschrijving, persoonlijke
doelstellingen zijn helder in kaart gebrachl.

10 Vraag
A1

A2 Hebben inkoop- en milieumanagers training gehad in MVI?
5

Zij zijn zich enigszins bewust van dit onderwerp wegens de
aanwezigheid bij conferenties. coaching, in-house training.

10
Zij zijn formeel getraind en resultaten hiervan zijn vastgelegd in hun
persoonlijke trainingregistratie.

A3 Hoeveel procent van het personeel heeft training gehad in MVI? 5

10
50% van het personeel heeft training gehad.

80+% van het personeel heeft training gehad.

A4 Op welke wijze is er professioneel MVO-advies beschikbaar voor
5

Eigen afdeling of service provider dekt gedeelte van de MVO-
inkooppersoneel? agenda.

10 Uitgebreide ondersteuning beschikbaar voor inkopers op aile
aspecten van MVO.

A5 Wordt er door het personeel in uw organisatie geparticipeerd in
5 Sprake van enige deelname aan externe groepen.externe groepen om "best practices" te delen?

10
Regelmatige en langdurige participatie als kartrekker in externe
groepen voor meerdere jaren.
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8eleid & strategie (1)

Uw score
Toelichting
Score Uitleg

Heeft uw organisatie een MVI-beleid?
5

Generieke vermelding van MVO in een inkoopbeleid of van inkoop
in een MVO-beleid.

Heldere verklaring van MVO-prioriteiten en hoe deze

10 geadresseerd worden in de supply chain met heldere
doelstellingen. Oit hoeft niet per se een op zichzelf staand
document te zijn.

10 Vraag
81

82 Is er verbintenis van de directie aan MVI?
5

Bewijs dat de directie het onderwerp onderschrijft in de vorm van
vergadermomenten etc.

10 Heldere verklaring van beleid door directielid met bewijs van actief
leiderschap en nazorg (follow-up).

83 Heeft uw organisatie haar kern-MVO-invloed ge'identificeerd en
5 Inv!oed gedefinieerd in generieke termen in een MVO-beleid.gedefinieerd?

Invloed helder gedefinieerd met kerndoelstellingen (bijv. alval

10 gedefinieerd als het afval dat gegenereerd is binnen de
begrenzingen van de eigen percelen en niet in de supply chain.
Kerndoelstelling kan zijn "geen alval per 2012").

84 Heeft uw organisatie haar stakeholders ge'identificeerd? 5 Bewijs van informele identificatie en toewijding.

Stakeholders ge'identificeerd, in kaart gebracht, en actieplannen
10 opgesteld om ze te managen. Individuen gespecificeerd om

specifieke stakeholderrelaties te leiden.

85 Is het MVI-beleid gecommuniceerd naar personeel?
5

Bewijs van passieve communicatie (website, nieuwsbrief,
pUblicatieborden, etc.)

10 Bewijs van actieve communicatie (voorlichting, workshops, 2-weg
communicatie, inwerkingsproces, training, etc.)

86 Is MVO inbegrepen in de organisatiebrede supply chain strategie?
5

Bewijs van enige initiatieven in de supply chain met MVO-
resultaten.

10 Bewijs dat het beleid is ge'integreerd in aile supply chain
processen, communicatie, etc.
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8eleid & strategie (2)

Uw score
Toelichting
Score Uitleg

Is MVO inbegrepen in individuele categorie-strategieen?
5

Bewijs dat minimaal 50% van de categorie-strategieen MVO op
een of andere manier adresseren.

10 Bewijs dat minimaal 80% van de categorie-strategieen het MVI-
beleid volledig adresseren.

10 Vraag
87

88 Worden MVO-doelstellingen en vereisten gecommuniceerd naar
5 Bewijs van informele communicatie.uw personeel?

10 Bewijs van formele communicatie d.m.v. vergaderingen,
voorlichting, etc.

89 Worden MVO-doelstellingen en vereisten gecommuniceerd naar
5 Bewijs van informele communicatie.uw leveranciers?

10
Bewijs van formele communicatie d.m.v. vergaderingen,
voorlichting, etc.

810 Heet! uw organisatie een gedocumenteerd inkoopproces met
5

Bewijs van formeel proces van de hele inkoopcyclus met enige
inbegrip van MVO? referentie aan MVO.

10 Bewijs van formeel proces van de hele inkoopcyclus welke volledig
overeenkomstig is met het MVI-beleid.

811 Is het inkoopproces verbonden met de MVO-invloeden en MVO-
5

Bewijs dat het inkoopproces gedeeltelijk verbonden is met het
doelstellingen van de organisatie? MVO-beleid en -doelstellingen.

10 Bewijs dat het inkoopproces volledig verbonden is met het MVO-
beleid en -doelstellingen.

812 Hoe wordt feedback van stakeholders gebruikt om prioriteiten te
Bewijs van verbindingen tussen stakeholderdialoog, directiebeleid,stellen in het MVI-beleid? 5
en grate aanbestedingen voor 50% van de grate aanbestedingen.

10 Bewijs van verbindingen tussen stakeholderdialoog, directiebeleid,
en grote aanbestedingen voor 80% van de grote aanbestedingen.
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8eleid & strategie (3)

Uw score
Toelichting
Score Uitleg

Heeft uw organisatie een risico-register? Zoja, worden risico's
5

Risico-register erkend door de directie. Enige referentie aan MVO
m.b.!. MVI geadresseerd? en inkoop.

10
Risico-register erkend door de directie. Heidere referentie aan
MVO, inkoop en reputatierisico.

10 Vraag
813

814 Vereist uw inkoopproces een risico-evaluatie voor categorie-
5

Bewijs dat 50% van de categorie-strategieen of grote
strategieen? Hoe worden MVO-risico's geadresseerd? aanbestedingen een formeel risico-register hebben.

Bewijs dat 80% van de categorie-strategieen of grote
10 aanbestedingen een form eel risico-register hebben en dat MVO-

risico's in beschouwing zijn genomen.

815 Hoe worden leveranciers met duurzame producten en diensten Bewijs van marktonderzoek in categorie-strategieen en grote
door uw organisatie ge'identificeerd en aangemoedigd om toe te 5 aanbestedingen om meer duurzame leveranciers t'achten te
treden tot het leveranciersbestand? verkrijgen.

10
Regulier en consequent onderzoek inclusief duurzame oplossing.
"Meet the buyer"-evenementen om innovatie aan te moedigen.
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Proces

Uw score
Toelichting
Score Uitleg

Worden MVO-gerelateerde waarderingscriteria meegenomen in
5

Bewijs dat 50% van grate aanbestedingen MVO hebben
de inkoopcontracten? inbegrepen in de waarderingscriteria

10
Bewijs dat 80% van grote aanbestedingen MVO hebben
inbegrepen in de waarderingscriteria

10 Vraag

C1

C2 Adopteert uw organisatie MVO-standaarden als minimumeisen
5 Bewijs dat enige minimum standaarden worden toegepastvoor producten? (bijv. Quick Wins, Fair trade, FSC, etc.)

Bewijs dat minimum standaarden overwogen zijn voor significante
10 invloed met een objectieve beredenering wanneer zij niet zijn

overgenomen.

C3 Worden inkoopbeslissingen gemaakt op basis van totale
5

Bewijs dat totale-Ievensduur-evaluatie is inbegrepen in de meeste
levensduur? standaard inkoopprocessen.

10
Bewijs dat totale-Ievensduur-evaluatie is inbegrepen in aile
standaard inkoopprocessen.

C4 Zijn de MVO-risico's in uw leveranciersbestand geanalyseerd
5

Bewijs dat MVO-risico-evaluatie is inbegrepen in de meeste
m.b.1. leverancierscategorieen en MVO-invloed? standaard inkoopprocessen.

10 Bewijs dat MVO-risico-evaluatie is inbegrepen in aile standaard
inkoopprocessen.

C5 Hoe heeft uw organisatie MVO inbegrepen in haar
5

Bewijs dat MVO-risico-vereisten onderhevig zijn aan
inkoopprocessen? nakominginspectie.

Bewijs dat MVO-risico-vereisten onderhevig zijn aan
10 nakominginspectie en dat dit succesvol wordt vervolgd met

correctieve acties.
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Leveranciers

Uw score
Toelichting
Score Uitleg

Zijn de MVO-invloeden en vereisten van de organisatie helder
5

Bewijs van communicatie metleveranciers d.m.v. evenementen,
gecommuniceerd naar leveranciers? nieuwsbrieven, etc.

10
Bewijs van formeIe communicatie d.m.v.
leveranciersmanagementproces met reguliere updates.

10 Vraag
01

02 Verbindt de directie zich effectief aan het
5

Bewijs van verbintenis van de directie met sommige
leveranciersmanagementproces? prioriteitsleveranciers.

10
Bewijs van reguliere verbintenis van de directie met aile
prioriteitsleveranciers.

03 Heeft uw organisatie leveranciers ge'ldentificeerd met een
Bewijs van gerichte verbeterplannen met 50% van designificante MVO-invloed en verbetertrajecten opgesteld met hen? 5
prioriteitsleveranciers met bewijs van succes.

10
Bewijs van gerichte verbeterplannen met 80% van de
prioriteitsleveranciers met bewijs van succes.

04 Kunt u aantonen hoe inkoopactiviteiten van uw organisatie
5 Bewijs van inkoopactiviteiten die actief innovatie aanmoedigen

resulteren in innovatie in uw leveranciersbestand? (output-specificaties, marktonderzoek, etc.).

Bewijs dat inkoopactiviteiten er op gericht zijn om
10 leveranciersmarkten uitte dagen om nieuwe duurzame producten

te ontwikkelen.
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Resultaten

Uw score
Toelichting

Score Uitleg
Meel uw organisatie haar prestaties m.b.1. haar kern-MVO- 5 Bewijs van MVO-prestatiemanagemenl.
factoren? Bewijs van MVO-prestatiemanagement en publicatie (bijv. MVO-10

rapport).

10 Vraag
E1

E2 Hoe zijn MVO prestatiemetingen inbegrepen in de inkoop
5

Bewijs van MVO-prestatiemetingen in 50% van de categorie-
categorie-strategieen? strategieen of grate aanbestedingen.

10 Bewijs van MVO-prestatiemetingen in 80% van de categorie-
strategieen of grate aanbestedingen.

E3 Hoe zijn MVO preslaliemetingen van het leveranciersbestand
5

Bewijs dat MVO-prestaties van leveranciers gereflecteerd worden
inbegrepen in de organisatie haar prestatiemanagementproces? in de prestatiemetingen van de organisalie.

Bewijs dat MVO-prestaties van leveranciers gereflecteerd worden
10 in de prestatiemetingen van de organisalie, en daarnaast worden

gepubliceerd (bijv. MVO-rapport).

E4 Op welke wijze zijn MVI metingen inbegrepen in de Balanced Bewijs dat MVO is inbegrepen in de Balanced Scorecard-
Scorecard-methodiek? 5 methodiek bij 50% van de categorie-stralegieen of grote

aanbestedingen.

Bewijs dat MVO is inbegrepen in de Balanced Scorecard-
10 methodiek bij 80% van de categorie-stralegieen of grote

aanbestedingen.

E5 Wat doet uw organisatie om haar MVI-prestaties te vergelijken met
5

Bewijs van netwerkinitiatieven en informele benchmarks met bewijs
gelijken en te leren van deze vergelijking? van verbeteringen als resultaal.

10 Bewijs van netwerkinitiatieven en formele benchmarks met bewijs
van verbeteringen als resultaal.

E6 Worden stakeholders aangemoedigd om commentaar te geven op
de MVI-prestaties?

Bewijs van informeel commentaar van stakeholders.
Bewijs van gepubliceerd commentaar van stakeholders.

E7 Publiceert uw organisatie haar MVI-prestaties op een open en
5

Informele publicatie over MVI-prestaties (website, nieuwsbrief,
transparante wijze? elc.).

10 Reguliere publicatie van een formeel rapport (bijv. MVO-rapport).
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Appendix K: Introduction e-mail case study (Dutch)

TITEL:

Uitnodiging interview 'maatschappelijk verantwoord inkopen (MVI)'

Beste,

MVO, duurzaamheid, CSR, de 3 P's, iedereen roept er wei wat over op het moment. Voor de opleiding

technische bedrijfskunde aan de Technische Universiteit in Eindhoven (TUe) bekijk ik in mijn

afstudeeronderzoek wat dit inhoudt voor inkoopactiviteiten. Dit onderzoek bestaat naast een theoretisch

onderzoek ook uit een praktijkonderzoek. Dit praktijkonderzoek betreft een case study bij een 4-tal

bedrijven, met 3 interviews per bedrijf. Ik verzoek u vriendelijk mee te werken aan dit interessante

onderzoek.

Vanwaar dit onderzoek?

Het onderwerp MVI is "hot" op het moment, maar er is nog (te) weinig over bekend. Dit maakt het

onderwerp niet aileen interessant voor mijzelf, maar ook voor zowel de academische wereld als het

bedrijfsleven.

De interesse is er dan ook vanuit mijn begeleider van de TUe (Prof. Dr. A.J. van Weele) en mijn

begeleider van de Nederlandse Spoorwegen NV (Jan van Putten) om te bekijken hoe de NS haar

inkoopactiviteiten beter in kunnen richten m.b.t. MVO.

Wat schiet u er mee op?

- u ontvangt informatie over best practices

- u ontvangt bericht over beschikbaarheid rapport

- u ontvangt laatste theoretische informatie over MVI via het rapport

Waarom uw bedrijf?

De gebruikte selectiecriteria voor de bedrijven zijn:

1. schaalgrootte

2. professionele inkooporganisatie

3. actief op MVO-gebied

Uw bedrijf voldoet hieraan.
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Extra informatie m.b.t. de interviews:

De verkregen data zullen uiteraard confidentieel behandeld worden.

De anonimiteit van de ge"interviewden zal gewaarborgd blijven.

De interviews zullen plaatsvinden in de maand april, daar waar u dit wenst, en zullen ieder

circa 1 uur in beslag nemen.

Het betreft hier een kwalitatief benchmarkonderzoek op het gebied van MVI.

Het doeI is informatie over "best practices" te verzamelen en tevens een globaal vergelijk te

kunnen maken tussen de deelnemers (verschil in focus).

Per bedrijf wordt een interview afgenomen bij (1) een inkoper, (2) een inkoopmanager, en

(3) een manager of projectleider van buiten de inkoopafdeling die de afgelopen 6 maanden

bij een aanbesteding betrokken is geweest (waar bij voorkeur MVO-aspecten aan de orde

zijn gekomen).

Graag ontvang ik bevestiging van uw interesse via e-mail.

U kunt tevens alvast nadenken over 3 geschikte kandidaten voor de interviews.

Ik zal dan in de week van 17 maart telefonisch contact met u opnemen voor het plannen van een

datum.

Met vriendelijke groeten,

Rob Jansen

Student technische bedrijfskunde (TUe)
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Appendix L: Results maturity questionnaire

RIM . Qesu ts aturlty uestlonnalre

# A1 A2 A3 A4 AS A 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 810 811 812 813 814 815 8

01 9,0 5,0 10,0 8,0 4,0 7,2 6,0 6,0 8,0 8,0 5,0 5,0 3,0 8,0 8,0 10,0 10,0 3,0 10,0 10,0 4,0 6,9
02 8,0 6,5 2,0 9,0 7,5 6,6 7,5 7,5 8,5 8,0 6,5 7,5 6,0 7,5 8,0 7,5 7,5 6,5 4,0 8,0 8,0 7,2

03 7,0 5,0 ? 7,0 7,0 6,5 7,0 6,0 7,0 9,0 6,0 5,0 ? 6,0 8,0 8,0 7,0 ? ? ? 8,0 7,0

04 7,0 6,0 1,0 5,0 7,0 5,2 7,0 8,0 7,0 5,0 8,0 5,0 3,0 6,0 6,0 4,0 8,0 6,0 1,0 1,0 7,0 5,5

05 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 ? ? 1,0 1,0 5,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 5,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 5,0 1,9

06 5,0 ? 5,0 7,0 7,0 6,0 7,0 8,0 8,0 ? 5,0 3,0 3,0 6,0 7,0 ? 4,0 ? 5,0 6,0 7,0 5,8

07 6,0 7,0 6,0 5,0 8,0 6,4 7,0 9,0 9.0 10,0 9,0 7,0 5,0 9,0 9,0 8,0 7,0 8,0 5,0 6,0 7,0 7,7

08 3,0 2,0 3,0 6,0 7,0 4,2 6,0 6,0 8,5 8,5 4,0 4,0 6,0 8,0 6,0 4,0 6,0 5,0 5,0 2,0 6,0 5,7

09 10,0 5,0 1,0 2,0 5,0 4,6 3,0 7,0 6,0 6,0 5,0 8,0 3,0 2,0 3,0 5,0 5,0 2,0 1,0 1,0 7,0 4,3
10 5,0 6,0 6,0 7,0 9,0 6,6 6,0 7,0 7,0 8,0 6,0 7,0 7,0 8,0 6,0 7,0 7,0 6,0 7,0 8,0 6,0 6,9
11 4,0 3,0 1,0 2,0 3,0 2,6 4,0 3,0 5,0 5,0 4,0 5,0 2,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 3,0 2,0 1,0 1,0 2,0 3,5

12 1,0 ? ? ? 8,0 4,5 ? ? 5,0 9,0 1,0 5,0 4,0 5,0 5,0 ? ? 4,0 5,0 5,0 ? 4,8

AVG 5,5 4,7 3,6 5,4 6,1 5,1 6,1 6,8 6,7 7,0 54 5,2 3,9 6,0 6,3 6,0 6,0 4,4 4,1 4,5 6,1 5,6

(J 2,9 2,0 3,1 2,7 2,4 1,9 1,5 1,7 2,2 2,6 2,0 2,0 1,9 2,5 1,7 2,6 2,5 2,3 2,9 3,4 1,8 1,7

# C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C D1 D2 D3 D4 D E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E AVG

01 10,0 6,0 10,0 5,0 6,0 7,4 5,0 5,0 1,0 8,0 4,8 10,0 2,0 2,0 10,0 1,0 1,0 10,0 5,1 6,3
02 7,0 8,0 8,0 7,0 6,5 7,3 7,5 6,0 6,5 7,0 6,8 8,0 10,0 6,0 2,0 6,5 8,0 8,0 6,9 7,0

03 7,0 8,0 7,0 ? 7,0 7,3 8,0 3,0 8,0 8,0 6,8 7,0 5,0 5,0 6,0 7,0 ? 9,0 6,5 6,8
04 6,0 5,0 7,0 3,0 5,0 5,2 7,0 7,0 6,0 5,0 6,3 6,0 3,0 6,0 6,0 7,0 8,0 10,0 6,6 5,7

05 1,0 5,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 1,8 1,0 1,0 1,0 5,0 2,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 ? 1,0 1,0 5,0 1,7 1,7

06 3,0 4,0 6,0 3,0 6,0 4,4 3,0 2,0 5,0 3,0 3,3 7,0 5,0 4,0 6,0 ? ? 7,0 5,8 5,0
07 8,0 8,0 10,0 5,0 8,0 7,8 8,0 8,0 5,0 9,0 7,5 5,0 7,0 8,0 5,0 5,0 1,0 5,0 5,1 6,9

08 4,0 4,0 6,0 3,0 3,0 4,0 4,0 4,0 4,0 6,0 4,5 9,0 4,0 4,0 3,0 3,0 6,0 3,0 4,6 4,6

09 4,0 4,0 8,0 4,0 5,0 5,0 3,0 5,0 4,0 5,0 4,3 2,0 2,0 3,0 3,0 5,0 5,0 6,0 3,7 4,4

10 9,0 7,0 9,0 8,0 6,0 7,8 4,0 9,0 9,0 8,0 7,5 8,0 5,0 6,0 4,0 7,0 3,0 3,0 5,1 6,8
11 3,0 5,0 5,0 2,0 2,0 3,4 3,0 2,0 3,0 4,0 3,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 2,0 3,0 5,0 2,6 3,0

12 3,0 7,0 4,0 ? ? 4,7 5,0 5,0 6,0 6,0 5,5 ? ? ? ? ? 1,0 1,0 1,0 4,1

AVG 5,4 5,9 6,8 4,1 5,0 5,5 4,9 4,8 4,9 6,2 5,2 5,9 4,2 4,3 4,7 4,5 3,7 6,0 4,6 5,2

(J 2,8 1,6 2,6 2,2 2,2 2,0 2,3 2,5 2,5 1,9 1,8 3,0 2,6 2,1 2,5 2,5 2,9 2,9 1,9 1,7
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Appendix M: Maturity levels of the EFQM Framework for CSR

The EFQM-CSR Maturity levels (EFQM, 2003)

Explanation

Start-up: the organization meets all the legal and regulatory requirements.

On the way: active involvement and a dialogue with stakeholders, some CSR activities taking place.

Mature: stakeholders' expectations are balanced, measured and actioned, CSR is fully embedded in

policy and strategy and day-to-day management towards sustainable Excellence.

Final Outcome: full integration of CSR into Policy and Strategy and day-to-day business/ operations.
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Appendix N: Results on 10 introduction questions SPBT

Question 1:
Question:
What is your function?
Reason for question:
Get confirmation that respondent meets the needs of the case study specifications.
Gathered data from respondents:
All respondents specifications were confirmed.

Question 2:
Question:
What does CSR mean in your opinion?
Reason for question:
Get to know if respondent is interprets this broad concept.
Gathered data from respondents:

All respondents mention multiple social aspects (e.g. environment, child labor, safety). Only 3 respondents
explicitly mention the financial aspect. All these 3 respondents were purchasing managers.

Question 3:
Question:
In your opinion, what is the role of procurement in relation to CSR?
Reason for question:
Get to know how this relations is interpreted across different organizations and functions.
Gathered data from respondents:

At company A, C, and NS, all respondents see the purchasing department as a source of knowledge for
CSR within procurement. Whereas the line managers describe the role as a supporting one, the purchasers
and purchasing managers mostly see it as an important or key role. At company S, these views were not
clearly mentioned.

Question 4:
Question:
How does your company perform on SP on a scale from 1 up to 10?
1 is the worst performing company in the branch, and 10 is the best performing company in the branch.
Reason for question:

Get an idea how respondent looks upon the SP performance of its own organization, and what arguments
he uses to justify his answer.
Gathered data from respondents:

All respondents of company A, S, and C gave a ranking between 7 and 10. At NS, respondents ranked NS
at a 6 andl or claimed to have insufficient information to rank the orqanization on this subject in such way.

Question 5:
Question:
In your opinion, is this sufficient?
Reason for question:
Get to know if respondent is satisfied with current SP performance.
Gathered data from respondents:
The respondents who answered this question by comparing the organization its performance with its peer
feel that the SP performance is sufficient. The other respondents mention that the SP performance is
insufficient. All 12 respondents mention that SP performance can be improved. However, most examples
that are given are focussed on improving environmental or social activities without making a direct link with
financial performance.
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Question 6:
Question:
What are the Top-3 motives of your organization to implement SP?
Reason for question:
Get to know the organization its drivers for SP.
Gathered data from respondents:

The two main findings here are that in general, the respondents find SP just a derivative of GSR.
Furthermore, all respondents mention that the main driver for GSR is image-building. Sometimes more from
a defensive point of view, and sometimes more from a strategic point of view (distinguishing the
organization from competitors through improving image along GSR-aspects).

Question 7:
Question:
What are the biggest challenges / obstacles within the execution of this implementation?
Reason for question:
Get to know if other organizations experience the same or different problems compared with NS.
Gathered data from respondents:

The most mentioned obstacle is the translation from GSR to specifications in a tender (when is something
sustainable and how to specify this?). The second most mentioned problem is the decisionmaking process
regarding the trade-off between GSR and cost reduction. Top management mentions the importance of
GSR to each department, but the departments do not get clear guidance on how such trade-ofts should be
made. The purchaser and purchasing manager at NS mention that it is useless for the purchasing
department to invest in GSR if the internal customer does not want to engage in GSR at all. An obstacle is
commitment to GSR from the internal customer.

Question 8:
Question:

Which indicators does your organization use to measure company-wide SP performance? (meaning not
product-specific)
Reason for question:
Get to know best practice information on measuring methods for SP performance.
Gathered data from respondents:
Some respondents mention reporting methods through GRI, IS01400, Dow Jones sustainability index or
amount of signed suppliers code of conduct. No other indicators are mentioned on measuring SP
performance.

Question 9:
Question:
Which SP-tools does your organization use?
Reason for question:
Get to know best practice information on SP-tools.
Gathered data from respondents:

Only asking standard questions in the purchasing process on legal and ethical aspects was once mentioned
as an SP-tool. This indicates that practical tools for SP are lacking. One respondent mentioned that the
orQanization has a specific environmental scan for the specification process within a specific business unit.
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Question 10:
Question:
To which advantages have SP activities resulted for the organization itself?
Reason for question:

Get to know if respondent believes that SP activities can be beneficial to your own organization. If he does,
get to know what kind of benefits he refers to, and which examples he has to prove this.
Gathered data from respondents:

The respondents mentioned two advantages which are cost-reduction (innovation through strategic SP),
and improved image of organization (increased stakeholder (customer in particular) satisfaction through
ethical and strategic SP).
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Appendix 0: Input from respondents for future version of SPBT (Dutch)

Aigemene input van respondenten

Input Advies
EFQM onbekend vooraf EFQM kort toelichten
verschil MVO en MVI onhelder toelichten (MVI is het meenemen van MVO in

een aanbesteding)
inkoper en budgethouder antwoorden vragen vanuit deze respondenten het vanuit dit perspectief
eigen segment of aanbesteding, wat geen correct beeld laten invullen om vergelijk tussen segmenten te
geeft van overall performance kunnen maken (dit bij toekomstig intern

onderzoek met qroot aantal respondenten)
respondenten vullen vragen vanuit verschillende onderscheid maken tussen ethische MVI (code
interpretaties van MVI in of conduct e.d.) en strategische MVI

wens voor omschrijving ranking 1 eventueel omschrijving voor ranking 1
toevoegen

vragen zijn ooit onduidelijk geformuleerd respondenten laten leiden door beschrijvingen
5-10 rankings, en eventueel vraag herschrijven
zodat deze beter aansluit

B13 & B14 zijn beide 2 vragen in 1 voor beide vragen: herschrijven tot 1 vraag

Input van respondenten m.b.t. tot specifieke vragen

Vraag Input Advies

A1 onhelder wat bedoeld wordt met helderder specificeren
"bedrijfsonderdeel"

A3 onhelder wat bedoeld wordt met "personeel" en helderder specificeren
"training"

A4 waarom aileen voor inkooppersoneel? vraag splitsen in vraag m.b.t. "personeel" en
vraag m.b.t. "inkooppersoneel"

B13/ verschil tussen beide vragen onduidelijk uitleggen dat B13 op directieniveau is, en C4
C4 op tactisch/operationeel niveau (commodity

teams)
C1 onduidelijk of hier generieke of specifieke vraag splitsen in vraag m.b.t. generieke

waarderingscriteria bedoeld worden (wettelijke en ethische) criteria en specifieke
(strateg ische) criteria

C3 onduidelijk of hier TCO mee bedoeld wordt vraag splitsen in vraag m.b.t. TCO en vraag
m.b.t. TLD, en verschil toelichten

D2 onhelder wat wordt verstaan onder "directie" en aangeven dat met "verbintenis"
"verbintenis" vergadermomenten of andere soortgelijke

vormen van contact bedoeld worden, en dat
met "directie" de raad van bestuur bedoeld
wordt

E2 waarom percentages niet op basis van totale dit aanpassen, eventueel bij aile antwoorden
spend (euro volume)? met percentages (B7-B12-B14-C1-E2-E4)

E4 onduidelijk of hier Balanced Scorecard voor dit splitsen in 2 vragen voor beide interpretaties
eigen prestaties of voor leveranciersprestaties
bedoeld wordt

E6 respondent van buiten de inkoopafdeling ziet vraag toevoegen of inkopers de interne klant
zichzelf als stakeholder van de inkoopafdeling aanmoedigen om commentaar te geven op SP
(interne klant) prestaties van inkoopafdeling
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2 Ps People, Planet

3 Ps People, Planet, Profit (Triple Bottom Line / Triple P)

BPS Business Problem-Solving

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CFP Corporate Financial Performance

CIPS Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply

CPO Chief Procurement Officer

CSE Centre for Sustainability and Excellence

CSI Center for Sustainable Innovation

CSP Corporate Social Performance

CSR Corporate Social Responsibility

EFQM European Foundation for Quality Management

GE General Electric

GRI Global Reporting Initiative

HRM Human Resource Management

IPSERA International Purchasing and Supply Education and Research Association

ISO International Organization for Standardization

LCCs Low Cost Countries

LCCS Low Cost Country Sourcing

NEVI Nederlandse Vereniging voor Inkoopmanagement

NGOs Non-Governmental Organizations

NS Nederlandse Spoorwegen NV

RFI Request For Information

RFP Request For Proposal

ROI Return On Investment

SA8000 Social Accountability 8000 (standard)

S-BAR Sustainable Business Achievement Ratings

SMEs Small and Medium Enterprises

SP Sustainable Procurement

SRP Socially Responsible Purchasing

STEPS Start-up, Take-off, Expand, Progress, and Sustain

SWOT Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats

TCO Total Cost of Ownership

Triple P People, Planet, Profit (Triple Bottom Line / 3 Ps)

TUe Technical University of Eindhoven

UN United Nations

VBDO Vereniging van Beleggers voor Duurzame Ontwikkeling
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World Commission on Environment and Development
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